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ABSTRACT

A hypothesis to explain the aesthetic. functionality

of music in film is propounded and then proved by an illus

tration of its operation in a film with music by Robert

Fleming.

The role of music in film is problematic not only on

account of its artificial pr es ene e there, its highly complex

nature, and its inability to represent or symbolize anything

with certainty, but also because of the complicated relation

ships between it and the other filmic elements.

Citing forty-five and naming seventy-one sources, the

study presents (a) an analysis of film into its functional

elements (four dramatic ingredients constitut�ng its·message,

projected by four audiovisual components constituting the

film medium), and (b) Leonard B. Meyer's theory of function

ality in absolute music based on its inherent stylistic

features and relationships, and the listener's expectations

from the music's implications.·

Every element possesses attributes perceived, as the

film ��folds, to be absent or present in varying degrees, so

that a normal degree of presence of an. attribute within the

film can be established, and departures from it--abnormalities-

can be identified. These abnormalities generate tensions, the

norms relaxations. Tensity, subsuming tension and relaxation,
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is thus a common factor of every attribute of every filmic

element, forming a basis for comparison between one element

and another.

Relationships between tensities are distinguished as

cooperation when a tension or a relaxation in one attribute

is accompani ed by a similar tensity in another, or as

counteraction when a tension and a relaxation are associated.

A procedure for resolving multitensities is given. Film

watchers respond intellectually, emotionally, and physically

to these cooperatibns'and"counteractions, and-accordingly

the hypothesis is propounded: THERE EXISTS AN AESTHETIC

FUNCTIONALITY OF FILM MUSIC BASED ON THE RELATIONSHIPS OF

COOPERATION AND COUNTERACTION BETWEEN TENSITIES IN THE MUSIC

AND THE OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE FILM. Other sources of

functionali ty are mentioned.

The 28-minute film Antonio, divided into forty-seven

sequences, is examined in the light of the hypothesis, first

establishing norms and abnormalities for the musical para

meters, and then, s�quence by sequence, identifying the

cooperations and counteractions of tensities in the music

and the other filmic elements.

The results of the examination are summarized, and

the hypothesis is asserted to be true in the one test film.

To conclude the study, some implications for further

research are stated.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The chapter begins with a statement of the rationale

of a study of the aesthetic functionality of film music,

setting out its raison d'etre, and continues with a definition

of t�e underlying problem and a statement of the specific

objectives of the study. The procedures followed in the study

are next explained: they include the defining of key terms.

Finally, the assumptions, the limitations, and the plan of the

study are given.·

Rationale

A person watching a'film and becoming conscious of

music that would not be present in the corresponding circum

stances in reality may legitimately ask: "What does the music

do in the film?" and, especially, "How do es it do it?"

Answers, if forthcoming, are likely to be vague. A musician

is even more prone to raise these questions, and, although

musical knowledge facilitates their investigation, the findings

will probably seem superficial rather than fundamental. A

composer for the films has a related practical requirement

"to transcribe all his aesthetic and dramatic insights, how

ever speculative they may be, into technical problems."i
1Hanns Eisler, Composing for the Films (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1947), p. 127.

1
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The questions are important sociologically, in view of

the ubiquity of film in the cinema and on the television screen

at home, and of its powerful influence for.good or evil in

modern culture. Applebaum, who established the new music

department of the National Film Board of Canada in 1940 and

worked on approximately sixty films there, saw the importance

of film music and the correspondin� challenge to the composer:

Is it not important to the composer to know that he is
... directly able to cooperate in a vi tal aspect of his
society's welfare and education? Does not this present
age suggest that the composer move down from his secluded
intellectual garret into the"homes oT hi's neighbours, that
he may speak with them, work with them, and rejoice in
their improvement?

.

,'.

Not understanding why, the public accepts, even expects,

music as a film component. This generalization is overwhelm

ingly true,' in spite of such opinions as the following:

Film music should have the same relationship to the film
drama that someone's piano playing in my living room has
on the book I, am reading.

Igor Stravinsky �1882-1971), The Music Digest,
September, 1946.

Movie music is noise. It's even more painful than my
sciatica.

Sir Thomas Beecham (1879-1961), Time, February 24,
1958. J:

The very question of how film music conveys a meaning

is often sidestepped. Sun recognizes the need for music psycho

dynamics which can develop "a taxonomy of the correlations

1Louis Applebaum, "Documentary Music" in Film Music:
From Violins to_ Video, compo and ed. by James Limbacher
(Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1974), p. 72.

2Nat Shapiro, compo and ed., An Encyplopedia of
Quotations About Music (Garden City .. N.Y.: Doubleday & Co , ,

1978), p. 320.

3Ibid., p . 318.
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between music and emotions." However, citing the heterogen-

eity of emotional responses from the different. viewers of a

film audience, he claims that what should be judged in film

music is the beauty which derives from its inherent elements,

a beauty which is experienced despite the film environment.1
Research into film music is in a neglected state, as

Marks, preparing a doctoral dissertation at Harvard University

on music in silent film, confirms: "The very fundamentals

elude us, ... the materials are so scattered ... "1 He

concludes by listing certain fundamental tasks, including" to

devise methods of analysing the materials so that we can come

to an understanding of . . . the functions of film music

wi thin the audio-visual whole." 2

Since ancient times. philosophers and music theorists

have recognized the problematical phenomenon of meaning in

music; and in this century attempts have been and are being

made to explain the functions of musical events and of music

itself in objective terms. The concepts underlying these

attempts at explanation are contentious, await verification;

while effective tools of investigation-�imaginative goal�

directed methods of analysis--are still in the process of

evolution, inviting improvement and practical applications,

such as an inquiry into the functionality of film music.

1R. F. Sun, "The Esthetics of Film Music," College
Music Symposium 19 (Spring 1979):216-20, emphasis added.

�artin Marks, "Film Music: The Material, Literature,
and Present state of Research," Notes: The Quarterly Journal
of the Music Library Association 36 (December 1979): 313-14.
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A Canadian senses an additional need for research into

the functionali ty of film music and an invi ting opportunity, in

that Robert Fleming, born in Saskatchewan, over a span of

twenty-four-.years composed the music of more than. 250 films

for the National Film Board of Canada, many of which received

world-wide acclaim. There is a complete lack of in-depth

examination of this very significant oeuvre in· a generally

neglected genre. In a wider context, Fleming himself as a

musician and the National Film Board as a cultural force are

both relatively unexplored sub jects of considerable interest.

In summary, there are patent deficiencies in the under

standing of film music, especially its functionality; and there

is a regrettable neglect of the study of a mass of successful

Canadian film music by Robert Fleming. No research on his

music emanates from his native province. These shortcomings

together constitute a challenging justification for a unique,

substantial research project to be undertaken in this Univer

sity, namely: a search for a hypothesis of the aesthetic

functionality of film music, involving a study of Fleming's.

compositions in this genre.

Definition of the Problem

The problem is defined: to explain the aesthetic

functionality of music in film, in the face of the following

difficult circumstances--

1. Film is an artificial composite of several different

audiovisual projections--pictures, speech, music, and other

sound effects--each functional in its own distinctive way
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2. Music is an extraordinarily complex phenomenon, lack-

ing the explicit symbolism of speech and the direct represen

tationalism of pictures and sound effects, so that its func

tionality cannot be explained on the familiar bases of verbal

or pictorial meanings, and must be sought elsewhere

3. Filmwatchers, themselves a part of the whole film's

functionality, are each liable to react differently, with a

distinctive mix of several kinds of responses--intellectual,

emotional, and physical

4. The functioriali ty of film music is embedded in the

mutual relationships among a large number of events and proces

ses existing in and operating among the things named above

Objective of the Study

The objective of the study is twofold:

1. To propound a hypothesis of the aesthetic functionality
of film music, based on certain contemporary theories of

aesthetic functionality of absolute music as they would apply

in a film context

2. To illustrate the operation of the hypothesis in

selected film music composed by Robert Fleming

Procedures

The procedures followed to reach the twofold objective

of the study are summarized in table 1.1, wnich also indica�es

the locations of the main discussions.



TABLE 1.1

PROCEDURAL MASTER PLAN

6

Procedural Step
Location
of Main

Discussion

Propounding a hypothesis of aesthetic function
ali ty of film music ..•...................

Reviewing the literatures '0' ••••••••••••••••

Literatures of film aesthetics and film
music aesthetics

Literature of music aesthetics
Consulting with filmmakers and others .

Selecting and defining key terms .

Identifying certain propositions as a basis
for a hypothesis of functionality of music
in film '

.

Propounding the hypothesis ••................

Illustrating tensities in filmic elements and
extrafilmic references ..........•........

Illustrating the operation of the hypothesis in a

selected film with music by Fleming .

Prep.aring a biography of Fleming .

Identifying a representative sample of film
material .

Acquiring scores and other related material
Examining the representative sample of film

musi c • • • . • • • • • • . • . . ..••..•.••••.•••••••••.

Selecting an appropriate film ......•..•.....

Analysing the selected film in the light of
the hypothesis ..••..•....•..•....•.••..••

Reaching the conclusions of the study •.......•.

Conclusions .•......•...............•........

Implications for further research ••.........

Preparing the thesis
Selecting and defining assumptions and

limi ta tions .

Planning th e thesis ••.•....•. '.' ..•.•.....•.•

Writing the thesis

Part I

Chapter 2

Chapter 2

Chapter 1

Chapter 3
Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Part II
Chapter 5

Chapter 6
Chapter 1

Chapter 1
Chapter 6

Chapter 7
Part III

Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Chapter 1
Chapter 1

Propounding a Hypothesis of Aesthetic
Functionality of Film Music

As progressive steps toward' the goal of
,

propounding a

hypothesis of aesthetic functionality of film music, the

literatures were studied and filmmakers were consulted, key
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terms were, defined, and certain propositions were developed

as a basis for the hypothesis.

Reviewing the literatures

The identification and location of literatures on the

functionality of film music was undertaken through catalogues

and bibliographic compilations in the following libraries:

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
National Library of Canada, ottawa, Ont�rio
National Film Board of Canada, Ottawa,' Ontario
Canadian Music Centre, Toronto, Ontario

The literatures were'reviewed, and concepts relevant

to the hypothesis are presented in chapter 2. The following

general observations are pertinent here.

Literatures of film aesthetics
and film music aesthetics

The enormous amount of literature on film includes a

Significant number of books and articles on aspects of film

theory making occasional references to film music in rather

general terms. Literature specifically on film music, some of

it by composers, is moderately plentiful, with emphasis on the

relationships between the general moods or affects of music

and particular dramatic situations in feature-length films.

The failure of composers of film music to explain the creative

or aesthetic aspects of their art, how a composer goes about

wri ting music which fulfils its obligations to'ward the total

film entity, is discussed at length by Steiner,l Scores are

1Fred steiner, "Fred Steiner," in Film Score: The View
From the' Podium, .ed . and introduced by Tony Thomas (South Bruns
wick and New York: A. S. Barnes & Co., 1979), pp. 175-86.
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occasionally quoted, but analysis stops short of detailed par�-

metric analysis.

Literature of music aesthetics

The literature on functionality in music goes ,back to

the time of the ancient Greeks, but it remains subjective until.

Meyer,1 in mid-twentieth century, and others somewhat later,

began identifying and codifying more objective criteria of

functionality as revealed by parametric analysis.

Consulting with filmmakers and others

Two series of consultations were arranged and,held with

filmmakers and others. The first consul tations to.ok place in

the period September�November ·1978 by correspondence and tele

phone with Mrs, Margaret Fleming of ottawa, Ontario, widow and

literary executrix of Robert Fleming, and with National Film

Board of Canada officials in Montreal, Quebec, Ian McLaren,

Director of Production (English), and Guy Glover, a retired

producer-director acting as the liaison between the Board and

Mrs. Fleming in regard to the transfer of materials held pre

viously by the Board to the Robert Fleming Memorial archive

facility to be assembled at Carleton University, Ottawa, Onta

rio. These consultations concerned the selecting of films

with music by Fleming to be analysed to illustrate the hypo

thesis. The selection procedure is discussed in chapter 6.

The second series of conSUltations took place in

November 1978 and January 1979 by personal and telephonic

.�Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), passim,
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interviews in ottawa, Montreal, and Toronto, with Mrs. Fleming

and with former filmmaker colleagues of Fleming: producer

directors Robert Anderson, Tom. Daly, and Stanley Jackson, and

composers Louis Applebaum, Normand Bigras, and Eldon Rathburn.

These consultations, which primarily concerned the function�

ality of film music, turned out to be rather general in nature

or related to the specialized techniques of film music compo

sition. The consultants' opinions on film music are stated in

chapter 2. The second series of consultations also yielded

'many comments on Fleming as a person and.as a composer .o.f film

music: these are incorporated into the biographical chapter 5.

Selecting and defining key terms

Key terms, including words or phrases used in a special

way in relation to film, to music, or generally, were selected,

and their definitions are stated at this point. The method of

arriving at some of the terms and their definitions is an inte

gral part of chapters 2 and 3.

The following terms relate to film:

1. A film presentation comprises 'the phenomena pro jected

from a film during its showing, visible on the cinema or

television screen and audible from the loudspeakers

2. A film experience means the looking at, the listening to,

the apprehending of, and the discriminative and non-conscious

reacting to a film presentation, both at the time of presen

tation and later

3. A person who undergoes a film experience is, for conven

ience, defined as a filmwatcher
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4. Environments: a film presentation and a film experience

are defined without reference to the environments in which they

take place. These environments are functional--for example in

generating extrafilmic references--but are so varied in nature

as to be virtually indescribable. They are excluded from

further discussion

5. A total film phenomenon subsumes a film presentation and

the related film experience. The total film phenomenon is

important as the true field of this study, and in order to

reach an understanding of any part of the phenomenon--in.this

case film music--full attention must be paid to the whole

6. Extrafilmic references are the thoughts or images that

occur to a filmwatcher as a result of �hat person's individual

experience and circumstances. They are distinct from the

allusions, normal to the culture, intentionally made by the

filmmakers

Other filmic terms used in their normal manner are

defined in a Glossary of Filmic Terms in appendix B.

The following terms relate especially to music:

1. A parameter is an aurally perceptible variable in music.

It may be one of the traditionally recognized mus i.ca.L' elements

such as melody, harmony, tonality, meter, rhythm, dyanmics, or

timbre; a constituent part of such an element, like the range

of a melody; or a derivative by combination of such elements,

lik e textur e _

2. Parametric analysis is the identification and descrip

tion of events and processes Within and among the parameters
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of the hierarchical structure of a musical experience

J. An event is an occurrence in a parameter or parameters,

usually of short duration, regarded as 'a completed entity

4. A process is a change or stasis occurring in a series

of related events, not necessarily contiguous

5. An attribute is a specific perceptible quality of a

parameter such as the pitch of a tone, the root or the spacing

of the tones of a triad, or the pace of a pulsation: it is an

elemental concept within the context

6. The ,quan.ti ty of an .attribu;te Js the degree of its pres

ence relative to a datum and a scale, both often implied rather

than explicit. Depending on the nature of the variable and

the terminology used, the datum may be zero presence (as in

the' term, no td c eab l.e dissonance). or the norm (as in the term

exceptionally high tessitura). The scale may be one of great

precision (as wi�h Presto: .J = M.M. 184) or a set of ranked

range bands (as �i th the designations un-, 'slightly, normally,

highly, or extremely eventful). A goal of some modern music

theory is the numerical quantification of parameters

7. A musical style is a facet of culture, a specific,

recognized pattern of musical procedures limited in one or

more ways such as to a period, location, medium, composer,

performer, genre, form, content, occasion, or a work itself.

The identification of a musical style entails the perception

of norms, and gives rise to expectations in a listener that

certain events or kinds of events will occur

The following terms are of general application:
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1. Aesthetic means pertaining to aesthetics, the philo-

sophy or science whose subject matter is the description and

exp.Lana t.Lon of the arts, artistic phenomerra , and the exp eri en

cing of them as such

2. Functionality is the relationship between two things

such that a change in one (the independent variable) is accom

panied by a change in the other (the dependent variable) accord

ing to a probability

3. A probability is a tendency for something to occur,

_according to the experience with a large number of instances.

It is fundamentally subjective in the sense that the occur-

rence is based on human expectations; but it approaches objec

tivity through its credibility, or, in Meyer's terms, through

"the strength of implication as understood by a comp etent

lis tener .
,,1

4. The aesthetic functionality of film music is the proba-

bility for that music to be accompanied by aesthetic behav

ioural responses (mental, emotional, and physical) in a film

watcher experiencing a film as a work of art

5. Cultural norms are the expectations of the members of a

culture pursuant to a style established by precedents. When

regard is had to quantification, a norm is the quantity of an

attribute commonly expected to be present in an event or pro-

cess. Norms are not necessarily of frequent occurrence

6. An intrafilmic norm is one pertaining to the style of a

11 eonard B. M.eyer, Explaining Music: Essays and

Explorations (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973),
p. 28.
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single film, an interfilmic norm pertains to the style of a

class of films. In the opening moments of a particular film

experience the norms are interfilmic, those inherent in the

s�le of the class of film to which the film is expected to'

belong: thereafter the film establishes its own" intrafilmic

norms

7. Abnormality is a departure from the norm. When regard

is had to quantification, it is the difference between (a) the

quantity of an attribute present in an event or process, and

(b) the quantity of that attribute deemed to be.,present in a

contextually corresponding event or process conforming to the

norm

8. Incongruity is the abnormality of a relationship be

tween two or more associated attributes, neither of which is

necessarily abnormal in itself

9. In aesthetic functionality (including musical function

ality) abnormality is deemed to be an independent variable and

stress its dependent variable. Similarly, incongruity results

in stress

10, Tensity is the degree of stress present in an attri

bute of a film presentation or the filmwatcher's experience

(that is, in a stimulus or a response), ranging from a minimum

of zero, when stress is absent, to a maximum without limit

11. Tensity as a state of an attribute subsumes ·two polar

ities: relaxation when the tensity is zero or inSignificant,

and tension when tensity is significant. Thus tensity is a

synonym for tensity-and-relaxation considered as a unit, con-
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venient to use in contexts where it is unnecessary to empha

size the distinct polarities

12. Constructed terms for some special kinds of tensity

are useful: ambitensity where doubt exists as to whether the

tensity is significant or not--whether it is tension or relax

ation; unitensity where a situation exhibits one tensity;

bi tensi ty where two; and multi tensi ty where more than two.

Bitensity and multi tensity are mixed if both tension and relax

ation are present

13� The· ter.m: pleasurabili ty is us ed to -sub sume both the

opposite qualities of being pleasurable and being displeasing.

Pleasurabilities are some of the specifications of tension,

varying directly wi th i t in quantity: they are no t appli cabl e

to relaxation

14. Norms, abnormality, incongrui ty, tensity, tension, and

relaxation have been defined in relation to an attribute: the

terms can be applied to the elements, parameters, events, and

processes containing the attribute

15. Cooperation is the relationship between two or more

distinct tensities of the same polarity, tension or relaxation.

In a process, it is either (a) a concurrent appearance or in

crease of tension in both or all the stimuli or respenses, or

(b) a concurrent decrease or disappearance of tension in them

all

16. Counteraction between tensities exists when one attri

bute is tense and another is relaxed. In a process, counter

action takes place when both tensing and relaxing occur
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concurrently. It can be, and usually is, an aesthetically

constructive relationship

17. Cooperations and counteractions become very complex

when more than two different tensities are identified: a method

of resolving such complexity is given in chap tier 3

Identifying certain propositions
as a basis for a hyPothesis of

functionality of music in film

Certain propositions, using the defined key terms, were

developed from the concepts identified in the sources. The

propositions, eight in number, form the building blocks of a

hypothesis of functionality of music in film. They attain the

following series of intermediate goals:

1. The analysis of the subject of the inquiry, the art-form

film, into appropriate functional units, namely: filmic ele-

ments with quantified attributes

2. The identification of (a) abnormalities and (b) extra-

filmic references as the geneses of simple tensities and com-

plex tensity relationships

3. The resolution of complex tensity associations--particu-

larly those between the music and the other filmic elements--

to the two relationships of cooperation and counteraction

Propounding the hypothesis

Based on the eight propositions, and by way of argu

ments made in chapter 3, the hypothesis was propounded:

THERE EXISTS AN AESTHETIC FUNCTIONALITY OF FILM MUSIC

BASED ON THE RELATIONSHIPS OF COOPERATION AND COUNTER-
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ACTION BETWEEN THE TENSITIES IN THE MUSIC AND THE

CONTEXTUALLY RELATED TENSITIES IN THE OTHER ELEMENTS

O·F THE FILM.

Illustrating tensities in filmic
elements and extrafilmic references

The tensities operating according to the hypothesis

were illustrated by tabulating norms land tensing attributes

for each filmic element, and by giving examples of incon

gruities.

Illustrating the Operation of the

Hypothesis in a Selected Film
with music by Fleming

The pro c edur-es required to illustrate the operation of

the hypothesis in film music composed by Fleming--the second

part of the objective of the study--included preparing a

biography of Fleming, identifying a representativ� sample of

film material, acquiring scores and other related material,

examining the representative sample of film music, selecting

an appropriate film, and analysing that film in the light of

the hypothesis.

Preparing a biography of Fleming

From the biographical literature and the material

gathered during consultations with filmmakers and others--all

of whom knew Fleming well--a brief biography of Fleming was

prepared, incorporating unpublished material and information

germane to his work as a film composer. (See chapter 5.)
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Identifying a representative
sample of film material

Arising out of the first series of consultations, a

s eLec td.cn of twenty-eight diverse films scored by Fleming,

intended for illustration of the operation of the hypothesis,

was determined. The exercise turned out to be largely redun

dant, as explained in chapter 6 where the selecting of the

film material analysed is discussed.

Acquiring scores and other
related material

Scores

A weeklong inspection. was made of over one hundred of

Flemingrs film scores, some more than fifty pages in length,

at the National Library of Canada in ottawa, Ontario, where

they were being held (uncata�ogued) for safe keeping on behalf

of Mrs. Fleming as part of the Robert Fleming Collection.

Complete or partial photostatic copies of the scores of eigh-

teen of the twenty-eight films considered were obtained, inclu

ding a complete copy of "Antonio,,,1 Fleming1s score for the

film Antonio.2

1Robert Fleming, "Antonio." MS open score of music for
mandolin and guitar for the National Film Board of Canada film
Antonio (autograph, unpublished), 1966, 26 pages (hereafter
cited as "Antonio").

2Antonio, director �ony Ianzelo, producer Tom Daly,
listed under Social Science: Sociology in the National Film
B.oard of Canada 1981 Catalogue, English Edition, p.> 150;
t6mm. identification number 106B 0 166 070, year of production
1966 (hereafter cited as Antonio).
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Composer's working papers

In seven cases the composer's working papers were

available and copied. These include shot-lists which briefly

describe the setting, characters present, and action in shots

lasting so many feet of film which is converted to seconds of

time. They relate to the mute film as edited and the dialogue.

On them the composer adds his compositional intentions, arrived

at in consultation with the director, often as an expression

of the desired mood of the music.

Scripts

It was not possible to secure the various scripts of

the films. These might have been helpful in determining the

intended function of the film, but their lack is essentially

unimportant since it is the actual film presentation that is

analysed, and this frequently differs from the scripts as a

result of decisions made during production.

Examining the representative
sample of film music

Acquiring the films

The acquisition of the films for study was effected

through the Regional Office of the National Film Board of.

Canada in Saskatoon, where most of the films were available

for immediate showing.
4

Certain of the older films (as indi

cated in table 6.1) were discovered to be in the Board's

archives at undisclosed locations in Canada, and these were

made available by the Board for a limited period, through the

Saskatoon Office. Films and vide-ocassettes of films can be
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purchased, but this was not done.

Viewing the films

The films were viewed many times, often two or three

times at a session, and casette tapes were made of the sound

tracks, giving a readily reproducible record of the combined

speech, music, and sound effects. These components could not

be separated into their originally separate tracks, but, for

the film finally selected, the speech was transcribed into the

dialogue and commentary.

Selecting an appropriate film

By this time, particularly after having fully developed

the hypothesis, the initial film selection criterion, invol

ving film-purpose and diversity, was seen to be of little

relevance. Instead, it was perceived that a whole film with

all its functional parts is the proper unit of examination,

and that any film with a balanced mix of filmic elements and a

good range of tensities would suffice to illustrate the oper

ation of the hypothesis. Accordingly, the single film Antonio,

which met this later criterion and provided a manageable quan

tity of music within its 28-minute showing time, was finally

selected for analysis.

Analysing the selected film in
the light of the hyPothesls

The selected film Antonio was examined in detail, con-

centrating on tensities in, and cooperation and counteraction

between, its functional ele�ents. This necessitated a close
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examination not only of the music but of all the filmic ele-

ments, particularly the dramatic ingredients which are, in

part" pro jected by the music. The general theoretical hypo

thesis was thus proved in a particular real film experience.

Reaching the Conclusions of the Study

After the hypothesis had been proved and its truth in

a particular instance established, the conclusions of the

study were formulated.

Identifying the Implication.s
for Further Research

Implications for further research were identified.

Preparing the Thesis

To conclude this outline of the procedures followed,

there remains to be stated the preparing of the thesis docu-

mente Decisions were taken as to what constituent concepts

should be stated as assumptions, and as to what limitations

should be made explicit. The plan of the thesis document was

prepared, and the writing undertaken. The assumptions, the

limitations, and the plan are stated in separate sections next

in this chapter.

Assumptions of the Study

Assumptions concern culture and psychology.

Culture

As one point of departure for a filmis functionality

it is assumed that the social phenomenon culture:
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1. Governs the behaviour of everyone in the culture to a

greater or less degree

2" Establishes norms of all kinds of behaviour, from which

abnormalities can be perceived and, quantified, albeit only

approximately

3. Establishes aesthetic values for a work of art which

depend (a) as to the content of the work, on the universality

or the idiosyncracy of the metaphorism, and (b) as to the form

of the work, on the hierarchic pattern of variety and unity of

the content

Toynbee, in defining the terms, including culture, for

his philosophical study of history, agrees.1

Psychology

As a further point of departure for a film's function

ality it is assumed that psychology, the science of human and

other animal behaviour:

1. Recognizes that a filmwatcher will identify with a char-

acter in a film, usually the hero or the heroine, and vicar-

iously participate in the action

2. Establishes the concept of universal stimulus-response

systems, within which behavioural responses in the organism

are functions of environmental and intra-organismic stimuli

generated by perceptible environmental events or processes

such as occur in a filmic or musical presentation

1Arnold Toynbee, A Study of History': ANew Edition ,.

Revised and Abridged by the Author and Jane Caplan' (New York:
Weathervane Books, 1972), p. 4J,

.
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3. Recognizes that levels of and fluctuations in tension

and relaxation in the filmwatcher (variations from the theo-

retical neutral condition of homeostasis) are functions of the

responses to filmic and musical stimuli. In particular, within

a context of different attitudes and motivations, the non-

realization of expectations based on norms--the occurrence of

abnormalities--causes varying degrees of tension or stress,

while relaxation follows the realization or disappearance of

expectations

4. Recognizes that the perception by a person o.f . one thing

of whatever nature, concrete or abstract, real or imaginary,

may stimulate the perception of another thing of a similar or

different nature. The past experience of the person, which

may be unique to that"person or common to many persons in the

culture, is involved in this phenomenon, and the association

may appear irrational where some or all of the links in the

chain of associations are followed subconsciously rather than

consciously, or have been forgotten

Lundin, a psychologist writing about the psychology of·

music, in asserting that the aesthetic event appears to be

subject to the same principles of behavioural analysis as are

other forms of psychological activity, supports these assump

ti'ons .1

other concepts from the science of psychology, found

in its Ii terature "�d implying agreement with these assumptions,

1Robert W. Lundin, An Objective" Psychology of Music
(New York: Ronald Press Co., 1967), p. 196.
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are presented in chapter 2.

Lim�tations of the Study

Limitations of the study, concomitants of its objec-

tives, term definitions, and assumptions, concern aesthetics

and the world of film.

Aesthetics

One restraint on the discussion of film functionality

is the limitation to aesthetic functionality, so that other

fields such as the ethics and economics of the film are exclu-

ded from discussion.

The World of Film

The definition of.a total film phenomenon and its

constituents, a film presentation and a film experience, means

that other stages in a film's complicated and highly tec�nical
life cycle (such as production, distribution, and conservation)

and the techniques of its making are ignored. A first-hand,

non-technical outline of the craft and responsibilities of a

documentary film composer at the National Film Board of Canada

have been given by Applebaum.1

Plan of the Study

Following the front matter (an abstract, table of con

tents, list of illustrations, list of tables, and ackn�wledg

ments), the text of the study is organized in an introduction

1Louis Applebaum, "Film Music," in Music in Canada,
ed . Ernest MacMillan (Toronto: Universi ty of Toronto Press,
1955), pp. 167-76.
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and three parts. The parts conform to the two parts of the

objective of the study and the conclusions. Four appendices

and a list of sources cited conclude the study.

The introduction, this present chapter 1, sets out the

rationale of the study, a definition of the problem, the objec

tive of the study, the procedures, the key-term definitions,

the assumptions, the limitations, and this plan of the study.

Part I, chapters 2, 3, and 4, propounds a hypothesis of

the aesthetic functionality of film music.

Chapter 2 contains a review 'of sources--li teratures and

consultations--from which are derived concepts relevant to

this functionality.

In chapter 3, through the medium of eight propositions

derived from the source concepts, a hypothesis of the aesthe

tic functionality of music in film through cooperation and

counteraction of tensities identified by parametric analysis

is propounded.

In chapter 4 the functional tensities and tensity

relationships in filmic elements and extrafilmic references

are illustrated.

Part II, chapters 5, 6, and 7, contains an examination,

in the light of the hypothesis, of selected film music by

Robert Fleming.

Chapter 5 is a brief biography of Fleming, especially

as a composer of film music.

Chapter 6 deals with the selection of the film music

used to illustrate the operation of the hypothesis.
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In chapter 7 the film Aritonio is first described and

functional units are identified. Secondly a survey of filmic

and extrafilmic
.

elements identifies norms, abnormalities, ten

sities, and pleasurabilities in those elements, particularly

in the music, by parametric analysis. Thirdly, in a sequence

by sequence analysis of the film--a core procedure in the

illustrations of the hypothesis--the relationships cooperation

and counteraction of tensities between the music and the dram

atic ingredients of the film are examined. Fourthly, inte

grations of functional relationships·are given.

Part III contains the final chapters 8 and 9

Chapter 8 ?ive� a summary and the conclusions of the

Chapter 9 sets out implications for further research.

Four appendices contain material of subsidiary import

ance; and a list of sources cited in the text concludes the

study.



PART I

A HYPOTHESIS OF AESTHETIC

FUNCTIONALITY OF

FILM MUSIC



CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF THE SOURCES OF THE CONCEPTS

RELEVANT TO THE AESTHETIC FUNCTIONALITY

OF FILM MUS! C

This chapter sets out concepts relevant to the aes

thetic functionality of film music derived from a review of

the sources: the literatures, and conSUltations with film

makers and others. Some of the concepts support the ration

ale of the study, or they clarify the definition of the prob

lem: these are not developed further. Other concepts provide

material for the solution of the problem: these are reassem

bled in chapter ), first in formulating eight propositions,

and then in propounding a hypothesis of film-music function

ality. The hypothesis is based on cooperation and counter

action between tensities in the music and in the contextually

related tensities in the other elements of a film.

The identification and illustration of specific kinds

of tensity in separate filmic elements is deferred to chapter 4.

The hypothesis propounded here in Part I is theoret

ical: the illustrations of its operation in a selected film,

Antonio, with music by Robert Fleming, in Part II amount to

a practical proving of its truth.

27
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Literatures

The literatures reviewed which yielded most of the

concepts pertinent to the functionality of film music were

those of film aesthetics, the art-form literature, music aes-

thetics, film-music aesthetics, and psychology. They are dis-

cussed in that order. The literatures of other fields, such

as philosophy, semiotics, and communication theory, indirectly

yielded confirmations and refinements of the basic concepts:

these are discussed along with the concepts from the main

sources.

Within these fields the specific topic examined was

functionality, defined in chapter 1, which may be illustrated

by Copland's observation that a calculated woodwind passage

[the independent variable] can turn what appears to be a

solemn moment into a belly laugh [the dependent variable].1

Literature of Film Aesthetics

Four concepts from the literature of film aesthetics

are relevant to the hypothesis:

1. Film is an art form, and thus a complex of aesthetic

functionali ties

2. Film, as a medium of communication, can be analysed

into a number of audiovisual components

3. Film as a medium affects its message

4. The basis of meaning in the language peculiar to film

is violation. of expectation

1Aaron Copland, What to Listen· For·in Music, revised
ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957), p. 257.
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Film: an art form

Langer, discussing art and film, concludes: "Here

is a new art." 1 and "the art . swallows everything: danc-

ing, skating, drama, panorama, cartooning, music (it almost

always requires music).,,2
Monaco, too, sees film ·as art, and other things be

sides, asserting that film is a medium [of communication] and

an art, but that it is also, uniquely, a very complex technical

undertaking. 3

Recognition of film as an art form is important in

giving it a mandate to comment on reality without restriction

as to the nature of that comment or as to the means of making

it: thus the presence of music in film is legitimized and the

music's function is, axiomatically, to support the function of

the film.

Recognition of film as a medium of communication and

its analysis as such into audiovisual 'components (commenced in

the next section) is important in fathoming its aesthetic

functionality.

Audiovisual components of a film

According to Stephenson and Debrix, artistic activity

as a whole can be divided into three stages:

lSusanne K. Langer, Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953). p. 411.

2rbid., p. 412.

3James Monaco, How to Read a Film: The Art,· Techriolo
Lan· a e, Histo and'TheorY of Film and Media New York:
Oxford University Press, 1977 , p. vii.·
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( a)
(b)
(c)

The artist's experience or intuition;
Expression of this intuition in an artistic medium;
Enjoyment by, and ideally the kindling of similar

experience inv.an aUdience.1

and

The first of these stages is outside the scope of this paper,

but the second and third delineate the aesthetically func-

tional element - groups defined in chapter 1 under the terms

film presentation and film experience, subsumed under total

film phenomenon.

Monaco, in analysing a film presentation as a medium

of communication of the film's message, distinguishes:

VISUALS The images of a film as opposed to its sound
track .2

SOUNDTRACK ..• usually a mixture of several primary
tracks--effects, dialogue, and music.J

In this study the elements identified by this type of

analysis--collectively termed audiovisual components--are:

1. Visuals: the pictures, realistic or otherwise, seen on

the screen, which may include words. The term images used by

Monaco is reserved for the resultant mental experiences of the

filmwatcher

·2. Speech: subsuming dialogue (intelligible verbal ex

change between characters in action) and commentary (verbal

gloss from other sources, including characters not in action)

J. Music: sound from musical instruments, including the

singing human voice

4. Sound effects: noises not falling under items 2 and J

. 1Ralph Stephenson and Jean R •. Debrix, The Cinema as

Art, 2nd ed. (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1976),
p.-19 .

. �onaco·, p. 4J6. 3Ibid., p. 429.
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The film world's communication resources, confined as

they are to audiovisual components, lack the olfactory, tactile,

and gustatory components operative in the real world through

the senses of smell, touch, and taste respectively. There-
..

fore, in portraying the real world, a film'must often impro-

vise, using its ·visuals, speech, sound effects, and music, in

order to present substitutes for smells, tactile sensations,
.

and tastes.

A different type of analysis of a film presentation-�

'into' ·,·drama tic ingredients--is mad-e following the review of the

literature of the art-form literature.

Film as a medium affects its message

Carpenter, writing on communication theory, stresses

the effect of a medium on its messagep a phenomenon operative

in film aesthetics:

... each communication channel codifies reality differ
ently and thus influences, to a surprising degree, the
content of the message communicated. A medium is not
simply an envelope. that carries any letter; it is a major
part of the message communicated.1

Thus, anticipating later comments on tension, if, for

instance, a particular place setting is presented, even at

separate times, by different audiovisual components--for

example: visuals, sound effects, and music--that same setting

will appear in different, perhaps incompatible, lights, and

tension may be generated.

1Edmund C.arpenter, "The New Languages," in Explorations
in Communications:· An· Aritholo'

.

,. ed . Edmund· Carpenter and
Marshall McLuhan Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press, 1960; Beacon

Paperback, 1966), p. 176.
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Violation of eXi)ectaticiris

Lotman, writing on semiotics, identifies two tenden-

cies in the language of cinema: a system of expectations based

on the repetition of elements or on the everyday artistic

experience of the audience; and violation (not destruction) of

this system: "Consequently, at the basis of film meaning we

find/a displacement, a deformation of customary orders, facts

or appearances of ob jects." 1

The expectations of filmwatchers unsophisticated in

cinematic a·rt will generally be. dictated by their .everyday

experiences, and thus elements introduced by filmmakers' tech-

niques involving unreality such as slow motion or low-angle

shots will be meaningful to them. On the other hand, the

sophisticated filmwatcher will expect. cinematic treatment of

reality, and elements portrayed realistically will contain

additional meaning. This aspect of cinematic language is

examined further in chapter 4 when specific tensions in film

are detailed.

Literature of the Art-Form
Li terature

Two different meanings of the term literature are

necessarily juxtaposed in this section: (a) a body of writings

on a particular subject, and (b) writings in prose or verse,

especially those having excellence of form or expression;. the

first a source of research data (the meaning employed thus far

. 1Jurij Lotman, Semic,tics' of-"'Ciriem'a, trans .. .f'r om

Russian, with foreword by Mark .E. Suino (Ann Arbor: Univer
sity of Michigan, 1976), pp. 31-32.
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in the study), the second an art form consisting ultimately

of letters. Literature in the second of these senses provides

the important concept that the content of a message can be

analysed into certain aesthetically functional elements, here

termed dramatic ingredients.

Abrams defines the setting of a narrative or dramatic

work as "the general locale and the historical time in which

its action occurs; the setting of an episode or scene within a

work is the particular physical location in which it takes

place."l (A film is regarded as a dramatic work rattier than. a

narrative, in that its message is enacted rather than simply

related. )

Abrams defines characters as "the persons, in a drama-

tic or narrative work, endowed with moral and dispositional

qualities that are expressed in what they say--the DIALOGUE-

and what they do--the ACTION .,,2

He recognizes that actions include verbal as well as

physical actions,] and therefore in this analysis the action

is deemed to include the dialogue (including soliloquy, the

act of talking to oneself) .

A concept derived from action is that of "plot . . .

the structure of . . . actions . . . ordered and rendered

toward schieving particular emotional and artistic effects. ,,4

1M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms, .3rd ed.

(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1971), p. 157, emphasis
added.

;bi�., p. 21, emphasis added.

4 '

Ibid., p. 127.

3Ibid., p. 127.



The action of a dramatic or narrative work may contain

a minimum of physical movement and consist largely of the

development of ideas, often with conflicting moral values,

projected by the characters and the setting. In this study

such ideas are designated as thematic topics

Abrams discusses the terms persona, tone, and voice,

indicating that "The application of the terms ... varies

greatly from one critic to another, and involves some of the

most subtle and difficult concepts in modern philosophy and

social psychology."l In, this study ·the single· term filmmakers'

persona is used to indicate the revelations by the creators of

a film of their attitudes toward the art work and the film-

watchers.

Dramatic ingredients of a film

In film, one of the audiovisual com1?onents identified

in an earlier section of this chapter, namely speech, and part

of another such component, namely visuals when words are pro

jected, are extensions of the literary art form; and thus a

recognition of the dramatic ingredients of literature is of

service in isolating functional filmic elements.

In summary, the literature of the art-form literature

indicates that the aesthetically functional . elements of a film

can be analysed into four dramatic ingredients: setting,

characters, action (or thematic topics), and filmmakers'

personae.

lIbid., p. 12).
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Literature of Music Aesthetics

Four concepts from the literature of music aesthetics

are relevant to the hYpothesis:

1. The functionality of music is recognized throughout

its history

2. Music theory is of uncertain validity and truth, and is

subject to change

3. Music can be analysed into a number of aesthetically

functional elements

4. Functionality in music is explainable in·t.erms ,of

abnormality (Meyer), change (Berry), and tension (both writers)

Functionality of mus�c throughout history

There is a literature of music aesthetics going back

to ancient civilizations. For example, in the ethos of class

ical Greece, the practical application of contemporary aes-

.

thetic assumptions was advocated so that, for instance, as

Plato (427-347 B.C.) remarked, "
... youths, ... employing

that simple music which ... [engenders] sobriety will ...

guard themselves against falling into the need of the justice

of the courtroom." 1

As a later example, the literary forerunners of musical

romanticism restored music to the centre of the arts;2 and, for

instance, Hoffmann (1776-1822) in an article on Beethoven's

10liver Strunk, ed., Source Readin s in Music History:
From Classical Anti ui Throu h the Romantic Era New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., 19 0 , p. 11.

2Alfred Einstein, Music
-

Tii 'th-e' 'Romantic Era (N ew York:
W. W. Norton & Co., 1947), pp. 20-25.



instrumental music (1813) avers: ". . . music discloses to man

an unknown realm, a world that has nothing in common with the

sensual world that surrounds/him, in which he leaves behind

him all definite feelings to surrender himself to an inexpress

ible longing." 1

However, these views and others expressed in the eras

between them and afterwards, while acknowledging meaning in

music through affective and intellectual experiences, gene-

rally stop short of an explanation on an objective basis.

Some twentieth .... century theorists, particularly.M.eyer and Berry,

attempt to explain functionality in music more objectively

according to specific inherent characteristics of the music

itself; but before examining their writings it is appropriate

to cite a view on the validity and truth of music theory, and

to clarify what is meant by the elements of music.

Validity and truth of music theory

Babbitt gives simultaneously an encouragement to seek

explanatory concepts and a warning of their changeability:

. . . any theory is a choice from an infinite number
of possible theories, and the choice is determined by
what can be termed a criterion of significance in the
selection, first, of primitives, ... whether this
significance be expressed in terms of predictive power,
explanatory scope, simplicity, or some other criterion,
the decision is not easily made or ever surely made,
which is only to state that an empirical theory is always
subject to revision and reformulation.·. . . One cannot
be at a.l.L. cer.tain that any concept is necessarily a frui t
less or an absurd one; one simply does not know if it is
or not until one has tested the results of the application

lE• T. A. Hoffmann, Samtli'che Werke, ed. by C .. G. von

Maasen, I (Munich and Leipzig, 1908), 55-58, 60-61, 61-64,
trans. and cited by Strunk, . Source Readin�s, pp. 775-76.
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of this concept for correlation with other independent
concepts, for invariance under non-vacuous conditions.1

Babbitt1s remarks, made in the context of music theory,

apply to the other aesthetic fields explored in this paper.

Elemerits' of"music

Much of 'the literature of music aesthetics refers to

elements of music in terms that are not specifically defined,

whose denotations and connotations must be gathered from an

assumed common usage or from the context. The discussion of

functionality in this paper generally refers to musical ele-

ments according to the first five of LaRuei s six "Basic Compo

nents for Analytical Hypotheses" concerning musical style and

structure which he names "Sound : 4 • Harmony ... Melody

. . . Rhythm . • . Growth T t I fl ,,2
. ex n . uenc e . . . His

growth comprises. movement and shape. In considering film

music, his sixth component, text influence, is analogous to

the effects of all the other audiovisual components, particu-

larly the visuals and sound effects: the whole study relates

to this influence.

Each of LaRue's named elements, a part of it, or a

group of them, composed of static or changing events and pro

cesses at different hierarchic levels, may be regarded as a

1Mil ton Babbitt, "The Structure and Function of
Musical Theory," in Pers ectiv'es ori Contem' oraI' --Music Theo' ,

ed. Benjamin Boretz and Edward T. Cone New York: W. W. Norton
& Co., 1972), p. 14.

2Jan LaRue, Guio'elin-es-'--for S'
W. W. Norton & Co., 1970 , endpapers.

(New York:
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variable; and, with Narmour, may be termed an "operative

parameter--harmonic, melodic, metric, rhythmic, registral,

dynamic, and so on; . . .

Functionality in." "inusic

The literature of music contains two recent theories

of aesthetic functionality in music which, though different

from each other, are reconcilable. They form the basis of the

hypothesis of this paper. Meyer approaches function in music

through the key concept of abnormality, while Berry approaches

it through change; but both theorists arrive at a recognition

of tensity as a variable attribute of music conferring func-

tionality. Other writers concur.

Functionality in music through
abnormality causing tension

Meyer's system of functionality in music includes

seven distinct, related concepts: (1) stylistic normality,

(2) expectation (or implication), (3) abnormality, his crucial

concept, which he calls deviation, (4) stimulus and response,

(5) image processes, including connotations, (6) mood or

sentiment, and (7) tension and relaxation.

Stylistic normality. In developing his concept of

abnormali ty Meyer traces the required norms back to musical

style, stating v
• ." • the customary or expected progression of

1Eugene Narmour, B"e ond--Scherikerism�: "

The Need for
Alternatives in MusT6 Arialysis Chlcago: University of Chicago
Press, 1977), p. 127.
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[musical] sounds can be considered as a norm, which from a

tyl· t
. .

t +'. •

t
. " 1

s �s �c po�n o� v�ew � �s . . "

E*iectation. Expectation as to the progression of

musical sounds is a subjective concomitant of stylistic normal

ity, according to Meyer in the last reference. He later pre

ferred the term implication to expectation in order to accomroo-

date more readily the plurality bf possible alternative con

sequents to a single (simple or complex) antecedent musi.cal

event.2 In this paper the term expectation is retained in

suitable contexts, because of the subjective nature of musical

experience.

Meyer traces the origin of expectation to the existence

of two kinds of relationships between musical components:

1. Conformant relationships, "in which one (more or less)

identifiable, discrete musical event is related to another

such event by similarity" 3

2. Relationships in hierarchical structures, "
...

musical stimuli (pitches, durations, timbres, etc;") . . .

[forming] brief but partially completed events (motives,

phrases, e tc . ) ... which in turn combine with one another to

form more extended, higher-order patterns • . .

,,4

Meyer classifies expectation in terms of continuation,

change and closure:'
"

1M eyer, Emo tion' arid' M'e8.riing, p . 32.

2M eyer , 'EXplaining"Music. pp. 114-15n,. ,

Jrbid. ', p. 44. 4Ibid., p . 80.



1. "A shape or pattern will, other things being equal,

tend to be continued in its initial mode of operation." 1. and

"Proc.ess continuation is the norm of musical progression .

2. "Expectations as to continuation are to some extent

,,2

subject to •. '. expectations as to change .... continu

ation [is expected] ... only so long as it appears signifi

cant and meaningful in the sense that it can be understood as

motion toward a goal. If meaning becomes obscured, then change

will be expected." 3

3. "The mind .•. is continually striving for completeness,

stabili ty, and rest, ,,4. and ". . . for completion and closure. ,,5

These concepts do not begin with Meyer. For instance,

concerning continuation, and after asserting that the tra

versal of the fundamental line is the most basic of all

passing-motions, Schenker stated in 1935 " it is the necessity

. . .' of continuing in the same direction which creates cohe-

rence, . . .

Abnormality. Using stylistic normality as a base and

expectation as its subjective derivative, Meyer generalizes

that alteration in the expected musical progression can be

1Meyer, Emotion and Meaning, p. 92.

2Ibid., p. 93, emphasis added.

3Ibid., emphasis added. 4Ibid., p. 128.

5Ibid., p� 129, emphasis added.

6Heinrich Schenker, Free Composition (Der freie Satz):
VolUme III of New Musical' Theories and Fantasies, trrana, and
ed. Ernst .Oster, with supp.: musical examples (New York:

Longman, 1979), p. 12.
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considered as a d�viation.1 In this paper the term abnormality

is used in preference to deviation because the. datum, the norm,

is made explicit in the term itself.

Cogan and Escot, later, support Meyer. Discussing

musical linguistic technique they- observe

Its mastery results in vivid, direct communication. A
listener is sensitized to an ordered world of sound in
which minute (or major) deviations cause tensions and
tremors. The variety of such worlds is the enormous

variety of musical language.2

Meyer cites four common classes of musical features

that constitute_ abnormality in that a stylistically based

expected progression is altered:

1. Weakening of shape. (a) lack or insufficiency of simi

larities or of differences;) and (b) inadequate articulation4
2. Ornamentation'.

-

"The basic structural framework of a

passage or composition may -be considered as a norm, and the

ornaments which breathe meaning. and feeling into th'e plan may

be regarded as deviants.,,5

). Chromaticism. "Chromaticism is almost by definition

an alteration of, an interpolation in, or deviation from.·.

basic tonal organization. ,,6

4. The minor mode in Western music. "The affective power

of the minor mode in Western music has puzzled and perplexed

1Meyer, Emotion and Meaning, p. )2.

2Robert Cogan and Pozzi Escot, Sonic Desi:gn: The
Nature--of Sound and Music (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1976), p. 214.

3rJreyer'- Erii6tiori--an:a- Meaning, p. 160.

5Ibid., p. 205. 6Ibid., p. 217.
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• many excellent musicologists and psychologists."l Also,. .

"the association between the minor mode and emotional states

depicting sadness and suffering is a product of the deviant,

unstable character of the mode, and of the association of sad-

ness and suffering with the slower tempi that tend to accompany

the chromaticism prevalent with the minor mode."
2

stimulus and'response. Meyer continues his argument

of musical functionality, using the concept of universal

stimulus-response systems (the existence of which, is an assump

tion of this study) as a bridge leading from abnormality in

music to tension and relaxation in the listener. In his words,

"deviations can be regarded as emotional or affective stimuli.")

vUidening the spectrum of possible responses, he adds that

whether a piece of music gives rise to affective experience

depends upon the disposition and training of the listener,4
and that listening to music is accompanied by physiological

and motor adjustments.5
A prominent feature of Meyerfs code of meaning in music

is that, in a listener's psychological response, emotional

experience is differentiated, because it occurs in a stimulus

situation. First he deals with stimuli inherent in the music,

stating that affective experience, as distinguished from affect

per se, includes an awareness and cognition of a stimulus

situation which always involves particular responding indi-

lIbid. , p. 222. 2Ibid. , p. 228. Jrbid. , p. )2.

4· .

40. 5
'

79·Tb i.d . , p. Ibid. , p.
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viduals and specific stimuli.1 He continues that the affective

experience made in response to music is specific and differen

tiated, but it is so in terms of the musical stimulus situ ...

ation rather than in terms of extramusical stimuli.2
The concept that, an emotional experience, is differen

tiated when the stimulus is perceived in a specific situation

is important in considering film-music's functionality, since

the musical stimuli are always projected (and deliberately

composed to be heard) in very specific situations of setting,
, characters, .and actions or thematic topic-s.

Image. processes-, including connotations. Apart from

his r-ecogna tion of expectations based on the unfolding events

inherent in a musical work, Meyer provides an extensive note

on image proc ess es J including conno ta tions .3' He con tends that

music may give rise to images and trains of thought whioh,

because of their relation to the inner life of the particular

individual, may cUlminate in affect.� Image processes, Meyer

states, may be unconscious or conscious; and, if conscious,

either private, relating to the experience of a particular

individual, or collective, common to a whole group of individ

uals within a culture. Collective image processes he refers

to as connotations.5

Meyer's private image processes are the extrafilmic

references defined in chapter 1. His connotations are those

1Ibid., p. 19. Zrbid.', p. 20. Jrbid., pp. 256-72.
4 ,- 5"Ibid., p. 256. Ibid., p. 257.
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listeners' images that are expected in a culture, which the

composer can invoke through the inherent stylistic features of

the music and its allusions.

Meyer regards image processes as playing a role of

great importance in the musical affective experience of many

listeners, and identifies the origin of connotations as the

associations between some aspect of musical organization and

extramusical experience.1 He elaborates, and although he is

writing about absolute music the relevance to film music is

plain:

1."Some connotations are entirely traditional. Association

is by contiguity. . . by dint of repetition."
2

Examples of

such associations,· mostly intracultural and changeable, are:

organ-church; gong-the orient; pentatonic mode-pastoral;

tritone-anguish (baroque period); and Affektenlehre

2. "Most of the connotations which music ar-ous es are based

upon similarities which exist between our experience of the

materials of music and their organization, on the one hand,

and experience of the non-musical world of concepts, images,

objects, qualities, and states of mind, on the other ... 3 Exam

ples of these associations, some intercultural, are: similar

course, shape, and quality of the motions involved; size (large

or small tones); colour (light or dark tones); position (high

or low tones); tactile quality (rough, piercing, or round

tones) ..
4

1
.

Ibid., p. 258.
4 -

Ibid., p. 261.

�bid ., p. 259. JIbid., p. 260.
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3. "Often referential experiences are themselves partly
..

aural. A city, the wind, solitude, or the expressions of the

human voice--all have a peculiar quality of sound which music

can imitate with varying/success,,1
Meyer stresses the.direct relationship between the

degree of abnormality and the degree of specificity of connota

tions, a concept that implies the feasibility of quantifying

abnormality and other attributes. In his words:

1. '.'The degree of specificity attained in association, the

degree to which a .. ,given musical disposition will evoke the same

or similar connotations in all listeners within the cultural

group, is not merely the function of the number of elements

defining the connotation . . . it depends upon the divergence

of the elements of sound from a neutral state."
2

"The more

markedly the elements of a sound pattern diverge from neutral

ity the more likely they are to evoke connotations, and the

more specific those connotations are likely to be." 3

2. "Music cannot specify and particularize the connota

tions which it arouses/ ..• Yet from one point of view, this

flexibility of connotation is a virtue.,,4 "Music presents a

generic event, a 'connotative complex,' which then becomes

particularized in the experience of the individual listener"S'
3. "Connotation may be specified by the presence of a

6
text,. a plo.t_,. or. a program established by the composer"

1Ibid�� pp. 26i�62:

4Ibid., pp. 264-65.

2Ibid., p. 263.

5Ibid., p. 265.

3Ibid., p. 264.

6Ibid., p . 266.
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Mood or··sentiment. Meyer states that a potentially

connotative passage may fail' to evoke any concrete image, and,

instead, the listener may become aware of how the passage

"feels." The music may be experienced as mood or sentiment,
1

dependent for their definition on divergenc e from stylistic

norms.2

Tension and relaxation. Meyer'S concepts include

tension and relaxation, as already implied in discussing stim-

ulus and response systems. Explicitly he asserts that "In

aesthetic experience emotional pattern must be considered not

only in terms of the tension itself but also in terms of the

progression from tension to release.,,3

Langer, writing on philosophy, also identifies tension

and relaxation in music, and, in the process, her references

to "formal properties" support Meyer's identification of con

formant and hierarchic relationships as significant structures.

After discuSSing music as--possibly--a language of the emotions,

a stimulus, and an emotive symptom, she identifies music as a

symbol and states:

The/upshot of all these speculations and researches is
that there are certain aspects of the so-called "inner
life"--physical or mental--which have formal properties
similar to those of music--pattern or motion and rest, of
tension and release, of agreement and disagreement, prep
aration, fulfilment, excitation, sudden change, etc.�

.

Langar also supports Meyer's deeming of music's

1·
..

Ibid., p. 266. 2
.

Ibid., p. 268. 3 .

Ibid., p . 28.

4Susanne K. Langer " Philoso" K'-"1ri- ··8.-·N ew-'l(e ",' A' Sind'
.

in
the Symbolism of' Reason',' Ri"te, and Art, 3d ed . Cambri.dge:
Harvard University Press, 1969), pp. 227-28, emphasis added.
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flexibility of connotation as a virtue:

.

The real power of music lies in the fact that it can

be "true" to the life of feeling in a way that language
cannot; for its significant forms have that ambivaTence
of content which words cannot have.1

Functionality in music through
change causing tension

Berry's approach to functionality in music differs

from Meyer's in two ways. First, concerning events and pro-

cesses inherent in the music, Berry's key concept is change,

rather than the stylistic normality-expectation-abnormality

sequence identified by Meyer. Secondly, concerning the sub

jective experiences of the listener, Berry directly cites

tension and relaxation (which he calls progression and re

cession respectively) without a detailed examination of a

stimulus-response system.

Berry's distinctive terminology, in which he strives

to eliminate some of the uncertainties with other theorists'

language, is used in this section whenever the context permits

its retention without creating misunderstanding with the

author's use of terms. For instance, Berry's progression and

recession are clarified as the words first appear, while his

element-actions are readily recognizable as parametric events

or processes. His intensity equates with the author's tensity.

(Clearly, Meyer's "progression from tension to release," stated

earlier, simply means a change.)

1Ibid.·, p. 243·
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Change. Berry identifies change as his central concept

for functionality, stating that contiguous sound events mani-

festing change in any parameter result in functional-expressive

effect of intensity change.1 The same statement asserts that

the extent of the intensity change is a result of the extent

of the parametric change.2

Tension and relaxation. Berry reinforces and particu

larizes his causal association of tension with parametric

change by adding that no change distinguishing contiguous

sound events can be neutral with regard to intensity.J He sees

three possibilities in lines of intensity changes:

1. Progression: increasing intensity

2. Recession: subsiding intensity

J. Stasis: unchanging degrees of intensity4
Berry relates progression and recession (herein termed

" tensing and relaxing respectively) to the basic formal pro-

cesses of music, as follows:

1. Introduction: "often involving dissonant prolongation

as a primary factor of expectant intensity in precarious

balance with quiescent,/tentative conditions such as relative

textural sparsity and slow tempo; . . .

2. statement: "normally in a context of relative stability,,6

1Wallace Berry,-"_StTuctllral""FUnctions"In Music
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976), p. 9.

Zrbid. 3-rbid. 4Ibid.,. p. 7. 5Ibid., pp. 5-6.

6Ib id ., p. 6.
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J. Restatement: "often involving variation, but again in

relatively stable condi tions"l
4. Transition and development: "both normally relatively

fluctuant"
2

5. Cadence: "in an environment of relative decline and

dec el eration" J

Berry becomes more specific in identifying causes of

tension when he gives a preliminary outline of a classification

of progressive intensity values in element-actions in music,

reproduced in table 2.1. Recession is not explicitly shown,

but h� states that manifestations of recessive tendency are

. 4
opposite to the kinds of events characterized as progresslve.

Berry's classification of tensing values in table 2.1

is incomplete. The criticisms in table 2.2 set out addi tio'nal

tensing values whiCh not only follow logically from the concept

of abnormality (rather than from Berry's concept of change),

but also conform to listeners' common experiences.

If Berry's stated tensing and his implied relaxing

parametric changes are extended to include other events and

processes of the kinds mentioned in the criticism, the resulting

collection can be generalized to conform with Meyer I
s central

concept that links abnormality with tension. In the simplest

terms: tension is a function of abnormality, varying directly

with it; relaxation is a function of normality, varying

directly with it.

lIbid•
.

Sbid. 4 ,.

Ibid., p. 10.
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TABLE 2.1

PROGRESSIVE ACTION IN ELEMENT-ACTIONS [TENSING
EVENTS. AND: PROCE,SSES1,ACCORDING ·TO:·BERRY·

Element Progressive Action· [Tensing Event or Process]

Melody

Harmony

Tonality

Meter

Tempo
Texture

Timbre

QE: leap expecting closure, especially when disson
ant; instability of tonal or other felt tendency

Away from tonic; dissonant; inverted; complex forms;
chromatic (deviation from primary diatonic
resource)

Away from primary system, in relation to tonal
"distance" and assuming referential adherence of
primary I; chromatic succession and expansion

Toward shorter units; asymmetry and fluctuation;
clarity of. more frequent accerrt (acceleration);
toward instability, departure from relational
unit norm

Acceleration in rate of occurrence at given level

Greater interlinear diversity and conflict;
increased density; wider spatial field

Increased sonorous wei ht and enetration (strings
--- woodwinds --- brass? ; louder; higher regis
ters--sharper "focus", of intense color; more per-
cussive, stressed articulation

'

SOURCE: Berry, Structural Functions, p. 11.

TABLE 2.2

CRITICISM OF BERRY'S CLASSIFICATION
OF TENSING EVENTS AND PROCESSES

Element Criticism

Melody

Harmony

Not only "up," but down to an abnormal level can be

tensing, as when an instrument works its way down
to its lowest pitches. This argument applies to a

relatively high-pitched instrument such as a flute
or a violin; it applies even more so with the
lower strings, winds, brasses, and voices; it is
clinched with the organ's descent to and beyond
the limit of pitch identification

In the so-called "common practice era" movement
"away from tonic" within the primary system is
normal and thus abnormal adherence to I or i
harmonies becomes tensing
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TABLE 2. 2--C6ntinued
'-.'=:�'� .. '-:-.:' .. :": �

...

.:.:�. .:
.

.:-::-:-.:;::
.. -

Elemen-t- . ·.Criticism

Tonal�ty In similar vein, non-departure from the primary
system is tensing if it persists.beyond the lowest
structural level

Meter The lengthening (not merely the shortening) of units
is tensing in such events as cadenzas or free fan
tasias. (This is possibly recognized by BerryWs
"departure from relational unit norm" which would
cover an expanding temporal s epara tion of metrical
accents)

Tempo Deceleration in non-cadential contexts can be ten-
sing (for example, as an element of rubato). In
the absolute sense, the intensity of a death knell
is due to. the extreme slowness of the bell i

s

tolling
Texture Simplicity intervening into established complexity

can be tensing, as when a simple melody or even a

single unvarying tone interrupts a dense fabric

Timbre "Increased sonorous.weight and penetration" is not
the only road to intensity: the very stillness
and smallness of the.voice of Yahweh1 to Elijah
after. the great wind, the earthquake, and the fire2
were abnormal, and thus tensing features

lOr, according to The Jerusalem Bible (New York:
Doubleday & Co., 1966, p. 447, "the sound of a gentle breeze."

2r Kings, 19:12.

Other tensing situations and elements. Berry recog

nizes that there can be-an expression of intensity or release,

or an evocation of· feeling such as anxiety, calm, or exal tationr

by certain structural conditions generally, as well as by the

event-successions examined in detail.1 Moreover, he recog-

nizes that the understanding of musical experience entails

consideration of "subject response to the single musical event

in isolation . . . even when heard and felt apart from

lB erry; struc tural· FUric tioris , p. 7, no t e 6.
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contextual associations," and the "subjective association of

musical events with extramusical experience.,,1 Also, Berry

recognizes but does not elaborate on "structural functions of

coloration (of timbral differences, of orchestration, etc.),"

and he emphasizes that "one vi tal aspect of coloration, ...

dynamic levels, often goes very far indeed in accounting for

the nature of musical experience and meaning.,,2

Cooperation and counteraction of
tension and relaxation in music

Both Meyer and Berry, along with other writers, stress

that both tensions and relaxations frequently co-exist in

distinct elements of the music. In Meyer'S words:

To the extent that the parameters act together in the
'articulation of closure or, alternatively, in creating
instability and mobility, they may be said to move

congruently. Conversely, when some parameters foster
closure while others remain open, the parameters are said
to be n�ncongruent.J

Again, in Berry's words:

the terms' complementary and compensatory (sometimes such
associated terms as parallel and counteractive) ...

denote relations between element-actions which have,

respectivel�, allied or resistant functional tendency at
some level.

The preferred, defined terms in this study, cooperation'

and counteraction, avoid the unwanted overtones of exact

equality that come with congruent, and of completeness that

come with complementary--in fact, counteraction, when appro

p�iate, is. complementary too.

1
.,

Ibid. ,

.300 eyer ,-
4 .

Berry,

p. 25· 2
.'

Ibid., p. 20 .

,
"

Explarrirrig'1VlusTc-�" p. 81, Meyer's emphasis.
Structural FUnctions, p. 24, Berry I

s emphasis.
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Narmour describes the concept of cooperation and

counteraction thus:

The Janus-faced nature of a part, however, would
not be uniformly balanced between closure and nonclosure.
Within anyone part, multiple implications would sometimes
diverge, sometimes complement. A part would, moreover,
display implications in varying/strengths for each opera
tive parameter--harmonic, melodic, metric, rhythmic, regis
tral, dynamic, and so on; and those implications would
often be noncongruent.1

Berry is explicit in regard to the important para-

doxical effect of counteraction, implying that simultaneous

well-balanced tension and relaxation in distinct attributes do

not neutralize each other, but result in a powerful tension

derived from the counteractive relationship itself. In his

words:

. a line may be recessive in tonal fulfilment and
progressive in intensifying upward movement at the same

time, and such counteractive tendencies are in fact very
common in music and of important paradoxical eff"ect .

. . . the counteractive relations of co-incident element
actions are of very powerful effect indeed.2

Cooperation and counteraction of tension and relaxation

are widespread phenomena encountered in many fields other than

music; and, as will be developed and illustrated in chapters

3 and 4, they form the kernel of the hypothesis of function

ality of film music propounded in this study. Specifically,

the role of the concepts of Meyer and Berry is charted in

figure 3.4 in chapter 3.

1
Narmour, .pp. 126-27, Narmour's emphasis.

� erry, structural Functions.',· p. 87.
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Literature of Film-Music Aesthetics

The literature of film-music aesthetics is mainly to

be found as subdivisions of broader fields such as film or

..

music. Moreover, the discussions tend to concentrate on the

relationship between assumed emotional content or associations

of the music and the dramatic situations of the film. Detailed

parametric analysis is not employed.

Seven concepts from this literature are specifically

relevant to the hypothesis of the study:

1. The .differentiation of functionality in film music

2. Aesthetic distance of an art-work

3. The relationshi� between the events in the music and

the dramatic ingredients of the film

4. The limited value of illustrative and imitative film

music

5. The value of counteractive music

6. Music as servant

7. The'dialectic character of the visuals-music relation-

ship

In addition, the literature of film music aesthetics'

provides several opportunities for ready access to score ex

tracts appropriate for more detailed examination.

Differentiation of functionality

Backer and Manson identify the differentiation of

functionality_ and support Meyer's point concerning the speci

ficity of responses in a stimulus situation. Backer is a

practising psychologist; Manson is a composer for films and
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television. They describe an experiment conducted with a

, '

group of University of California, Los Angeles, students study-

ing film music. Watching a young trained professional actor

walking back and forth across the room in the same manner each

time, the students described his walk (as reported by Becker

and Manson) when a slow, doleful tune was played on the

harmonica as "slower, a walk of sadness; may be a man who has

just lost his woman"; but, when the harmonica switched to a

bright, lively melody as "like a man out for a happy afternoon

stroll." 1 ,In ,th.ii:? cas e the walk is the' stimulus, the music

the situation.

Aesthetic distance

Eisler, writing in the fairly early days of film-music

theorizing, detects a desirable function of music in estab-

lishing and maintaining aesthetic distance between the film

and the filmwatcher:

• [music] should not decrease the distance between
picture and spectator by creating moods; but by virtue of
its character of immediacy ... it should stress the
mediated and alienated elements of the photographed action
and the recorded words, thus preventing confusion between

reality and reproduction .•.
2

Paget, even earlier, writing in a philosophical vein'

on music generally, confirms this function:

..• music can surround us with a continuous and homo
genous world of sound, a world foreign to what we call

real, life, and there excluding from its magic enclosu�e

1Thomas E. Becker and Eddy Lawrence Manson, "In the
Key of Feeling," Human 'Benavior 7 (February 1978) :6J.

2
..

'

, Eisler, p. 12J.
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all real life's concerns
1

The relationship between the "events
in the music and the dramatic
ingredients of the film

Copland cites the following ways in which music serves

�

the screen:

1. Creating a more convincing atmosphere of time.and

plac e . . .

2. Underlining psychological refinements--the unspoken

thoughts of a character or the unseen implications of a situ-

a tion . . .

3. Serving as a kind of neutral background filler . . .

4. Building a -sense of continuity ...

5. Underpinning the theatrical build-up of a scene, and

rounding it off with a sense of finality.

Music is related to the setting in Copland's item 1.

2

to the characters and thematic topics in item 2, and to the

action in item 5. Cooperation is suggested in item 1, while

counteraction is specifically mentioned in item 2. Item 4

speaks to the role of the music in supporting the form of the

film, which is the resultant of the interactions of the

settings, . characters and action. Item J is relevant to the

concept of aesthetic distance. The role of the Copland and

Eis�er "?�?c"�pt� is charted in figure J.4 in chapter J.

"_ 1Violet Paget [Vernon Lee, Litt.D.], Music and Its
t.oversi Air" Em irical· Study'- "of Emotion and Ima inative

Responses 0 Mus�c London: George. lIen & Un�n, 19J2). p. JJ;

2copland, pp. 256-58.
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Copland's ideas represent the classic theory of film-

music functionality: his concepts, with that of Eisler con-

.'

cerning aesthetic distance, are but a generalized, limited

account--even a short-circuiting--of the network of tensity

relationships which the hypothesis describes.

Prendergast, claiming to offer in 1977 the first attempt

at a comprehensive look at the history, aesthetics, and tech

niques �f film music,l gives some excellent illustrations

under Copland's headings, with score extracts, of what music

do es in film. However , he, .lik e 0 ther wr,i ters .on .. film .. mus i c ,

leaves unexplained the fundamental why of its functionality.

The limited value of illustrative
and imitatlve film music

London, in an early treatise on film music, states:

... it would not be advisable ... for the music to
be confined to pure illustration. It should be kept more

strictly ..• to self-chosen or self-created forms; it
should avoid boundless descriptive passages ... and
should assume an expressionistic rather than an impress
ionistic character.2

By expressionistic, London means interpretative; by impress

ionistic, explicitly programmatic.)
Blackburn concurs: "II faut craindre la musique imita-

1
Roy M. Prend er'gaa t., A Neglected Art: A Critical Study

of 'Music in Films (New York: New York Un�versi ty Press, 1977),
p. vi i ,

�urt London, Film MuSic�' A Summary of the Character
Istrc Featur"es of' I ts History, Aesthetics, Techn�ques; and
Posslble Developments, trans. Er�c S. Benslnger, foreword by
Constant__Lambert (London: Faber & Faber,. 1936; reprint ed.,
New York: Arno Press & New York Times, 1970), p. 156.

3
..

Ibid., p . 74.
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tive et Ie commentaire descriptif."
1 (One ought to be afraid

of imitative music and descriptive commentary.)

Dolan assumes the existence and, moreover, the value of

counteractioI}. when he concludes that "the presence of conflict

ing music [in film] can sharpen dramatic values, so long as

the music's presence can be justified in some way.II2

Music as servant

" Recogrri zing film as -an art-form··,'makes it -axi.omatic

that the music's function is to support the film. Several

authorities are explicit on this point. Rathburn, concurring

wi th Copland that music serves the screen, writes f

It is important that the film composer recognizes the
fact that his job is not to impose his will on the film
but to let the film 'speak' to him, and in 'listening' to
the film the composer should be in a receptive mood to
enable him to determine the musical needs.3

Eisler indicates how music can ,abuse its position of

servitude, a course he does not advocate: ." . occasionally

skillfully composed music can rebel and disavow the picture

that degrades it, either by ruthless opposition or by real-

.

t· t· ,,4
lS·�C exaggera �on.

1Maurice Blackburn,- ."Reci tatif," Musigue et cinema,
Document No .. 1 (March 1965): no page (Montreal: Clnematlque
canadienne, 1965).

2Robert Emmett'Dolan, Music in Modern Media (New York:
G. Schirmer, 1967), p. 93·

.
3Eldon Rathburn', "Thoughts on My Craft," Musi.que et

cInema , Document No. L (March 1965) no page (Montreal:
Cinem�tique canadienne, 1965).

4 .

Eisler, p. 117.
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The diaTectic-'character" of" "-th"e
visuals-music relationship

Nattiez, discussing the semiotics of music, endorses

an opinion, from a study by Lissa of film music aesthetics,
""

that music and visuals, when used together in film, affect

each other's meanings:

Dans son important ouvrage sur l'Esthetique de la

musique de film, Zofia Lissa a bien note Le caract"ere
dialectique de la relation musique-image (1965:126).
La musique, du point de vue expressif, peut elargir
la portee semantique de l'image, lui apporter des

significations que l'image en elle-meme ne peut
representer, mais en meme temps, l'image, parce
qu' elle est plus denotative que la musique, vient· en

quelque sorte retrecir, orienter l'interpretation
de la signification musicale.1

(_1965t126) Lissa, Z., 1965: Aesthetik der Filmmusik,
Berlin, Henschelverlag.

(In her important work on the Aesthetics of Film Music,
Zofia Lissa took good note of the dialectic character
of the music-image relationship. Music from the express
ive point of view, can broaden the semantic content of
the image, bringing it meanings which the image itself
cannot represent; but,at the same time, the image,
because it is more denotative than the music, acts, in
a way, to restrict, to orient, the interpretation of
the musical Signification.)

Becker and Manson's report and Carpenter's observation

provide support for Lissa's opinion.

Fleming" on Music for Films

Fleming's published opinions on film music are stated

in his b i.ogr'aphy in chapter 5. They agree with opinions ci ted

in this chapter concerning music as servant, and comment on

p ertrd.sa i.b.Le
.. !ll:usi_c�l. compl exi ty and techniques of composition.

1Jean:-:-Jacques Nattiez', Fondem"erits d 1
une semiologie

dOe" --la- "mi..fsiqij_-e"'-- Seri e "Esthetique" dirigee par Mikel Dufrenne

(paris: Union Generale d'Editions, 1975), p. 171.
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Literature of Psychology

Assumptions concerning psychology were stated in

chapter 1. In the literature of that science Watson cites

hypotheses and procedures of psychophysical inquiries into

sensory capability and response proclivities.1 These assume

and thus endorse the existence of stimulus-response systems

as identified from the literature of music aesthetics, and

they provide a basis for the quantification of responses to

attributes of the elements of a film presentation.

SensOry capability

Sensory capability, the measurement of the sensitivity

and resolving power of the organism, is classified:

1. Absolute sensitivity: presence or absence of a stimulus,

against an ambient background

2. Sensitivity to differences

3. Stimulus'identification

4. Effective stimulus magnitude2

Response proclivity

Response proclivi ty, the measurement of character

istic responses to particular stimuli, or stimulus sequences,

when the stimuli are clearly discriminable from each other and

from the ambient background, is classified:

1. Equality

,

1C. S . Watson, "Psychophysics," in H8.ridD6 0 1C- 'of' General
Psyrh61ogy, ed. Benjamin B. Wolman (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prent�ce-Hall, 1973), p. 279.
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2. Equality of difference

3. Sense ratio

4. Stimulus ranking1

Quantification· of attributes

The classifications of levels of sensory capacity and

response proclivity in the preceding section validate the

concept that the degree of presence of an attribute of a param-

eter, relative to a norm or an arbitrary scale, can be differ-

entiated and expressed with greater or less preciSion accord

ing to the nature of the filmic variable and the filmwatcher.

Consultations with Filmmakers
and Others

The review of literatures pertinent to the function

ality of film music was complemented by consultations with

filmmakers and others, thus enabling the opinions of the

theorists to be tested against the experience of practi tion

ers. The persons consulted were past and present National

Film Board of Canada producer-directors and composers, all of

them former colleagues of Robert Fleming; and his widow, who

well understood his compOSitional objectives through close

association as his lyricist and critic. The persons inter

viewed were apprised of the thesis rationale and problem, and

were invited to comment in any way they saw fit. A predeter-

mined standard questionnaire was not used.

1. The opinions of the producer-directors, the composers,
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and Mrs. Fleming respectively are paraphrased and summarized

2. Their confirmations of the hypothesis-building concepts

from the literatures are identified

J. Their omission to state certain important concepts

concerning tensity is noted

4. Ancillary material from the consultations, of value in

providing insight into the identification of specific tensities

(chapter 4) and in the analysis of a selected film (chapter 7),

is stated

Opinions on Film Music

Producer-directors

Opinions on film music by producers and directors are

valuable in that such persons have responsibility for the

aesthetic functionality and effectiveness of the film as a

whole with authority to control, during shooting and editing,

the participation of all the audiovisual components, including

the music. The opinions of Robert Anderson, Tom Daly, and

stanley Jackson, as they presented them, are summarized.

Robert Anderson

Anderson emphasizes that

When the music is trying to do what the visuals Should be

doing, there will be cross-purposes

There will be cacophony when music departs from. its

proper role

The visuals are predominant: music is often inappropri
._ ._�_�_el¥ __ u_s-ed;__

much connnentary is superfluous1

lTe:Lephone consultation with Robert Anderson,
-

former
director with the National Film Board of Canada, Ottawa,
25 January 1979.



Tom Daly
"

Daly authoritatively, exhaustively, and helpfully

expounds that

Music from a film heard alone is not interesting: pre
composed music inserted in a film is often at cross

purposes

Music is often a binding element in a film: music, effects
voice and picture succeed each other as focal points in a

film; they are often elided. In similar manner, orchestra
and soloist are alternated and elided in a Mozart con

certo

Music must recognize the length of the picture sequence:
the association will work if ,the components finish to

gether,' even if they do not start together

The picture may move up [in importance] while the music
moves down

Music must recognize the shape of the picture. Some
editors may not recognize the need for a picture shape
into which music can fit

The closer that music is in form to autonomous music, the
more satisfying it will be

It is harder to compose for film than to write independent
music; music may find awkward corners to turn in a film:
no space may be left in the picture for a satisfactory
musical transition

Music frequently has to rectify flaws of the filmmaker.
An example:' the last shot of a sequence may be too short
visually, and the composer may put his last" note on the
penultimate shot, so that the ensuing silence gives the
illusion of extending the picture

If the visual material is too homogeneous, sequences may
be differentiated by musical contrasts such as (a) major,
positive style, (b) bitter-sweet tone, and (c) thoughtful
mood

It is difficult for a film composer to learn other styles
than,his own usual style

When actual (realistic) music appears in a documentary
film there is a problem of how long to make it

, ,

The 'aim is to get the right feel,' the right mood, of the
music. It may be, for example, too busy, when the remedy
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is to cut out some notes--or the composer may have to
re-invent

The .use of a musical theme throughout a film is good

In human anatomy, the skeleton, blood system, and nerve

system fit toge..ther to make a p er son., but they do not do
the same things: compare the picture, speech, sound, and
music in a film

The public would become aware of too much of any element:

speech, music, visuals, action, and so forth

Picture editors who are not experienced with sound may
not visualize the requirements for sound when cutting
the mute film. They may not have thought out what the
music will be

If the content of an unbalanced film is charted using,
say, red for visuals, blue for speech, green for effects,
and yellow for music, the resultant pattern may be un

pleasant. The filmmaker must allow for the composer

Sound effects can be unexpected, but appropriate: the
result is good if the surprise is better than what was

expected

If the audience has to wait for the musical cadence
(after the visuals have effectively finished), the music
is wrong for the film,

Concerning commentary: a cut emphasizes a sound, stresses
a word, even in the m.i.dd.l.e of a sentence. Picture and
words must synchronize: commentary is laid to the picture.
Commentary may shatter the music: the commentary may have
to be refitted after the music is added, or the music may
have to be refitted to the commentary. Usually the
commentary is first fitted to the visuals, then the com

poser composes in the light of both picture and speech

Dialogue cannot be changed: music must be fitted to it

There must be a reason for all music in film

Concerning flaws and their remedies. Examples: a clock
strike may be inserted to cover a "fluff" (gap in words)
by an actor. A piece of action or a sound effect can be
used to cover a musical flaw, as when a sound effect is
inserted in the middle of music that is too short for the
visuals. A sharp sound made only one or two'frames too

early sounds wrong; but if up to six or eight frames too
late sounds satisfactory. The ear has immediate percep
tion of sound--not so the eye with the picture: retention
in the retina is a consideration. (Filmmakers can detect
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1-frame errors, the public 2-frame errors. If there is
exact synchronization of visuals and sound, �he sound

appears to be ahead1

Stanley Jackson

Jackson's sparse comments are:

The main title music must set the tone of the picture

The end music must round out the film, not destroy its
effect

Neither must obtrude2

Composers

Opinions on film music by' its composers are doubly

valuable in that, first, they are given by persons who, accord

i�g.to Applebaum, ought to know the techniques of making the

music properly functional; and, secondly, they are given by

persons who, in the aesthetic realm, stand as servants to their

producer-director masters, but who �ay well have their own

different opinions as to the function of a particular musical

passage in its film context. The opinions of Louis Applebaum,

Normand Bigras, and Eldon Rathburn are summarized

Louis Applebaum

Applebaum, among other wide-ranging comments not

reported here, states

Film music must serve the objective of the film as a whole

1Interview with Tom Daly, editor, producer, and
director with the National Film Board, Montreal, 22 January
1979·

2Interview with Stanley Jackson, writer, producer,
and director with the National Film Board, Montreal, 23
January 1979.
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The timing of important synchronizations of musical and
dramatic events must be accurate to a fraction of a

s econd l

Normand Bigras

Bigras, as a filmwatcher, cannot tell what music is

played though he is conscious of the mood. As a composer

(occupying Fleming's former office) his opinions are specific:

A film is cut to establish the rhythm of the action,
i ts "pac Lng"

Music takes on its own character: the same music would
suit a man (not a machine) working in a field and a nurse

emptying bedpans in a hospital: humanity. [humanism] -Ls
the common factor

The music must synchronize with the action once in a

while: not all the time as in micke�ousing

A few (say, three) notes can be cut out to make the music
fit another scene, if the basic feeling is there

In a documentary film, the film comes first, before the
planned impact on the audience

Anybody can write a melody

If stock music has a beginning, middle, and end, it is
not right: it must be formless, must never state anything

The audience must not listen to the music, must not come

out whistling. The object is underwriting, underplaying-
the hardest thing to do

A morning scene does not require flutes, but the music
must be lyrical, quiet, peac.eful

Music sometimes needs to slow down the action, to ease

tension

Film music is background music, not foreground: it must
not interfere

It must support the visuals, by contrast or Similarity
, -

-

-_"
-

-.

1Interview with Louis Applebaum, composer, Toronto,
28 November 1978.
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In sound mlxlng (dubbing) effects are actuality, music is
abstract. The composer is present·

National.Film.Board music is unique in the world;
exceptional. It is now becoming recognizable, becoming
whistled--and therefore useless

Stock music is often not useful or used: it is often pro
duced to fulfil a union contract

There is no such thing as "Canadian" music

A film's failure may be due to the composer not getting his
way with the producer or director

The use of a solo piano may be a budget decision

The rhythm of a film is vital; it must breathe, rest, and
move

Scripts are generally placed in the file for the film,
then transferred to dead storage, then destroyed--space
problems

Time allowance for composition of film music: about one

day for each minute of music. If the film were needed
faster, the music would be farmed out to several composers1

Eldon Rathburn

Rathburn concentrates on the distinctive features of

film music:

It Ls. not necessary or good to put everything into film
music: to support a landscape, for instance, one instru
ment will suffice, and that not necessarily an oboe

A surprise, rather than a cliche, if effective, is best

Music becomes something else in film

The composer must invent new forms

Immediat.e transitions between [musical] sections are

possible: Webern's music is a good model in this regard,
and Ln ..

i�s s-pars eness

1Interview with Normand Bigras, composer, arranger,
and music editor with the National Film Board, Montreal,
22'January 1979·
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The composer should.not try to be big (in doubling instru
ments, for example): the screen can be filled with one

horn1

Fl·eming' s· ··;n:rdo·w

Mrs. Margaret Fleming, among much penetrating biograph

ical material, some of which is included in chapter 5, throws

light on some aspects of film music that impress her--a close,

much-involved companion of the composer:

The musicians [performers] employed by the National Film
Board were usually from the Montreal Symphony, and were

capable of playing, for example, "like an old-time fiddler,"
if required

The composer's job was a rat race

The producer would choose which composer would work with
him; but the choice was constrained by schedules and
budgets

Music is often used to patCh up inadequacies in a film

The composer would have the rough cut of the .film, without
sound effects [but Bigras says it would be a fine cut, and
he is probably right]. The composer would have a copy of
the commentary script2

Confirmations of Hypothesis
building Concepts

The producer-directors and composers specifically

confirm several of the hypothesis building concepts yielded by

the literatures:

1. All six filmmakers (Anderson, Daly, and Jackson; Apple-

1Telephone consultation with Eldon Rathburn', composer
with the National Film Board since 1947, Montreal, 23 January
1979·

. 2Interview with Mrs. Margaret Fleming', widow of Rob.ert
Fleming, he.a composer with the National Film Board, ottawa,
18 January 1979.
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baum, Bigras, and Rathburn) insist that music must serve the

film

2·. Four of them (Anderson, Daly; Bigras, Rathburn) endorse

the dialectic character of the visuals-music relationship

cited by Nattiez

3. Three filmmakers (Daly, Jackson; Bigras) refer to the

relationships. between music and dramatic ingredients cited by

Copland

4. Two (Anderson and Daly) refer to the differentiation

of functionality mentioned by Becker and Manson

5. Two (Daly; Rathburn) refer to the violation of expect-

atoons indicated by Lotman

6. One (Bigras) calls attention to cooperation and counter-

action between filmic elements, without explicit reference to

tensi ty

In addition, many concepts from the literatures, such

as the analysis of a film into audiovisual components and

dramatic ingredients, are implied in the filmmakers' opinions.

There are no specific contradictions of the hypothesis-

making concepts. Daly and Applebaum might appear at first

sight to differ on the technical point of synchronization of

musical and dramatic events, but, fundamentally, their remarks

are compatible.

Omissions to state Important
Concepts Concerning Tensity

There is no explicit reference by the filmmakers to
..

tension or relaxation, or of their generation by abnormalities
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or changes, as an explanation of functionality in filmic ele-

ments. They may well concur in the conc ep t of cooperation

and counteraction of tensity as extracted from Meyer's and

Berry's writings; but their (the filmmakers') failure to

mention it is taken as support for the rationale of this study.

Ancillary Material

Ancillary concepts, derived from the conSUltations with

filmmakers, are of value in providing insight into the identi

fication of specific tensions in chapter 4 and in the analysis

of a specific film in chapter 7. They are:

1. The music must not obtrude (Jackson)

2. The composer must exercise restraint in instrument

ation (Rathburn)

3· Concerning musical form--

( a) New musical forms are necessary in film ( Rathburn)

(b) Formlessness is often a virtue (Bigras)

(c) Abrupt changes (additive form) are good (Rathburn)

( d) Forms used in autonomous music are best (Daly)

4. Special composition of film music is better (and more

difficult) than borrowing it (Daly)

5. Synchronization of music (partial, not complete; or at

particular instants) is important (Daly, Applebaum, and Bigras)

6. Music can be, and is, used as a (limited) corrective of

mistakes or deficiencies in other components (Daly). Mrs.

Fleming concurs .

.. , .. ".--�'''�'-''-''--



CHAPTER 3

A HYPOTHESIS OF THE AESTHETIC FUNCTIONALITY

OF MUSIC IN FILM BASED ON COOPERATION

AND COUNTERACTION OF TENSITIES

IDENTIFIED BY PARAMETRIC

ANALYSIS

In this chapter, as a first step toward propounding a

hypothesis of the aesthetic functionality of film music,

certain of the concepts set out in chapter 2 under their

sources are reassembled in logical order to form eight propo

sitions. (ShoWn in parentheses are. the sources from which they

are derived.) Secondly, the propOSitions are consolidated

into an introductory recital, and the hypothesis is propounded,

its essence being cooperation and counteraction of tensities

in music and other filmic elements identified by parametric

analysis. This realises the first part of the objective of

the study. The chapter is rounded by an overview of the

psychological processing of a film experience.

Specific tensions and their cooperations and counter

actions within and between specific film elements are illus

trated in chapter 4.

Proposrtfons
The propositions derived from a reassembly of the

source concepts and lead�ng up to the hypothesis are concerned

71
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with the following topics:

1. Aesthetically functional elements of a film presentation

2·. Quantification of attributes

J. Norms and abnormality

4. Stimulus-response systems

5. Tensity

6. Tensity as a common attribute in film elements

7. Cooperation and counteraction of tensities

8. other sources of functionality

Aesthetically Functional Elements
of a Film Presentation

The first set of hypothesis-building source concepts

leads to the recognition of the aesthetically functional ele

ments of a film presentation. The concepts are:

A film presentation, an aspect of a total film phenom

enon (Stephenson and Debrix), is an art-form (Langer, and

Monaco), and therefore can legitimately use music as part of

its medium of communication. As a medium of communication, a

film presentation consists of four audiovisual components:

visuals, speech, mUSic, and sound effects--the last three

"audio" (Monaco). As a dramatic or narrative work with content,

a message, a film presentation contains four dramatic ingredi-

ents: settings, characters, action or thematic topics, and

filmmakers' personae (Abrams). Collectively these four dram-

atic ingredients may conveniently be termed the drama. Audio-
.

. .
.

visual components, as parts of the medium, affect the dramatic

ingredients as parts of the message. (Carpenter) .
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Music is functional (Plato, Hoffmann, Meyer, and Berry),

The audiovisual component of film under particular scrutiny,

music, consists of six "elements": sound, harmony, melody,

rhythm, growth (movement and shape), and text influence (LaRue);

or, in alternative terminology, of an indefinite number of

operative parameters (Narmour).

The ultimate concern in these analyses is with an attri

bute, a quality possessed in varying degree, or not possessed,

by one of the parts (elements) of film or music.

The structure of filmic elements according to the

source concepts discussed here is charted in figure 3.1. The

two-way analysis of a film presentation hi�hlights the com

plexity of its structure by indicating that the many attri

butes of the four different elements of the message (the

dramatic ingredients) can be presented by the many attri-

butes of the medium or' communication (the audio-visual com

ponents), with the result that a very great number of different

functionality situations can exist when one or more attributes

from the left-hand side of figure 3.1 are combined with one

or more attributes from the right-hand side.

Proposition no.1 is: a film presentation can be

analysed into aesthetically functional elements (four dramatic

ingredients and four audiovisual components--including music)

possessing attributes.

Quantification of Attributes

The second set of source concepts concerns the quanti

fication of attributes. The concepts are:
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The presence of an attribute can be detected and quan

tified by virtue of a filmwatcher1s sensory capacity to recog-

nize a stimulus and that person's response proclivity to react

to it (Watson). The precision of such quantification depends

on the acuity of the sensory capacity and response proclivi ty

of the filmwatcher (Ibid.).

Quantification involves a stated or implied comparison

with a standard or a comparable thing. The scale on which

an attribute is quantified is based on the range of experience

of"the filmwatcher, and, -the -reading of its .presenc e may be as

general as, say, absent, slight, prominent, dominant, or over-

whelming. Some musical parametric attributes can be quanti-

fied exactly, as when, for instance, a tempo is stated as

MIM. J = 60, o� when tonal centres are differentiated as so

many steps apart on the cycle of fifths. It is a current goal

of some music theory to discover acceptable quantifications of

musical parameters.

The direct relationship between the degree of abnor

mality and the specificity of connotations (Meyer) implies the

quantifiability of the attribute abnormality.

In practice many quantifications that cannot be made

exactly can nevertheless be effectively assigned to a band or

range of quantities in a system where two or more bands can be

ranked from the lowest to the highest degr�e of presence of

the attribute.

Proposition no. 2. is: the attributes can be quantified.
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Norms and Abnormality

The third set of concepts introduces norms and abnor-

mality.

The statement in proposition no. 2 that quantification

involves comparison with a standard can be made more precise

by identifying stylistic normality as the datum. In music,

the customary progression of sounds can be considered"as a

norm, which from a stylistic point of view it is (Meyer); and,

by extension, in film. generally, every quantified attribute

has a norm, previously established by -precedents or developed

and possibly modified during a presentation.

Expectation is the subjective concomitant· of stylistic

normality (Meyer): it is based on the repetition of elements

or on the everyday experience of the cinema audience (Lotman).

An example of a specific expectation is continuation (Schen-

ker) .

Abnormality is a perceived departure from the norm in

a quantified attribute, variously termed deviation (Meyer) and

violation or a displacement, a deformity of customary orders,

facts or appearances of objects (Lotman).

Defining abnormality as the quantification of an attri-

bute minus the quantification of its norm means that abnor

mality may be negative, zero, or positive. Recognizing that

both these quantifications are liable to be inexact means that

abnormality may reflect cumulative, and therefore greater,

imp�ecisions. Thus the assignment of abnormality to signed
..

(-, 0, or +), ranked bands of understood values is often the
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most appropriate procedure, as when, for instance, the density

of �exture of a string quartet is described as minimal,

reduced, normal, thickened, or maximal; the last through, say,

every player's double-stopping.

Abnormality and its approach in an. attribute of a

musical event is charted in figure 3.2

( CUL�URE >

Parameter
I .

Attribute
I

presence
I '.

Quantity:
The quantified
presence of an

attribute of a

parameter of an

(actual) event

= q(E)

Differ enc e :

q(E) - q(N)
= ABNORMALITY

Figure 3.2 Abnormality in an attribute of a musical event

Proposition no. 3 is: the quantified attributes can

be classified as stylistic normality or stylistic abnormality,

which can itself be quantified.
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Stimulus-Response Systems

The fourth collection of concepts consists of those

dealing with stimulus-response systems.

It is an assumption of this study, based on the science

of psychology, that a filmwatcherWs aesthetic behaviour is

governed by stimulus-response systems, wherein any event or

process in or connected with a film presentation can act as a

stimulus which, after its sensation and perception, generates a

response--mental, emotional, or physical--that may itself act

as a further stimulus. -Accordingly, .s.ens ed abnormalities are

stimuli that produce responses in the filmwatcher (Meyer).

The responses are specific and differentiated as a result of

the stimulus situation (Meyer, and Becker and Manson) .

There are other stimuli than-abnormalities intrinsic

to the music and other filmic elements: these are discussed in

proposition no. 8.

The strength of the response to a particular stimulus

will vary from person to person according to their different

sensory capacities and response proclivities; and, accordingly

the response of a group is in the nature of_ a statistical

probabili ty.

PropOSition no. 4 is: abnormalities in attributes are

some of the-stimuli, in the psychological sense, that produce

responses in a filmwatcher.

Tensity

The fifth collection of concepts deals with tensity.

Abnormalities in music are emotional or affective
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stimuli (Meyer), and emotional patterns are to be considered

in terms of tension and relaxation (Meyer, and Cogan and Escot) .

Music, has formal properties of tension and release to which

certain aspects of mental and physical life conform (Langer).

Every change distinguishing contiguous sound events governs

tension, increasing or decreasing it (Berry).

With tensity defined as the degree of presence of

stress assumed �o accompany an abnormality and certain other

stimuli, the displacement or deformations of customary orders,

facts, or' appearanc es of -ob j-ects -f'e und in ·the Language of

cinema (Lotman), make a film' a matrix of tensities which will

be matched in the filmwatcher.

In quantity, tensity is always non-negative, in that

both positive and negative abnormality give rise to a positive

measure of tensity.

Proposition no. 5 is: abnormalities in attributes

generate tensities in the music and in the other filmic ele

ments, which in turn generate tensities in the filmwatcher.

Tensity as a Common Attribute
in Filmic Elements

Sixthly, no additional concepts are required to iden

tify tensity as a common attribute in filmic elements.

Because it occurs in music and in cinema language

generally, tensity is an attribute common to events and pro-

cesses in all filmic elements. Further, because it is common,

tensity is a valid basis for comparison be�een filmic elements;

its quantified presence' in an attribute of one filmic or
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extrafilmic element can legitimately be compared with its

presence in another attribute in the same or a different ele-

ment ..

Tensity in the filmwatcher's experience is not the

same phenomenon as the tensity in attributes of the film

presentation; but it is deemed to be a parallel resultant

kind of stress, arising partly from the filmwatcher's vicar

ious participation in the film scenario, .varying in degree

directly with the tensity in the filmic elements and extra-

filmic references.

Proposition no. 6 is: abnormality-generated tensity,

as a phenomenon occurring both in the music and the other

filmic and extrafilmic elements, constitutes a valid basis

for comparison between them.

Cooperation and Counteraction
of Tensities

A seventh set of source concepts is concerned with

cooperation and counteraction of tensities.

Because the parameters in music act independently in

tensing and relaxing, the simultaneous or concurrent tensities

in any two distinct parameters may be perc�ived as either

similar or different. These contradictory relationships be-

tween tensities are referred to by a variety of terms in the

sources (Meyer, Berry, Narmour, and Dolan), and in this study

are designated cooperation and counteraction respectively.

The equivalent independence of the functional elements

in film means that corresponding concepts of cooperation and
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counteraction of tensities apply to the relationships between

the elements of a film presentation (London, and Blackburn) .

Music, in its role as servant of the film (Rathburn,

and Eisler), .can function through either cooperation or coun

teraction (Bigras). There is a prima facie value judgment in

favour of counteraction between music and visuals or speech

(Ibid.), based on the desirability of subtlety, economy, and

density in expression.

In a situation of bitensity, where there are just two

tensities, cooperation or 'counteraction is a·"simple·rc'oncept.

Indeed, in experiencing a work of art, attention is usually

focussed at any instant of time on not more than two attributes.

However, often,' particularly during a longer time unit,

the situation is one of multi tensity, when more that two ten-

sities are in mind, so that more than one relationship of

cooperation or counteraction is identifiable. In fact, accord

ing to the calculus of combinations, three relationships exist

between three tensities, six between four, and so forth.

The simplification of bitensity situations is based on

the premises:

1. Tension associated with tension (cooperation) generates

derived tension

2. Relaxation associated with relaxation (cooperation)

generates derived relaxation

3. Tension associated with relaxatlion (counteraction)
,.

generates derived tension, possibly at an enhanced level
..

(Berry): in other words, tension and relaxation do not neutral-
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ize each other
..

Under multitensity, when tensity relationships rather

than the primary tensities are associated, higher-level

relationships and tensities are formed

1. Two cooperations of tensions give a derived cooperation
and further derived tension

2. Two cooperations of relaxation give a derived cooper-

ation and further derived relaxation

3. A cooperation of tensions associated with a cooperation

of relaxations gives. a derived counteraction.and ,derived

tension

4. Counteraction associated with counteraction generates a

derived counteraction and further derived tension

The procedure for resolving polytensity into a single

derived relationship of cooperation or counteraction and a

single derived tensity of tension or relaxation is: (The

term resolving is used in preference to reducing, to avoid the

implication that the tensity level becomes any less.)

1. Identify each functional unit to be considered� such.

as a dramatic ingredient, an audiovisual component, a group of

such filmic elements (such as the drama of a film), or a part

of such an element

2. Resolve the distinct tensities within each func-

tional unit into a single relationship, namely: into cooper

ation if all tensities are similar in kind (either all are

tensions, or ,all are relaxations); or into counteraction if

they are not
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3. Resolve the tensities between functional units into

cooperation or counteraction, pursuant to similar criteria

4. The presence of ambitensity in any situation precludes

its final -resolution into cooperation, but not into counter

action if that relationship exists at any prior stage

In this study the common application of this procedure

is (a) to determine the derived tensity of the music, tension

or relaxation, (b) to determine the derived tension of the

drama, tension or relaxation, and (c) to determine the final

tensity relationship between (a) and (b), cooperation or

counteraction.

Table 3.1 illustrates the resolution of bitensity and

mu�titensity in two functional units when each one has one or

two distinct tensities. The letter symbols show relaxation or

tension, the unshaded and shaded backgrounds show cooperation

and counteraction, respectively. Counting the row-column

intersections, there is a heavy preponderance of tensions over

relaxations (thirty-two against four respectively); and a

slight preponderance of cooperation over counteraction (twenty

against sixteen respectively) .

This identification of the two basic relationships

between tensities, cooperation and counteraction, makes

possible a simple classification of the very numerous relation

ships between specific attributes of the filmic elements, and,

in particular, provides a key to the definition of function

ality of film music

Proposition no. 7 is: the numerous ways in which
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tensities in music and in the other filmic elements can co-

exist and interact can be resolved into the relationships of

cooperation and counteraction: like tensi ties cooperate in

generating a like derived tensity, tension or relaxation to

match the original pcLar i ty ]. unlike tensi ties counteract in

generating a derived tension.

other Sources of Functionality

The eighth and final set of concepts deal with sources

of functionality other than the tensities in filmic elements.

Music may be functional by itself and in film by reason

of other things than its inherent abnormalities, such as image

processes, often common to a whole group of persons within a

culture (Meyer). In addition, structural conditions generally,

single events, extramusical experience, and colouration may be

factors in understanding musical experience (Berry).

The violation of expectations of a sophisticated

filmwatcher by the avoidance of idiomatic film language is

another source of functional tension (Lotman) .

These additional independent variables are mentioned,

first to obviate a possible misunderstanding that abnormality

generated tension is the sole or a necessary source of function

ality in film music (it is deemed a sufficient source); and.

secondly as phenomena to be used as explanations of certain

events to be encountered in examining a selected film in chap

ter 7.

Proposition no. 8 is: there exist other sources of

functionality in film than abnormali ty-gener'ated tension,
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including extramusical and extrafilmic references.

Extrafilmic references of a filmwatcher (other than

the p-er-son making the analysis of the moment) cannot, by

definition, be identified from the film presentation; and

therefore in illustrating the operation· of the hypothesis in

Antonio extrafilmic references are not mentioned. However,

constructed examples are possible, and these are employed in

the illustrations of tensions in chapter 4.

Hypothesis

The foregoing propositions, based on the concepts

derived from sources set out in chapter 2, can be combined into

an {ntro'ductory recital and (capi tali zed) a hypothesis of

aesthetic functionality of music in film:

In film music, departures of quantified attributes of

parameters from their stylistic norms (stylistic abnor

malities) generate tensions in the music, and are some of

the stimuli causing related tensions in the aesthetic

behavioural responses--mental, emotional, and physical--

of the listener; while, concomitantly, in other filmic

elements there arise contextually related tensions affecting

the filmwatcher experiencing the film as a work of art:

thus THERE EXISTS AN AESTHETIC FUNCTIONALITY OF FILM MUSIC

BASED ON THE, RELATIONSHIPS OF COOPERATION AND COUNTER

ACTION BETWEEN THE TENSITIES IN THE MUSIC AND THE CON

TEXTUALLY RELATED TENSITIES IN THE OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE

FILM .
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o vervi"ew Of" ""th"e-"-Ps-yclic)logfcal" Proc"ess'Ing
of a Film Presentation and Extra

filmic References duririg"a
,

Film Experience

To conclude this chapter, two charts are presented

to afford an overview of the psychological processing of a

film presentation and extrafilmic references during a film

experience, pursuant to the hypothesis.

The first chart, figure 3.), focusses on the psycho

logical processes themselves as a stimulus-response system,

classifying the stimuli by sQurce, an0. ana,lysin,g the responses

by" consciousness, time of occurrence, and type of manifes-

tation. The chart portrays the psychological assumptions of

the study and propositions nos. 4 and 8.

The second chart, figure 3.4, focusses on the elements

that are psychologically processed. It traces the main con

ceptual steps, beginning with the filmwatcher's initial

experience of the film presentation and extrafilmic references,

and leading to that person's psychologically processed experi

ence in both the short and the long terms. Each path leads

through a box labelled Tensity, which should be taken to

include tension or relaxation in an event and tensing or relax-

ing in a process, and to include unitensity, bitensity, and

multi tensity. All paths meet in a functional matrix of co

operations and counteractions between tensities in the filmic

elements. In terms of the propositions, nos. 1 and 8 are

portrayed by the rectangles for dramatic ingredients, audio

visual components, and extrafilmic references; nos. 2 to 6

are compressed into the one concept of the existence of tensity
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in every element; and no. 7 is portrayed by the matrix. The

distinct roles played in the psychological process by the

Copland and Eisler concepts and the Meyer and Berry concepts

respectively are shown.
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CHAPTER 4

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TENSITIES AND TENSITY

RELATIONSHIPS IN FILMI C ELEMENTS

AND EXTRAFI LMI C REFERENCES

Tensities in filmic elements, which were discussed in

general terms in chapter ], are next illustrated by reference

to specific tense or tensing attributes in the several elements

of a film presentation. For the sake of simplicity, the

illustrations of tensity in a single element are concentrated

on tension; the opposite polarity, relaxation, is implied by

conformity with the norm. The illustrations of tensity rela

tionships include relaxation. The tensing conditions cited

arise mainly from the nature of the filmic elements as such:

tensions arising from the specific content of these elements

in a selected film are examined in chapter 7. Incongruity

between distinct attributes, as well as abnormality within a

single attribute, is illustrated.

After identifying tensions within and between the

dramatic ingredients and the audiovisual components of a

film, tension in extrafilmic references is discussed.

The chapter concludes with illustrations of cooper

ation and counteraction of tensities, and a chart of the

resolution of complex relationships.

The rich variety evident in a few illustrations of

91
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tensions confirms the difficulty, mentioned in chapter 1, of

explaining the subtleties typically encountered in an artistic

experience, aggravated by the density and complexity of the

film medium.

Tensions in Dramatic Ingredients

Illustrative examples of attributes in the dramatic

ingredients of a film--in the settings, characters, actions or

thematic topics, and filmmakers' p.ersonae--that depart from

assumed stylistic normalities, and therefore cause tensions,

are tabulated. In some cases possible specific derived tensing

attributes are shown. Further illustrations can readily be

devised by selecting other pairs of opposing or incompatible

terms.

Tensions in Settings

Table 4.1 shows illustrations of attributes within

film settings that cause tensions by reason�of departures

from assumed stylistic norms in the world of reality.

An illustration of the tensing effect of an incon

gruity is the filmwatcher's surprised realization o£ naturets

immutability on seeing a vista of Lake Louise. in the Canadian

Rocky Mountains in a film of Native Indian culture in the

days of pre-European settlement--a superposition of the

familiarity of a place setting on the strangeness of a

remotely past time setting.
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TABLE 4.1

ATTRIBUTES OF. FILM SETTINGS CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm

Tensing Attributes

(Qualifiers in parentheses
clarify the abnormality)

[Attributes in brackets are derivatives]

An ordinary,
familiar
place in
the r.eal
world: a

home, a

street, a

rural
scene

Normal spatial
movement in
the real
world

The present or

the recent,
remembered
past

Normal
temporal
progression

(Very) near [overbearing, claustrophobic]
(Very) distant [inaccessible, agorophobic]

(Very) high [vertiginous, Olympian]
(Very) low [depressing]

(Very) hot
(Very) cold

(Very) familiar [banality]
Exotic [incredibility]

Forbidden [curiosity, resentment at exclusion]

(Very) great movement [disorienting]
(Very) small movement [wanderlust]

Episodic cutaway [clarification, confusion]

Remotely past [strangeness]
.

(Far in) the future [curiosity, disbelief]

(Very) accelerated [exciting, confusing]
(Very) much slowed down [boring]

Reversed, retrogressed [humour]

Episodic flashback [concentration,. confusion]

Tensions in Characters

Table 4.2 shown examples of attributes of characters in

film that cause tension by reason of departures from assumed

norms in the real world.
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TABLE 4.2

ATTRIBUTES OF CHARACTERS IN FILM CAUSING TENS! ON
. .

. . - .

. . . . -.'

Tensing Attr�butes

(Qualifiers in parentheses
Assumed Norm clarify the abnormality)

[Attributes in brackets are derivatives]

A typical,
ordinary
man or woman

(or other
creature) ;
familiar and
similar to
the film
watcher in
one or more

significant
ways

(Very) big, tall, fat, heavy [domineering]
.

(Very) small, short, thin, light [insignifi-
cance]

Disproportioned [revulsion]

Clever, learned [fear]
Studid, ignorant [superiority}

Young, immature, infantile
Old, senile

Of the opposite sex [attraction, repulsion]

Beautiful
Ugly.

Foreign [curiosity, animosity]

(Very) rich [envy, admiration, despisal]
(Very) poor [superiority, compassion]

Great humaneness
Inhumani ty

Complex, with many diverse traits [baffling]
(Very) Simple, "flat" [uninteresting]

Hyperactive [exhausting]
Lethargic [somnolent]

Tensing incongruities in attributes of characters are

readily illustrated: youth with wisdom. Complexity of charac-
..

ter , th e pr es enc e 0 f many diver-s e traits, is baffling; whil e

great simplicity, abnormally few attributes present, can be

boring--or inspiring.
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Tensions in Action and Thematic Topics

Table 4.'3 contains illustrations of tensing attributes

within the third dramatic ingredient, action or thematic topics.

TABLE 4.3

ATTRIBUTES OF ACTION AND THEMATIC
TOPICS IN FILM CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm

Tensing Attributes

(Qualifiers in parentheses
clarify the abnormality)

[Attributes in brackets are derivatives]

As to action:
the common

events and
.

processes
of the
assumed
culture

As to thematic
topics:
current or

historical
relevance
to the
culture

(Very) eventful [incredulity, satiety]
(Very) uneventful [unreality, boredom]

Esoteric

(Very) violent
(Very) tame

(Very) disjointed [irrelevance]
(Very) coincidental [disbelief]
(Very) predictable [boredom}

Insignificant, trivial [boredom]

Taboo [distaste]

Congratulatory, praising [acceptability]
Derogatory, accusing [defensiveness]

Topical [intrusiveness]
Outdated [irrelevance, historical interest]

Complexity [incomprehensibility]

Incongruities in concurrent actions causing tensions

can be illustrated by a seemingly inexplicable interruption

of a friendly banquet by a violent physical assault by one

guest on another.
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Tensions in Filmmakers' Personae

96

Table 4.4 illustrates the revelation by filmmakers of

several non-neutral attitudes toward the content of their

films. If a creator's objectivity or anonymity is expected,

his or her non-neutrality is abnormal and tensing; or, if a

well-known creator projects an uncharacteristic presence, the

result is, again, tensing.

TABLE 4.4

ATTRIBUTES OF FILMMAKERS' PERSONAE CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm Tensing Attributes

[Attributes in brackets are derivatives]

Filmmakers'
neutral
atti tudes
toward. the
messages of
their films:
non

evaluating,
uncritical,
unemotional

"Formal or intimate, outspoken or reticent,
abstruse or Simple, solemn or playful,
arrogant or prayerful, angry or loving,
serious or ironic, condescending or

obsequious, and so on through numberless

possible nuances of attitude and relation
ship, "1 esp ecially when incongruous with
the film's content [approval, resentment,
humour]

1M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms, Jrd ed.
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1957), p. 125.

Eisler, cited, gave an instance of incongruity in

filmmakers' personae, where superior music may upstage an

inferior film scenario by ruthless opposition or realistic

exaggeration.

Tensions in Relationships ·between
Dramatic Ingredients

Tensions in relationships between different dramatic

ingredients arise from incongruity of attributes. The assumed
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norms are the associations of dramatic ingredients that occur

commonly in the ambient culture. Illustrations are:

1. A character found in an incongruous locational or

temporal setting

2. A character supporting or denouncing actions or thema

tic topics in a sense contrary to the expectation from the

character's traits

3. Actions or topics presented in unexpected locations or

at unusual times

4. A "tongue-in-cheek" attitude toward a s er i.ous or sci en

tific topic, revealed, perhaps, through the use of hyperbole

or understatement

Several incongruous relations can be combined.

The tensions between dramatic ingredients frequently

involve the filmwatcher with the filmmakers, falling into one

of the three broad classes:

1. Tensions where attempted humour is recognized by the

filmwatcher: it mayor may not be successful

2. Tensions where striking symbolism is projected

3. Tensions where ignorance or incompetence on the part of

the filmmakers in presenting the incongruity is recognized

by the filmwatcher

In view of the essential nature of dramatic ingre�

dients--without them there is no film--table 4.5 shows further

illustrations of tensities in Antonio, the film to be used in

Part II to illustrate the hypothesis.
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TABLE 4 . .5

TENSITIES WITHIN DRAMATIC INGREDIENTS IN ANTONIO

Norm in Reality,
Assumed by the
Filmwatcher

Film Scenario,
Portraying Antonio's World

Abnormality:
T = Tensing
R = Relaxing

SETTING
A typical ( A fine big house in the

Canadian ( country . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Beauty: R
middle-class ( A squalid apartment in
urban home ( the city . . . . , . . . . ....... Squalor: T

Human
fallibility

Visible
presence

Indep endenc e

of grown-up
children

Modern media:
ephemeral,
cynical,
capsulated

Family
affection

Gregarious
ness

(
(
(
(
(
(

CHARACTERS

Elizabetta, a mother, now

dead, who had kept the
young family together

An unnamed son who does not

appear in the film- __ .

Antonio, always present,
who still wants to make
decisions for his grown-
up chiIdr en .

-Saintli
ness: R

Invisi- _

bility: T

Visibility: R

patriarch
alism: T

THEMATIC TOPICS AND ACTION

Religion and Dante

Antonio regularly reads his
Bible and Dante, "all a Peaceful-
man needs . . ." . . . . . . . . n eas i R

Family Relationships
The son neglects to visit

his father, with whom he Thoughtless-
has quarrelled ness: T

Loneliness and Independence
Antonio chooses to live

alone rather than live LonelL-
with_h��_��ughte�� nesS: T

Table 4.5 showed tensities within -dramatic �ngradients
.. ,

in Antonio: figure 4.1 develops the illustration by charting

the relationships--cooperation and counteraction--between the

tensities.



SETTING ----- CHARACTERS

3 Son's
INVISI,.."
BILITY:

T2

Country
side'.s

BEAUTY:

R1

Antonio's
VISI-.

BILITY:

R

Antonio's

PEACEFUL-�� �__��__�

NESS:

R

Antonio's

__-_PATRIARCH
IALISM:

Son's
THOUGHT-.
LESSNESS:

T

Antonio's
LONELI

NESS:

T

THEVIATIC TOPICS AND ACTIONS �

NOTES: 1R ::: Relaxing; 2T ::: Tensing.

3unshaded circles show cooperations between tensities;

4Shaded circles show counteractions between tensities.

Figure 4.1 Tensions between Dramatic Ingredients in Antonio

Tensions in Audiovisual Components

Illustrative examples of abnormal, tensing attributes

of audiovisual components--in the visuals, speech, sound

effects, and music--are tabulated, and possible incongruities

are constructed. The illustrations are focussed on situati'Jns

99
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peculiar to film, and do not attempt to deal with concepts in

general in the real world. For.instance, in speech in the real

world a shout or a whisper is abnormal and causes tension.

This is taken for granted and is not cited as an illustration

of tension in a realistic use of a shout or a whisper in film.

However, a film can prBsent a whisper from afar as deafeningly

loud, or a nearby shout in quiet, honeyed tones, and it is

specifically filmic abnormalities of this nature that are

illustrated ..

The tables show departures from reality. With a

sophisticated filmwatcher more can happen, in that a departure

from a convention of film will appear abnormal, even if the

result is a return to reality from the artificiality of a film

convention. Thus, further illustrations could be, but are not,

contrived of tensing unconventional film techniques, such as

the omission of music from an opening panoramic sequence.

Specific derived attributes are not shown in the tables,

although there is a common tendency for the filmwatcher to

experience tension or relaxation through one or more deriva-

tives.

Tensions in VisualS

Table 4.6 shows illustrations of attributes peculiar

to film visuals that cause tension by reason of departures

from reality.

An example of incongruity might be, in a detective

story, the introduction, through an unusual camera angle, of a

clue that would not be accessible to the general observer, thus
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mixing confusion with clarification.

TABLE 4.6 .'

ATTRIBUTES OF VISUALS CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm Tensing Attributes

The nature and
character of
normal vision
and visual
perception
in reality

Unrealistic mise en scene, presentation of a

field of vision-greater or smaller than the
normal field in reality

Montage, unrealistic juxtaposition of scenes

Superposition of images

Camera angles and movements impossible for a

human viewer in reality

Camera lens manipulation, affecting definition,
depth, distanc e

Colour and lighting manipulation

Time manipulation: still pictures, slow and
fast motion

Manipul.ation of the content of the visual
scene: additions and exclusions

Tensions in Speech

Table 4.7 shows examples of attributes of speech in

film that cause tension by reason of departures from assumed

norms in the real world.

A tensing film speech incongruity would be the

combined amplification (clarifying) and distortion (obscur

ing) of a whisper by a distant character.
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TABLE 4.7

ATTRIBUTES OF SP'EECH CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm Tensing Attributes

Everyday
speech as

commonly
heard

Acoustical modification, including altered

pitch, timbre, speed, or dynamics (including
suppression); altered environmental effects,
including reverberation, echo

Incongruous associated.physical movements
(or lack thereof) of lips and other organs
or limbs

Manipulation or concealment of the origin of
'th e- .sp.eech

De-synchronization with speech-generating
actions of the sound source

Tensions in Sound Effects

Table 4.8 Shows some tensing uses of sound effects

in film. They closely follow the fi�m speech examples-

expectedly, as both these audio components' (unlike music)

are sounds appearing naturally in reality.

TABLE 4.8

ATTRIBUTES OF SOUND EFFECTS CAUSING TENSION

Assumed Norm Tensing Attributes

Everyday Acoustical modification
noises as

commonly Manipulation or concealment of the origin of
heard the noise

De-synchronization with the actions of the
sound sourc e .

-
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An example of sound effect incongruity would be the

delayed portrayal of a collapsing house of cards as a deafening

avalanche.

In the literature of film criticism references to

tensions of the kinds illustrated in this chapter are legion.

For example, Rosenbaum states: "Phyllis Goldfarb has ably shown

how the repeated 'fragmentation of the relatienship between a

sound and its source' in the film Touch of Evil produces a

series of visual and aural dislocations." 1

Tensions in Music

The tensions associated with film music arise from

abnormal attributes of three kinds:

1. Departures from the general norms of music, whether

autonomous or filmic. Table 4.9 illustrates this class of

attributes--in very general terms, since specific abnormal-

ities in particular parameters were cited in connection with

Berry's concepts of tension and relaxation.

2. Peculiarities of the recording and reproduction tech-

niques. Abnormalities of this class are similarly based to

those already illustrated for the other audio components,

speech and sound effects

3 . Incongruities. between the music and the other filmic

elements, giving rise to tensions in relationships between

them. These are discussed later�

1phyllis Goldfar"9, "Orson Welles I
s Use of Sound,"

TaKe On"e 3 (July-August 1971), pp . 10-14,. cited by Jonathan
Rosenbaum, "Sound Thinking," Film Comro·ent 14 (September
October 1978):39·
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TABLE 4.9

ATTRIBUTES OF MUSIC CAUSING TENSION

Assumed N onn
Tensing Attributes

[Attributes in brackets
are deriva't ives ]

Variety and unity in at
least one, and probably
in most parameters; the
variety less than com

plete heterogeneity,
the unity short of com

plete homogeneity:
for example, displaying
symmetry

Commencement, continu
ation with direction
toward a goal

Conformity to cultural
stylistic models;
modified, as the work
unfolds, by the
developing intra-opus
norms

Heterogeneity [confusion, disorien
tation, non-attention]

Homogeneity [boredom, disorien
tation, torture, non-attention]

Assymetry

Aimlessness
Conflicting directions [uncertainty,

confusion]
.

Originality
Avant-garde quality
Antique, obsolete style

[indeterminacy of style,
confusion, banality]

Incongruity of musical attributes is readily illus

trated as when (say) at the end of the exposition of a class-

ical sonata movement, the thematic material cadences to relax-

ation in its well-established temporary tonal region; but, at

a higher hierarchic level, there remains tension caused by the

unrealized expectation of development followed by closure in

the original or parallel tonality.

The literature of music analysis contains many refer-

ences to tensions of the kinds illustrated. For instance,

Johnson states that Lewin and Archibald, analysing Schoenberg's

Die Kreut-z-e (Pierrot, No.4) and Web ern 's op . 5, No.2,
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respecti vely, "have shown that the dynamics of tension and

resolution can be related to asymmetrical/symmetrical pitch

structures over the scale of the whole piece."l

Tensions in Relati0nships between
Audiovisual Components

As with interfaces between dramatic ingredients, the

cause of tensions in relationships between different audio-

visual components is incongruity of attributes, when the

assumed norms are the commonly occurring associations of

attribut es wi thin the cul, ture . Ins tanc es ar e :

1. The artificial presence of commentary on visuals of

an uninhabited place

'2 � The artificial presence of spoken soliloquy when the

character would normally be thinking silently

3. The suppression of the sound of a seen explosion

4. The humanization of a dumb animal by having it speak

5. The musical intonation of a secular prose utterance

6. The audible presence of music heard only mentally by

a seen character

7. The use of an isolated colouristic musical event as

a sound effect

8. Any combination of these kinds of unnatural associations,

as when, say, a statue sings a song that mickeymouses a

lDavid Lewi.n, "Inversional Balance as an Organizing
Force in Schoenber.g's Music," Perspectives of New Music $.
(Fall-Winter 1968):4-8: Bruce Archibald, "Some Thoughts on

Symmetry in Early Web ern: Op , 5,- No.2," l'ersI>ectives of
Ne� Mti�i� 10 (Fall-Winter 1972):159-63, cited by Peter·
Johnson, "Symmetrical Sets in Web ern's Op .. 10, No . 4."
Perspectives of New MuSic 17 (Fall-Winter 1978):219.
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cap ering animal.

As with dramatic ingredients, the tensions between

audiovisual components frequently involve the filmwatcher with

the filmmaker, .and the abnormalities are seen as humour,

symbo Ld smv-o r' incompetence.

The tensions arising from relationships between audio-

visual components are the main concern of Weis in criticizing

Hitchcock's film The Birds [1963J and other works of his. Weis

had mentioned that in The Birds avian noises imitate the func-

tion of' music (instead 'of musLca.L cues, bird 'cries-maintain the

tension), and in Psycho [1960J music (screeching violins)

imitates birds; and she asserts:

If one distinctive attribute of Hitchcock's soundtrack
is the frequent intersection of the functions of the
sound effects, music, and dialogue tracks, his sound
track is also distinctly contrapuntal to the visuals.

. . . IBy separating' sound and image Hitchcock can . . .

achieve variety, denseness, tension, and, on occasion,
irony.1

Tensions in Relationships between Dramatic

Ingredients and Audiovisual Components

The tensions illustrated so far have been those

1. Within a single attribute of a dramatic ingredient,. or

within a single attribute of an audiovisual component--arising

from abnormality

2. Between two or more attributes of a single dramatic

ingredient, or between two or more attributes of a single

audiovisual com�onent--arising'from incongruity

1Elisabeth Weis, "The Sound of One Wing Flapping,"
Film Comment 14 (September-October 1978):44-45.
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). Between two or more attributes of two or more dramatic

ingredients, or between two or more attributes of two or more

audiovisual components--also arising from incongruity

Leaving aside for the time being the tensions arising

from extrafilmic references, there remain to be illustrated

the tensions arising from relationships between one of the

four dramatic ingredients (a film message element) on the one

hand, and one of the four audio�sual components (a film medium

element) on the other. In figure ).1, which charted aestheti

cally functional aLemerrbe of a film -pr-es errta-t Lon , ,these rela

tionships span the central panel.

These message-medium tensing relationships spring

from either

1. A particular use of a filmic medium element to project

a filmic message element--a tensing formal association--which

may be

(a) the representation of a situation that in reality is

tensing though normal in the circumstances; as when,

say, the senSe of sight and sign language (visuals)

are used to discuss a thematic topic with a deaf and

dumb person, instead of the normally used speech

medium

(b) the absence of or a departure from the norm of present

day film-making; as when, for instance, in the wit

nessing of an old silent film the dialogue is perceived

visually rather than aurally

(c) the projection of a message element by a different
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medium element from the one normally encountered in

reality; as when, for example, visual superposed

captions are used to translate dialogue spoken in a

foreign language; or

2. A particular association of attributes of the message

elements and the medium elements respectively--a tensing

content association--which may be

(a) the addition of a tension to another tension' or of a

relaxation to a relaxation: in either case a cooper

ation

(b) the association of a tension with a relaxation: a

counteraction

Tensing Formal Associations

The tensing formal associations within category 1(C)

above are identified in table 4.10. In film it is pOSsible to

use any kind of audiovisual component to project any kind of

dramatic ingredient; however, each audiovisual component is

better able to project a certain kind or kinds of dramatic

ingredient than others. Thus the normality identified in the

third and fourth columns of table 4.10 refers to expected

ness, according to the definition of cultural norms, rather

than to frequency of occurrence.

Tensing Content Associations

Tensing content associations between message elements

and medium elements respectively, identified in category 2

above, are illustrated in figure 4.2. In the clear cases of
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TABLE 4.10

TENSION IN FORMAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DRAMATIC
INGREDIENTS AND AUDIOVISUAL COMPONENTS

Association Between Normality (N) or
. Abnormality (A) Tensing Attribute

Dramatic Audio- of the in Film;
Ingre.="" visual

.. Association Through the use of

dient: Compo» A Diffenent Medium

nent: In
'

In
of Projection from

(Message (Medium Reality Film
that Encountered·

Element) Element) in Reality

Setting Visuals N N

Speech N N
Sd.eff.1 N'I N
Music A

I
N ·Presence of Music

Charac- Visuals N N
ters

.

Speech N N
Sd.eff. N N
Music A N Presence of Music

I

Action Visuals N N

Speech N N
S.d.eff. N N
Music A N Presence of Music

Thematic Visuals A N(?)2 Presence of Visuals
topics Speech N N

sa. eff. A N(?)2 Presence of Sd.eff.
Music A N Presence of Music

F ilmmak ers
I Visuals AbsentJ N Presence of Visuals

personae Speech Absent N Presence of Speech
Sd.eff. Absent N Presence of Sd.eff.
Music Absent N Presenc e of Music

1 .

Sd.eff. = Sound effeQts

2This association is of questionable normality, in
that the audiovisual component may be added in film in
circumstances where, in contextually corresponding reality,
it would not·be present.

3Filmmakers' personae are �bsent in reality.



VISUALS SPEECH
SOUND

EFFECTS

Montage

crow

Children
at play

Wav,es
breaking
on beach
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MUSIC

Mandolin

ance

Fugue

NOTE: Unshaded intersections show cooperations
between tensities; shaded intersections show counteractions.

Figure 4.2 Tensions between Attributes of Dramatic Ingre
dients and Audiovisual Components
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counteraction, the area of overlap between the circle repre-

senting the message attribute and the rectangle representing

the medium attribute is shaded. The associations are some of

the ways in which, according to Copland, music serves the

screen.

Tension in Extra:filmic References

Extrafilmic references in themselves, regardless of

their content, are, by definition, abnormal to the film in

the sense that they were not deliberately visualized by the

filmmakers as part of the drama of the film. The tensing

relatiqnships arise basically because the filmwatcher reflects

"Why does that image come to mind now?" or, even if the chain

of association is recognized, "It is ridiculous to be thinking

of that at this moment�"

Furthermore, there is often a marked incongruity

between the content of the film and that of the extrafilmic

references: the references are unrelated or even antagonistic

to the message of the film. This, too, Can cause tension, as

when, for example, a close-up shot of the hymn board during a

church service reminds a particular watcher of an invoice

urgently requiring payment.

"Again, if the reference involves, say, a setting, even

though it is extraneous to the film it may cause tension

because of an inherent abnormality such as overwhelming near-

ness.
" "

Finally, the specific content of the extrafilmic

reference, though alien to the film, may be tensing in itself.
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Since extrafilmic references, as distinct from allu-

sions, are unplanned, they cannot be regarded as specific con-

cerns'of the composer or any other filmmaker, and they are not

deemed to be essential to the hypothesis.

Cooperation and Counteraction
of Tens� ties

A very few of the innumerable possible illustrations

of cooperation' and counteraction of tensities are shown in

table 4.11.

TABLE 4.11

COOPE'RA�ION AND COUNTERACTION OF TENSITIES

Relationship between
Tensities:

[Functional element(s)]
Content of Element(s):

[Tensi ties]

Cooperation-within a

dramatic ingredient
[setting]

Cooperation between two
dramatic ingredients
[character and film
maker's persona]

Cooperation between two
audiovisual components
[visuals and speech]

Counteraction between a

dramatic ingredient
[character] and an

audiovisual component
[music]

Cooperation between a

dramatic ingredient
[thematic topic] and an

audiovisual component
[sound effect]

.

Scene in medieval England
[tension]

Flashback to Ancient Rome
[tension]

A man in a tropical forest acting
as an ape [tension]

Jungle drumming cross-fades into
a telephone ringing [tension]

Arrested motion of a crowd scene

[tension]
A command in Olympian tones

[tension]

A person calmly asleep in bed

[relaxation]
Accelerating, jerky music

[tension]

Pleasures of a sea cruise
[tenSion]

Noise of. waves breaking, the
sound source not shown

[tenSion]
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TABLE 4.11--Continued

Relationship b.etween
Tensi ties:

[Functional Element(s)]

Content of Element(s):
[Tensi ties]

Counteraction between a

dramatic ingredient
[ charac ter ] and an

audiovisual component
[music]

Cooperation (from the simi
larity in the elaborate
preparations) and
counteraction (from the

.. difference between a

space exploration centre
and a family home) between
a dramatic ingredient
[action] and an audio
visual component [visuals]:
all revealing filmmakers'
personae in the spoof

Cooperation between a

dramatic ingredient
[filmmakers' personae]
and an extrafilmic refer
ence

A. character presents himself as

a very ordinary, honest person
[relaxation]

A hymn tune is heard: "Tell me

the old, old story!" [tension]

Elaborate preparations at a

space exploration centre for a

journey into space [tension]

cross-.cuts. to .elab.orat. e :prepar
a tions fol': a .( !?milJar) family
picnic [tension and relax
ation]

A cynical commentary on a ritual
istic church service, revealing
filmmakers� personae [tension]

The filmwatcher experiences an

extrafilmic reference--an image
of Galileo being condemned by
the InquiSition [tension]

Figure 4.3 gives an illustration of a complex situ

ation where several tensities and tensity relationships of

cooperation and counteraction are perceived together,

simultaneously and successively; and charts their resolution

into simpler relationships and a final counteraction.



FIRSTFILM
SEQUENCE

Music

Melody ISoothing
(Normality=
Relaxation)

ATTRIBUTES

(TENSITIES)

Accompani- IRestful,ment matching
melody
(Normality=
Relaxation)

Character's

Attitude Antagonism
toward (Abnormality=
hostile Tension)
family

Attitude:jIndifferencetoward (Normality=
strangers Relaxation)

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TENSITIES

Intrasequential,
intra-elemental
Coop eration
( derived Relax
ation

Intrasequential,
intraelemental
Count er-ac.tion

(deri ved

Tension)

NEXTFILM
SEQUENCE

Action

Character is
rudetoa

stranger in I (Abnormality=Ithestreet --tTension):t---

Figure4.)

Relaxation
( continued)

Intersequential,
interelemental
Counteraction
(deri ved
Tension

Intersequential,
Lrrt er e.Lemerrta.l.

Cooperation
(derived
Tension

Intrasequential,
in ter el em erital
Counteraction
(derived

Tension)

Illustration of the Resolution of Complex Cooperation and Counteraction

�
�
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PART II

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE OPERATION OF THE

HYPOTHESIS IN"SELECTED FILM MUSIC

OF ROBERT FLEMING



CHAPTER 5

ROBERT FLEMING AS A COMPOSER

OF FILM MUSIC

The information on Robert Fleming as a composer of film

music set out in this chapter is offered with three objectives:

1. To proviGle·a.sketch of the composer and.. a gl:iIJlPs.e of the

man who during twenty-four of his fifty-five years effectively

scored over 250 films, along with his considerable other

musical activities

2. To provide information pertinent to the appreciation

of his musical style as a composer

3. To present sources of information about him that might

serve the ends of further research

The chapter is organized so as. to present:

1. Select biographic material from published sources

2. Select material from Fleming's writings on film music

3. Biographic material obtained during interviews with

Fleming's former colleagues

Select Bio'graphic Material
from Published Sources

Robert James Berkeley Fleming was born on November 12,

1921, in Prince Albert,' Saskatchewan. His grandfather, Arthur

Fleming, was Precentor and Minor Canon at Gloucester Cathedral

in England and well-known as a composer and music teacher.

116
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His father, Eric Fleming. encouraged Robert in everything he

had a mind to do musicallYi his mother Georgina (nee Gunn) ,

was able to start him off on the piano when he was five years

old. He married Margaret Pound of Winnipeg on May 23, 1945,

and they had four children: Berkeley (b. 1946), Michael

(b. 1947), Richard (b. 1949) and Margot (b. 1950). He atten

ded public school (1927-34) and high school (1935-37) in

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

His formal musical education was extensive, as table

.5.1 indicates.

TABLE 5.1

ROBERT FLEMING'S FORMAL MUSICAL EDUCATION

Dates Subjects Teacher
Location
[Awards]

1937-39 Piano Arthur Benjamin Royal College of
Compo�ition Herb ert Howells Music, London,
(not known) Percy Buck England [Council
(not known) Basil Alchin Exhibition Prize,

1938J
1939-41 Piano Lyell Gustin Saskatoon.

Saskatchewan

1941 Piano Royal Schools of
Music [LicentiateJ

1941-42 Composition Healey Willan Royal Conservatory
Piano Norman Wilkes of Music, Toronto,
Conducting Rttore Mazzoleni Ontario
Organ Frederic Silvester [CAPAC Scholar-

ship]
194.5-46 Composition Healey Willan Royal Cons ervatory

Conducting Ettore Mazzoleni of Music, Toronto,
Organ John Weatherseed Ontario

[CAPAC Scholar-

... .
.

ship]
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Fleming's teacher Benjamin (1893-1960) had written a

considerable quantity of film music by 1935.1
Fleming served in the Royal Canadian Air Force from

1942 to 1945 as a wireless operator (ground).

He held appointments as church organist and choir

master in Saskatoon: (Saskatchewan)o Toronto (Ontario), Ste

Anne de Bellevue (Quebec), and Ottawa (Ontario). His c th'er

appointments include those of piano staff member at Upper

Canada College, Toronto, and accompanist for the ottawa

Classical Ballet.

He was appointed a staff composer at the National Film

Board of Canada on September 1), 1946, and music director in

1958. (The Board's Headquarters had moved from Ottawa to

Montreal in 1956.) His duties consisted of compOSing, conduc

ting, music editing (cutting and preparing the music tracks of

films), and, as music director, administration of musical

matters.

In 1970 he left' the National Film Board to join the

faculty of the Department of Music at Carleton University,

Ottawa (Ontario), as associate professor, teaching compOSition,

music history, and a course on Canadian composers. He began a

six-months sabbatical leave on July 1, 1976, planning to write

a piano concerto.

He died on November 28, 1976, in Ottawa (Ontario) .

He listed his outside interests as gardening and

non-film music.

, 1 London, pp. 215-17.
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Fleming was a prolific composer. A count of his

musical works shown in the most rece?t published source in

English (1975) shows the following totals for items listed

under the classes named--table 5.2:

TABLE 5.2

NUMBER OF COMPOSITIONS OF ROBERT FLEMING BY CLASS. (TO 1973)

Class Range of Number
Dates of Items

1950-67 6
1942-72 25
1954-69 9
1946-63 9
1942-65 7

1954-72 9
1936-69 30
1937-72 65
1940 1
1939-72 24

1938-73 35
1962-66 2
1966-70 2

1936-73 224

Stage 'I

Orchestra .

Band .•...•.•...••••••....•.••..•••••

Small Orchestra .

String Orchestra .

Soloist with Orchestra .

Cho ir .

Voice .

Voices with Instrumental Ensemble .

Instrumental Ensemble .

Piano , .

Organ , .

Instrumental Solo .

Total • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

SOURCE: Keith MacMillan and John Beckwith, eds.

Contemporary Canadian Composers (Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 1975), pp. 66-68.

Several of the items are small sets of pieces, several

are published, and a few are available on recordings. The

same source states that Fleming [in addition] scored over

two hundred and fifty films for the National Film Board of

Canada and others.

A translation of the source into French (1977)
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includes five additional later items.1

MacMillan and Beckwith comment on Fleming's coropo-
..

sitions, without specific mention of his film music: "His

style is lyrical, incorporating dissonant tonality with empha-

sis on melodic writing .. Another trait is the use of

ostinato accompaniment . His choral writing .. , is

reminiscent of Healey Willan in the use of modal material,

tY1Jical of much early twentieth-century choral music,"Z

Fleming on "Music for Films"

Fleming's published opinions on music for films, defer-

red from the review of sources in chapter 2, are presented

here as part of his biography.

In 1961, Fleming defined the responsibilities of the

film co�poser, Concerning the goal of the music, he stated

that the composer.must be the s�rvant of the film yet remain

the master �f his music.]

In more detail, he added that the composer must

1. be conscious of the' underlying mood of the film,
2. be prepared to support weaknesses in the visual

structure . . .

3. inspire and motivate feelings beyond what is seen on

the screen , . .

'1Veronique Robert, COmposl teurs"'canadi"eris 'contem
porains .. (Montreal: Presses de 1 'universi te du Quebec, 1977),
pp. 99-102.

�ei th MacMillan and John.B eckwi th, eds., Coritempo

rm Canadian Compo's er-s , (Toronto: Oxford Universi ty Press,
197 ), p. 66.

3Robert Fleming, "Music for Films," J .M.e. Musical
Chro'riIcTe 7 (January 1961):]. (Explicit publication details
are: Montreal: Jeunesses Musicales du Canada , )
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4. be ready to compliment ["s-ic] or implement the rhythmic
structure of the scene or-8equence

5. [be ready] to drive home a point of impact through
careful -accentuation1

The practical guidelines conform to Copland's concepts.

The goal of a film involves audience satisfaction,

as the following statement of Fleming attests: "The audience

for which each film is specifically designed enters into the

calculations of the varying degree of musical complexity

permissible in each new film."
2

In discussing the preparation of the score, Fleming

discloses the composer's means of achieving the music's goal

as a member of a team of filmmakers:

The completed film is screened numerous times and he
is briefed by the producer and director as to the place of
music in the whole film. A "shot-list" or chronologically
ordered list of all the scenes in the film with exact
lengths of duration is made available to him. With this
he can concentrate on fuller details of mood, punctuation,
and purpose of the music, by discussion with the producer,
director, commentary writer and sound effects editor.
From this is evolved the.skeleton on which to hang the
flesh and muscle of his musical creation. He prepares a

simple sketch (usually for piano) carefully timed with
roughly planned notes on the basic o r ch.es tz-a't i.on to be
followed. Sketches are thenplayed to the producer and

director, with appropriate explanations spoken or sung to
.

further indicate what the piano alone cannot suggest.
Areas of the sketch may have to be rewritten at the sugges
tion of the others involved at this session.J

Fleming continues with comments on orchestration,

recording, and editing--all part of his normal duties at the

lIbid., enumeration added.

2Document (typescript, 8 pp.) attributed to Robert
Fleming, describing the National Film Board of Canada's
development and operations; in the possession of Mrs. Margaret
Fleming: undated, probably mid-1960s, p. 5.

Jr.leming, "Music for Films," p. J.
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National Film Board--and mixing the soundtracks, of which

there may be up to eighteen running at the same time.

Biographic' M'aterial' Ob-tained" during
Interv�ews with Resource Persons

A highly significant opinion of Fleming's was related

by Rathburn. The two composers were discussing a war film in

which a man was wounded, when Fleming argued that a person

needed to experience something personally in order to be able

to write about it effectively. First, this opinion suggests

that 'Fleming's"'experiences might be r e.Levarrt to -an ..,·.,analysis .of

his music; but this idea cannot be pursued here through lack of

biographic data. Secondly, this opinion suggests that

Fleming's personality might be relevant to the nature of his

music and its functionality in film. For this reason some of

his characteristics are outlined in this chapter, but their

implications for his compositions are not postulated.

The ensuing sketch is assembled from statements noted

during consultations in January 1979 with persons who knew

Fleming well, professionally and socially. In view of the

informal nature of the consultations when Fleming himself was

discussed, and because of the personal nature of some of the

observations, the authorship of individual statements is not

revealed.

Concerning his musical abilities, Fleming was thor-

oughly trained, completely competent, adaptable, and able to

write anything required: a composer, not a mere tunesmith. He

was not an academic. An outstanding pianist, a great impro-
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viser, he understood all instruments. He was a good conductor,
--

loved conducting, and sang as he did it. He occ�sionally per-

formed as a pi�ist in films using his music. He had absolute

pitch.

Fleming's outstanding musi.ca.L stylistic features were

considered to be his lyricism and simplicity (perhaps over

simplicity), with a modest astringency. Rathburn considered

his music to be more English than American in style, with some

French harmonic influence such as Ravel's use of triadic chords

with 7ths, 9ths, and '"higher -tertian addi-tions. ·-Fleming depre

cated the concept of so-called national styles, including a

Canadian style, in music: he wanted music accepted as simply

music. He was considered a "romantic" rather. than a "Classic"

composer. He loved J. S. Bach's music, and had no rapport

with Schoenberg's or avant-garde music generally. He did not

use electronically generated sounds. His sound changed, over

the years, from dense to sparse textures.

He apparently had no organized philosophy of composing

film_music; he tackled problems empirically as they arose.

He considered himself a practical "pro."

Fleming was' a popular, cooperative, articulate member

of the team of filmmakers; but he was considered by everyone

interviewed as insufficiently forceful in promoting his own

ideas and wishes, so that his music sometimes accommodated

itself to the film more than the optimum. His generous nature

was often imposed upon.

In his own specialty he was a self-reliant perfection-
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ist and a compulsive worker, enduring long, exhausting hours

of work. He worked best. under pressure, and, fortunately,

en joyed the good health to keep it up. He did all his compos

ing at home, first improvising on the piano, then notating.

He used several charts and tables of his own devising in

laying the music to films. He did considerable background

research for authenticity, when required.

Apparently he was very sensitive in his vocation,

easily hurt, easily elated; and, once or twice a year, when

he could no longer stand the frustrations caused by 'less compe

tent colleagues, he would figuratively explode, with tears-

and quickly recover.

The personal traits ascribed to Fleming by different

observers are all reconcilahle wi thin a complex personality,

and are consistent with his portrait as a musician. He is

credited with integrity, 'modesty, refinement (with. a vulgarian

streak), and a conservative religious morality.

Fleming, more so that the many �ther excellent film

makers at the National Film Board, is considered to be

underrated and underrecognized.



CHAPTER 6

THE SELECTING OF FILM MATERIAL

Making a selection of film music from Fleming's very

large output is a necessity if illustrations of the hypo-

thesis are to be given in a manageable number and in suffici-

ent depth of analysis. At a conservative estimate, the more

than 250 films concerned represent a minimum of one hundred

hours of viewing, supported by at least fifty hours of music.

Fur�nermore, the location or even the existence of some of the

scores is uncertain; and Fleming's film scores, all unpublished,

could be inspected only by a visit to the National Library of

Canada in Ottawa, Ontario.

Interim Film Selection
criterJ.on: DJ.versitY"

In selecting film material for the purpose of illus

trating the film music's functionality, it was originally (and,

as it turned out, erroneously) considered that, since the pur

pose of film music is to support the film, the purpose of that

film--such as imparting information or providing entertain

ment--would be a matter of importance. Moreover, the changes

in Fleming's style over time appeared significant. Accordingly,

the film-selecting consultations were conducted with the ob jec

tive of identifying a substantial, diverse selection of films

from all those which Fleming scored; and the consultants,

125
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guided by the nature of the films rather than the music,

suggested an examination of the twenty-eight films named in

table, 6.1.

TABLE 6.1

A SELECTION OF FILMS SCORED BY FLEMING CONSIDERED
FOR ILLUSTRATION OF THE MUSIC'S FUNCTIONALITY

Date Release Title

Availability1
A = Archival
C = Cur r-ent

Number of Pages
of Materiai in
the Author's

. Possession

.

' 2 ",Wor,k-Score papers)

1946
1946)
to ')

1952)

1948
1949

1950
1951

1951
1952
1953

1954
1957
1.959
196.0
1962

1963
1964
1966

1966
1967

Red Runs the Fraser
, Mental Health Series:

The Feeling of
Re j ection .

The Feeling of
Hostility ....•...

Stanley Takes a Trip
Rising Tide .

Look to the Forest ..

Canada's Awakening
North .

Rescue Mission .

Age of the Beaver .

Shyness II ••

Germany, Key to Europe
The Spruc e Bog ....•.

The Queen's Plate ...

Down North .....•....

Jackie Visits the Zoo

Gone Curling .

Phoebe t •••••••••••••

An tonio .

Canadian Artists
Series:
Kur e1 ek .

Adventures ..........

A

A

A
C
A

A

A
A
C
C

( 72)*

( 14)*
(75)*

A
C ( 79 ) [ 1 30 J .

A
A
c (65)[109J

A
C (101)[159J
C (94) [150 ]

C
C

(59)[101J
(64)[106] I

26 E

15 c

7 E

.53 c

5 E

12 E

77 c

I 9 E

I 3 E

I 38 C

I 51 C
45 C
26 c

69 C

-

.

281
2 T
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Date Release Title

Availability1
A = Archival
C = Current

Numb er of Pages
'of Material in

the Author's
'- Foss essd.on

S'c e2 Work
or papers3

The Stories of Tuktu
Series:

1967 Tuktu and the Indoor
Games ..•.........•

1967

1967

1968

1967

1968

1968

1970

Tuktu and the Magic
or, '�Sp'ear . . . . . . . • . . . . .

Tuktu and the Snow
Palac e .

Tuktu and the Nice
New Clothes .� .....

strugglE for a:Border
Series':
The War of 1812

(1783-1918) .

The Fr�endly Fifties
and the Sinister
Sixti es .

Main Title and gener
ally (not a film) .

The B est Damn Fiddl er

from Calabogie to
Kaladar .

Family House .

C (66)[112J

C (66)[112J

c (66)[112J

C (66)[111J

C (17) [31 J

C (17) [31 J

c (94) [150 J
c (99) [156 ]

30C _,4T
12 SL

25 -c " ,20. SL

27 E 21 MI

31 C 16 SL

SOURCES: Guy Glover, National Film Board of Canada,
personal letter to author, 2 October 1978; Margaret Fleming,
personal letter to author, 1 November 1978.'

1 Availabili ty':' Archival signifies that the film had
been withdrawn from circulation by 1978. Current signifies
that the film was listed in the NFB 1978 Catalogue at the page
number stated in parentheses. Films listed in the 1981 Cata
logue appear there at the page numbers stated in brackets.

2C signifies that the complete score facsimile is
available; E Signifies an excerpt.

3SL signifies a shot-list; T the text of the commen

tary or other words; MI a motive index, indicating the loca
tion in the score of themes used.
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The selection deliberately reflected the following

diversities:

1� Dates of release from 1946 to 1970--Fleming's first and

last films for the Board are shown

2. Genres, in the sense of·documentary, fictional,

animation, short, feature-length, and other qualities

3. Primary purposes, such as imparting information or

providing entertainment

4. Subjects, fields, or topics, such as political history,

economic history, natural science, regional geography,· 'inter

national relations, ethnic heritages, the arts, mental health,

problems of adolescence, housing, diet, horse racing, and

curling

The selection also, incidentally, reflected the

following diversities in other elements and characteristics,

such as:

1. Speech: its nature, commentary or dialogue; its quantity,

from continuous to none

2. Sound effects: their nature, realistic or symbolic;

their quantity, dense or sparse

3. Camera techniques: relatively mobile or stationary;

resembling or differing widely from human vision norms

4. Editing: conservative or venturesome

;. Music: different stylistic elements and quantity

6. Visuals:· black and. whi te, or colour

7. Relationships between dramatic ingredients and audio

visual components .
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Ultimate Film Selection Criterion:
Tenslty Content

As the hypothesis with ,its .eas.errtd a.l, f.eature of

tensities and their cooperation and counteraction was developed,

the initially-sought diversity in the illustrative film mater

ial was, seen to be redundant. It became evident that a

detailed, in-depth examination of situations in a single

film with an adequate tensity content would effectively serve

to illustrate the hypothesis.

Moreover, a single complete film is the natural unit

of film experience, with a unity that a collection of extracts

from several films would not posses. Such unity, within a

whole art-work, clarifies the concept of norms essential to

the study, gives those norms greater credibility, and facili

tates their determination.

Accordingly the one film Antonio was finally chosen

because of its richness in dramatic tensities, both obvious

and subtle, and its avoidance of extremes of form and content

that might distort the examination of the music's role or

result in great differences between the film's intrafilmic

norms and the interfilmic norms that might be expected for its

genre.

The film is described in detail in chapter 7·



CHAPTER 7

AN EXAMINATION OF THE FILM ANTONIO

In this chapter the selected film Ant·ohio is examined

in the light of the hypothesis of functionality of film music.

First, an introductory description of the film is given.

Secondly come surveys identifying the functional character-

istics of the dramatic ingredients, the audiovisual components

(music is emphasized), the relationships between these filmic

elements, 'and the allusio'ns 'and extrafilmic references.

Thirdly comes a sequence by sequence study of the role played

by the music in the film, using the conclusions of the surveys

to relate the hypothesis to specific situations. Finally,

come integrations of the detailed results of the examination.

Tensity is the connecting thread.

Introductory Description of the Film
by Sequence and Fllmic Element

In presenting an introductory description of Antonio,

a synopsis by the distributor is quoted, the film is divided

into numbered parts convenient for analysis--here called

sequences--and a description of these sequences is given. The

dramatic ingredients and the audiovisual components are named,

and then tabulated by sequence.

Synopsis of the Film

The.National Film Board of Canada's leaflet, distri

buted with Antonio, summarizes the general content of the film

as "a portrait of a family man when he is left alone with h i.s

130
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Bible, Dante, and Matteo an old friend of his working days."
1

The same leaflet "Antonio" gives a synopsis:

The film is the story of an Italian immigrant who has
done well for hims,elf and his family in Canada but then,
in his later years, finds himself alone and, at the moment
estranged from his children over his disposal of some

property that his dead wife had owned.

The film throws light on problems of age, of living
alone in cramped quarters, of doing for oneself, of lacking
a real focus for living, but is far more a character study
than a problem film. Antonio is Antonio, not a cliche, and
within the compass of his daily life enough is revealed
of his past and present interests to endear him personally
to an audi enc e .

For one thing there is his immense pride in having
come so far in life from the time he began work as a boy
in the stony fields of his native village. Illiterate
in Italian, he has taught himself English and now reads
The Divine Comedy in English translation. Though he feels
lonely at t�mes he does not feel poor. He has whiskey
for his coffee and makes wine to serve his friend and
family. Even his 'loneliness is often broken. As the film
ends the telephone call that he has waited for that will
end the quarrel finally does come and Antonio is again at

peace with his world.2

The effect of the telephone call is more complicated

than the leaflet suggests.

Temporal Division of the Film
into Sequences

The film presentation takes twenty-seven minutes and

fifty-seven seconds, and it is thus necessary to divide it into

units that provide a convenient temporal frame of reference

for the events of the film. Fleming's score is written in

numbered and lettered sections within which measure numbers

1National,Film Board of Canada, leaflet "Antonio"
0166070 (Montreal,,_ 1966). ' (Hereafter cited .as leaflet "Antonio.

2Ibid.'
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are usually assigned, but his system would not serv� in the

scenes without music to which reference must be made. More

over,'· a single Fleming section often scores several distinct

scenes that it is desirable to separate. Therefore, a systen

of forty-seven numbered sequences, based upon significant

change in any filmic element (including a score section change),

is used. The average duration of a sequence is thirty-six

seconds, with a range from twelve seconds (sequences 25 and

36) to one hundred and eight seconds (sequence 40). The

sequences used herein ar-e -no t the same 'as -th e divisions which

a filmmaker might designate as sequences. A concordance of

the film sequence numbers and Fleming's score section numbers

is provided in appendix A. The sequences are d ef'Lned at an

intermediate structural level. For more precise identification

of specific events with music, the measure and beat numbers

from the score are used, while at other times group's of sequen

ces are identified as functional units at a higher level.

This time-frame of sequences is strictly related to

the film presentation as a physical phenomenon in real time,

something quite different from the filmmakers' dramatic time

frame and the filmwatchers' psychological time-frame.

Detailed Description of the Film

The ensuing .detailed description of the film is com

piled from observations of screenings. Sequence numbers are

inserted before the situations or events to which they relate.

(1) The film presentation first shows the suburban

street and house where Antonio lives, while the audience reads:
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"National Film Board Presents . . . ANTONIO." The ticking of

a clock fades in and out. (2) The camera then ranges over the

interior of an apartment, halting on Antonio, supine in bed,

as he opens his eyes. Antonio's voice comments that none of

his children really care for their father.

(3) A wine glass is seen filling from a glass dispenser,

and the camera draws back to present a family party with noisy

conversation, over which Antonio's voice complains of a family

quarrel that has arisen from resistence to his wish to sell

his late wife's 'pro-perty in italy. "Antonio pounds the .. arm .of

his chair.

(4) Back in his apartment, he says his morning pr.ayers

and begins to dress, accompanied by continuing comments about

family ingratitude. (5) Looking out of the window, he sees and

hears children playing, and (6) goes on to comment on his own

different, harsh youth in Italy, while still pictures of rugged

rural scenes in that country are shown. (7) As he continues

donning his shabby clothes, the drab apartment is further

revealed, and his commentary has both praise and criticism for

the different life in "this country." Canada is not named, but

is obviously implied. (8) "Two rooms in a strange house. I

am like an old shoe. It·'s-a tragic!" (9) He rinses his

stubbly face at a running tap, and his commentary speculates

on the possibility of a telephone call to invite him to his

son's place on Sunday.

(10) At the newspaper-covered kitchen table Antonio's

solace and supports are shown and commented upon: coffee
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modestly spiked with whisky, and (11) Dante's Divine Comedy

and the Bible. The telephone rings downstairs. (12) Antonio

turns on the television set and witnesses a close-up picture

of an agonizing performance by a soprano of "Liebestod" from

Act III of Wagner's Tristan and Tsolda, in German, with piano

accompaniment. The faces of two men separately register disap

proval, and Antonio switches the set off. (13) He goes out

into the street, with its traffic noises, to talk to his

friends.

(14) He wa�ks along a local shopping street, among the

crowd, while his commentary expresses his preference for inde

pendence over living with his daughters. He buys some apples,

(15) bargains for but refuses a potted plant, gets pushed

around; but maintains "I'm free!"

(16) He enters an empty church--·"Most of time I'm

alone with God."--and (17) reminisces visually and in commen

tary on a painful past episode when he built a big house in

the country for the sake of the health of his late wife. He

had found God there, (18) passed his time, (19) and made wine.

Eventually he had sold the house and (20) returned to the city,

hoping to reunite his family. (21) He leaves the church.

(22) The next scenes, in a cemetery, 'conclude the

rather long exposition of the central idea and cause of his

tension, the se�mingly dead family affection. (23) At his

wife's graveside he wishes he had heeded her warning to spend

more tim'e with the young children, and (24) watching an old

photograph of a wedding group of one of their children, he
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realizes that then was the best time of his life. (25) As he

leaves the cemetery a mechanical tamper slowly and rhythmically

pounds the earth on a new grave, a symbolic sequel to the

rapid ticking of the alarm clock heard earlier.

(26) Indeed, after Antonio visits his old friend

Matteo, dying in a hospital ward, where they reminisce about

the good old days together and their wine-making, (27) the

commentary centres on dying as Antonio (28) walks in a park

through dead leaves, (29) by a stream, (30) sits on a bench

alone out-of-doors, and (31) joins other old men awaiting the

end. He is quite ready and unafraid, as a trusting creature

of God, to meet inevitable death.

(32) The story returns to the business of living by

way of a silent scene of Antonio seated on an open-air bench

in summer, fingering the petals of a flower, (33) followed by

an episode in a bird-shop where Antonio enjoys but does not

wish to own some caged budgerigars. (34) He rides home in a

vehicle, (35) enters the house, (36) speaks to the landlady

inSide, comment�ng that his son will surely phone tomorrow,

and (37) goes down into the basement.

There he fills a bottle with red wine from a huge cask,

takes a drink from the bottle, and congratulates himself on

his continuing ability to make good wine. (38) Upstairs he

opens Dante's Divine Comedy, commenting that he reads it in

English now, a feat of self-education.

(39) On the television, this time Antonio looks at an

all-in wrestling match with two pairs of wrestlers in the ring

- . -
--------

-



and the audience screaming and gesticulating madly. He is

emotionally involved, commenting briefly, but he soon switches

the set off.

(40) Next, he prepares and cooks with pride his one

meal of the day. (41) Seated at the cluttered kitchen table

he says grace and pours a glass of wine, while the commentary

states his acceptance of the children's way of life and his

hope of an invitation to visit them next Sunday, when the

family fight will not be mentioned. (42) The phone rings, the

landlady calls" Antonio to it ...He go es .do.wns ta.i.r.s with .high

hopes; but (43) his disappointment and dejection become plain

as he listens. His commentary puts the best f'ace on the si tu-

ation: " there are other Sundays . . . lots to do,

anyway
"

(44) Back at the table he resumes eating his meal, and

(45) the camera soon repeats the opening close-up view of his

face as he lies in bed thinking that he'll go to see his old

friend again tomorrow and "talk about new wine." (46) The

end-credits start, (47) Antonio turns over to sleep, and the

sup erpo s ed final credits, including "Music--Robert Fleming,"

round out the film.

Dramatic Ingredients Named

The dramatic ingredients in Antonio are:

SETTINGS:

As to Time--
The day of the main action (probably in the early

1960s)
Earlier periods in Antonio's life (flashbacks)
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SETTINGS:--Continued

As to Place--
Locations of the main action (in a .. large·

Canadian city, possibly Toronto):
Antonio's apartment-

Exterior
Bedroom
View from window·
Living room:

Generally
Television screen-

Singer (female)
Wrestling

. Entranc e hall and stairs
Basement

The neighbourhood--
Local shopping street
.Ghur,ch .interior
Cemetery
Hospi tal ward
Park( s) :

Walking
Benches (three)

Bird shop interior
Vehicle interior

Locations of events other than at the main scene

of action '(cutaways, coinciding with flashbacks):
Family living room

I talian village
Countryside (Canadian)--

New House
Lakeside and garden
Lonely road

Wedding scene

CHARACTERS:

Antonio. The only fully developed character, the
"hero" of the film. The many facets of his person
ality that are presented are apparent from the
thematic topics listed below

Antonio's family. Sketched in as the anonymous
"villain" of the film, with specific reference to
his son and daughters

Elizabetta. Antonio's deceased wife, seen only in
photographs

Matteo. An old friend, seemingly unhappy at dying in
hospital

Children, a peasant, street crowd, nurses, old men
.

in a park, Antonio's landlady, a singer and wres-t
lers on television. Mere background figures
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THEMATIC TOPICS:

Family relationships
Wine and food
Aging.and.dying
Religion and Dante
Loneliness and independence
Social conditions and change
TeleviSion, as an exponent of--

An operatic aria
All-in wrestling

FILMMAKERS' PERSONAE:

Main title
Attitude toward television
End credits

The dramatic ingredients of Antonio, which are

fictional but close to reality, contain considerable variety:

twenty locations, twelve characters or character groups, seven

thematic topics, and a definite filmmakers' presence. On the

other hand, as will be remembered from the detailed descrip

tion of the film, its moods are not highly contrasted. This

mixture of variety and sameness creates a subtle problem for

the composer seeking to make the music appropriate; both varied

and unified. The dramatic ingredients, particularly the

thematic topics, are the essence of a film's purpose, which it

is the function of the music to support.

Audiovisual Components Named

The audiovisual components of Antonio, with brief

explanatory comments, .are:

VISUALS:

In black and white
On 16 mm film
Standard camera techniques, using different distances

and angles
Words as well as pictures appear in the main title

and end credits
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SPEECH:

Commentary (not live dialogue between actors)
representing Antonio's thoughts and reminis
cences

MUSIC:

Intermittent
Commentative instrumental numbers for mandolin

and guitar, usually ensemble, by Fleming
Realistic quotation of part of an aria from

Tristan and Isolda by Wagner, in one sequence

SOUND EFFECTS:

Specific noises�-
Ticking of an alarm clock
Pounding of a fist on a chair arm

Ringing of a telephone
Clicks of a television set switch
Pounding of a mechanical earth tamper

Background noises--
Conversation at a family party
Street traffic noises
Children I s voices (playing)'
Running tap-water
Spectator noises at a wrestling match
Song of many caged birds
Food preparation noises

Dramatic Ingredients and Audiovisual
Components by Sequence

The general description and. analysis of the film is

concluded in the tabulation of the filmis dramatic ingredients

and audiovisual components by sequence in table 7.1. It

reveals certain broad aspects of the functionality of the film,

such as its tripartite structure, which the music must seek to

support; and it forms the basis of the surveys of filmic ele-

ments which follow it.

Since an event in a film, even a minor event presented

by one specific audiovisual component, frequently exhibits,

.

alludes to, or unintentionally suggests more that one dramatic



TABLE 7.1

DRAMATIC INGREDIENTS AND AUDIOVISUAL COMPONENTS OF ANTONIO BY SEQUENCE

Functional Elements

Sequ- Dramatic Ingredients Audiovisual Components
ence

No.
Settings1 Thematic Visuals, SoundCharacters Topics2 Speech, 3 Effects

and Music

1Apt:Exterior Main title VW M Clock
2Bedroom Antonio Fam V S 00
3Family living room Fe Antonio, Fam, Soc, W&F V S Conversa-Family tion,

Fist
pounding

4Apt.Bedroom Antonio -Fam, R&D V S M
5Window C Antonio, Soc V S Children

Children
6Italian village FC Antonio, Soc, W&F V S 00

Peasant
7Apt.Bedroom Antonio Soc V S' 00
8Living room Antonio Soc V S 00
9Do. Antonio Fam V S Water
10Do. Antonio W&F V S 00
11Do. Antonio R&D, A&D, Fam V S 00 Phone
12Do. (TV screen) C Antonio, Soc, TV V 00* Switch

Singer
13Hall Antonio L&I V S
14Local shopping Antonio, L&I, Fam, W&F V S 00 Traffic
street Crowd

I-""

g



TABLE 7.1--Continued

Functional Elements

Sequ- Dramatic Ingredients Audiovisual components
ence

No.
Settings1 'Thematic Visuals. Sound

Characters Speech,Topics2 and Music) Effects

15 Local shopping Antonio, L&I V S M Traffic
street ' Crowd

16 Church interior Antonio R&D, L&I V S
17 CountrYJNew house FC Antonio Fam, A&D, L&I, V S M

R&D, Soc
18 Lake, Garden FC Antonio L&I, R&D V S M

19 New house FC Antonio W&F, L&I V S M
20 Lonely road FC Antonio Fam, R&D, L&I, V S M

Soc
21 Church interior Antonio R&D, Fam, L&I V S
22 Cemetery Antonio, Fam, R&D, A&D V S M

Elizabetta
2) Do. Antonio, Fam, A&D V S M

Elizabetta
2!J. Wedding scene FC Antonio" Fam V S M

Family
25 Cemetery (exit) Antonio A&D V M Tamper
26 Hospital ward Antonio, A&D, W&F V S M

Matteo,
", Nurses

27 Park,Walking Antonio A&D V S M
28 Do. Antonio A&D, Fam V S M

29 Do. Antonio A&D V S M

'30 Bench (1) Antonio A&D V S M
f-'o

-{::"
f-'o



TABLE 7.1--Continued

Functional Elements

S'equ- Dramatic Ingredients Audiovisual Components
ence

No.
Settings1 Thematic Visuals, SoundCharacters Topics2 Speech, Effects

and Music3
--

31 Park:B ench (2) Antonio, A&D V S M
Old men

32 Bench (3) Antonio R&D V

33 Birdshop Antonio L&I V S M Birds
34 In .taxi Antonio L&I V Traffic
35 AptlExterior Antonio L&I V M

36 Hall Antonio, Fam V S M

Landlady
37 Basement Antonio W&F, Fam V S M
38 Living room Antonio .

R&D, W&F, Soc V S M
39 Do. (TV screen) C Antonio, Soc, W&F, TV V S Cheering,

Wrestlers Booing
40 Living room Antonio W&F V S M Kitchen
41 Do. Antonio Fam t W&F, R&D V S

Soc
42 Hall ( phon e) Antonio, Fam V S Phone

Landlady
·43 Do. (do. ) Antonio Fam V S M

44 Living room Antonio W&F V M

45 Bedroom Antonio W&F, A&D V S M
46 Do. Antonio End credits VW M
47

.

Do. Antonio End credits VW M

(continued)
�

-t=="
l\)



TABLE 7.1--Continued

Functional Elements
Sequ- Dramatic Ingredients Audiovisual Components
ence

No.

Settings1 Thematic Visuals,
SoundCharacters

Speech.Topics2
and Music) Effects

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS.

1Concerning Settings--
Apt: :: Antonio's apartmentF � Flashback (time is antecedent to main action)C :: cutaway (place is removed from location of main action)
2Concerning Thematic Topics-Fam = Family relationshipsW&F = Wine and food
A&D =. Aging and dying
R&D = Religion and Dante
L&I :: Loneliness and independenceSoc = Social conditions and changeTV = Television

3concerning Visuals, Spe·ech and Music-V = Visuals are presentW = Words are presented visuallyS :: Speech is presentM = Music is presentM* :: Stock music

t-'"

.{::"
\..V
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ingredient or thematic topic, some of the associations in

table 7.1 and the ensuing surveys must be regarded as incom

plete.or subject to an alternative ranking in importance.

Survey of Filmic and Extrafilmic
Functlonal Elements

Dramatic Ingredients

The dramatic ingredients of Antonio, its settings,

characters, thematic topics, and filmmakers' personae, are now

surveyed individually, without regard to the aUdiovisual compo

nents used to pr-es errtrthem, 'except to ·<indicate .. general problems

likely to arise in the use of music. The survey concludes with

an examination of the relationships between the dramatic ingre

dients. In the surveys each dramatic ingredient is categor

ized, from Antonio's point of view, as tensing or relaxing;

and, if tensing, as displeasing, pleasing, or simultaneously

displeasing and pleasing. Relaxing situations arise as pre

ludes, interludes, or postludes to the tensing situations that

dominate the film; and, in later analyses, the relaxing ele-

ments, r�garded as non-displeasing, are summarized with the

pleasing situations.

For the purpose of this study Antonio's opinions and

reactions are deemed to be normal, and the implications for

further tensities that arise when a particular filmwatcher

does not accept this normality are not pursued. Antonio'S

expectations do, in fact, appear to match current norms well;

and, even when they are seen as abnormal, they can be accepted

as an ideal from which tensing departures are possible.
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Settings

The settings in "AntOTI10 are varied: table 7.1 shows

forty-seven sequences. The column headed Settings shows

thirty-three setting changes based on the twenty locations

named in the list of dramatic ingredients. The variety of

physical backgrounds is even greater due to the many different

camera-subject relationships within most of the settings.

By far the most prevalent setting is Antonio's apart

ment which appears in twenty-four (51 percent) of the forty-

seven sequences. The particular scene is the living room in

ten of the sequences, and the bedroom in six. These drab

settings establish the norm for Antonio's lonely existence.

Outside the apartment the viewer is shown six sequences in a

park and four in the countryside flashback; otherwise most

settings appear once only.

The cohesive forms of the musical numbers, when present,

contribute a thread of continuity, in spite of the rapid

changes of camera distance, camera angle, and setting.

In spite of the variety, there is a noticeable form,

balance, and unity in the settings if they are grouped under

labelS borrowed from stage works:

Act I Antonio's apartment (13 sequences, nos. 1 to 13)
Act II In the neighbourhood (20 sequences, nos. 14

to 33)
Entr'acte Returning home in a taxi (1 sequence, no. 34)
Act III . Antonio's apartment" (13 sequences, nos . 35 to 47).

A film/for cinema does not need to be divided into

ac'ts, since it: does not have to accommodate itself to the

requirements o� live theatre (though films on television are
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frequently'divided by advertisements into numbered acts);

nevertheless there is probably a recognition �ere that a change

of setting after a period of time is conducive to greater

audience attention. The music assists in this tripartite

division by breaking off after· sequences" 13 and 33, which

conclude acts I and II respectively. Moreover, the themes in

sequences 14 and 33, which begin and end act II, are clearly

related, serving to define that act as a unit, as example 7.1

indicates.

Example 7.1. Fleming, Antonio: Related Themes Defining Act II

Mandolin

Sequence 14, measures 2-8,
(e.iscA......el_y (; = �c)

"'l! h:e-

�g § 3 �¥. � 5Q2) £1 J IJJI 7IJJJ fI
Sequence 33, measures 2-4

$t �.s: 1���UU..,tt r "
�.

6 CrEia'� ...

= tt =
-

0 1- I L � 1_ -- --
LF In�.Mandolin

In example 7.1 the melody in sequence 33 is a repe

tition (with slight variation) of that in sequence 14, serving

to fulfil an expectation of return and producing a relaxation

that articulates the sequence-group 14-33, act II. The

relaxation is supported by the normalization of the phrase'

length in the later sequence to the equivalent of four half

note measures from from five half-note measures in sequence 14;

but it must be admitted that the faster tempo and greater

density of sequence 33 are tensing, and therefore counteractive

to this normalization.
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The acts are recognized in the sequence by sequence

analysis.

The temporal unity of the main action is obvious--it

covers one day from Antonio's getting up to his going to bed.

The music has a corresponding unity in many of its stylistic

traits that apply to the whole work, particularly timbre and

textures, and its macrostructure is based on many thematic

returns.

Departures from the' time and place of the main action,

by flashback and cutaway resp'eC'tively, .s er-vertc present,rele

vant antecedent and remote events. The extent of these depar

tures is shown in table 7.2.

TABLE 7.2

DEPARTURES: FROM THE TIME AND PLACE
OF THE MAIN ACTION IN ANTONIO

Sequences
Nature of Departure PercentageNumber

of 47

Flashback with cutaway 7 15

Cutaway . . . . . . . . . .... 3 6

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 21

Expectedly, there are no flashbacks after the central

sequence of the film, no. 24. These departures are events

where music may be expected to assist in the differentiation

of settings.
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Tensity and pleasurability categories of settings are:

1. T ensing--
(a) Displeasing:

The drab apartment
Italy
The countryside
The cemetery
The hospital ward

(b) Pleasing:
The neighbourhood

The street
The church interior
The wedding group
The parks
The bird-shop

(c) Simultaneously displeasing and pleasing:
The family party

2. Relaxing--
A few neutral locations serving mainly to JOln the

main setting-groups of the film, such as those in
sequence 13, when Antonio goes out, and 34-35, when
he returns home in a taxi

Characters

The column of table 7.1 headed Characters confirms

what is to be expected from the synopsis of the film: the

characterization of Antonio occurs in every sequence follow-

ing his appearance in the second. The portrayal is sometimes

direct through his visible presence, sometimes indirect through
. his voice audible in the first-person commentary. Character-

ization is sometimes the principal, sometimes the subordinate

function of the sequence. The number of character appear-

ances by sequence is shown in table 7.3.

Music is used extensively in Antonio's characterization,

at low structural levels to point specific traits, and at a

higher level to focus on the duality of his personality.



TABLE 7.3

NUMBER OF CHARACTER APPEARANCES
,BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Character Portrayed
Number of

App earanc es

Antonio (the "hero")
by visible presence only .

by his vo i,c e only .

by both .

Subtotal: by either medium ....•

Antonio's family (the "villainfJ)
Elizabetta, Antonio's deceased wife
Matteo, Antonio's old' friend .

Background figures:
Children (1), peasant (1), singer
(1), street crowd (2), nurses (1),
old men in a park (1), wrestlers
(1), and Antonio's landlady (2)

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8
2

36

46

2
2
1

10

61

The characters are readily categorized according to

tensi ty and pleasurabili ty:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

Antonio's family, as selfish, unsympathetic
rebels against paternal authority

Singer on television, as incompetent
Wres.tlers on television, as unfair fighters

(b) Pleasing:
Antonio himself, assuming, as appears to be

the case, that his expressions of opinion
are to be taken at their face value

Matteo
Elizabetta

2. Relaxing--
The children, the peasant, the street crowd, the

nurses, the old men in the park, and the landlady,
none involving partisanship
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Themati'c topics

The column of table 7.1 showing Thematic Topics reveals

that frequently (twenty-one times out of forty-seven) more

than one topic is presented simultaneously, or virtually so,

within the same sequence, a feature presenting potential

problems for the composer. Table 7.4 quantifies this simul

taneity, but the data must not be presumed to be precise in

view of the difficulty in some cases of determining whether or

not a topic is alluded to.

TABLE 7.4

DENSITY OF THEMATIC TOPICS IN
SEQUENCES IN ANTONIO

Number of Topics Sequences
Presented in

a Sequence Number Percent

5 1 2
4 2 4
J 7 15
2 11 24
1 23 49

0 (presenting film-
makers' personae) 3 6

Total . . . . . ..... 47 100

Two further significant matters affecting the struc-
.

ture and functionality of the film are the frequency of

appearance and the ordering of the topics. The frequencies

of appearance are shown in table 7.5.

The fairly even balance in the frequency of appear

ance of the first six thematic topics, those intimately

connected with Antonio's current situation, is noticeable.
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TABLE 7,.5

FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF THEMATIC TOPICS IN ANTONIO

Topic
Number of Sequences

in which
Topic Appears

Family relationships II ." ••••

Wine and food II •• , •• I ••••••••

Aging and dying , .

Loneliness and independence
Social conditions and change
Religion and Dante .

Television I •••••• I ••••• I ••• I I

'Total ..
'

.... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

18
13
12
12
11
11

2

79

Each thematic topic is next examined with reference to

its distribution throughout the film, and its content of

tensi ty and pleasurabili ty.

Family relationships

The family relationships topic occurs and recurs

throughout the film between sequences 2 and 43. In one place

a gap of seven sequences occurs (from 29 to 3.5), and in

another a gap of four (from .5 to 8); otherwis e the eighteen

appearances of the topic are evenly distributed among the

forty-seven sequences.

The tensity and pleasurability classification of

family relationships is:

1 I Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

Alienation, the children's lack of care for
the f.ather

The quarrel over the m�ther's property
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(b) Pleasing:
The love of the children
Pride in the family
The happy past family life
The family wedding

2. Relaxing-
None

When the topic is present, both tensity polarities

are always present in fluctuating relative strengths.

Wine and food

The thirteen references to wine and food are also

quite regularly introduced, with one ,gap of .ten sequences

(from 27 to 36), and one of six (from 20 to 25), the remain-

der being separated by four or fewer other sequences.

In each of the family relationships and the wine and

food topics there is a concentration of five consecutive

sequences: from 20 to 24, and from 37 to 41, respectively.

The tensity-pleasurability situation in regard to the

wine and food topic is relatively simple:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

This state is non-existent, though there is a

suggestion that anything more than one meal
a day of "good stuff" would be a form of
gluttony or folly

(b) Pleasing:
Wine-making and drinking wine
Food preparation and eating
Wine with food

2. Relaxing-
None

There is no suggestion of Antonio ever being indiffer

ent to wine and food: he remembers, as a child, starving for a

crust of bread .

. ----'_
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Aging and dying

The aging and dying topic is quite concentrated, with

nine of the twelve references found in the ten sequences from

22 to 31. The others are isolated in preparatory and conclu-·

ding references that appear in sequences 11, 17, and 4.5.

The tensi ty-pleasurability interplays in the aging and

dying theme are clear:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

The loss of his devoted wife, after his
. sacrifice in moving to the countryside

The imminent loss of friend Matteo
(b) Pleasing (or, at least, not displeasing):

Acceptance of the naturalness and inevi t
ability of dying

2. Relaxing-
None

Nothing suggests that Antonio is ever indifferent to

aging and dying. He has faced the issues and taken his stand,

with the help of the implications of his attitude toward

religion and Dante.

Loneliness and independence

Loneliness and independence also is introduced and

disposed of as a unit. Nine of its twelve appearances occur

in the space of the nine sequences from 13 to 21; the other

three allusions are in sequences 33 to 3.5.

Antonio's feelings of tension and pleasurability with

loneliness and independence are Simple:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

Loneliness in his two rooms in a strange
house

Strangers for company
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(b) Pleasing:
Independence from living with his daughters
He harms nobody

2. Relaxing--
None

Again, Antonio is not insensitive; his state is one of

loneliness, chosen and appreciated in the circumstances,

rather than one of simple solitude.

Religion and Dante

The religion and Dante references are concentrated

in six of the seven sequences 16 to 22, where they intervene

and react with the loneliness and independence theme in

sequences 13 to 21. The main presentation is prepared by

Antonio's morning prayers (sequence 4) and the Bible scene

(sequence 11); and rounded out by the Divine Comedy scene

(sequence 38) and Antonio's saying grace before his meal

(sequenc e 41) •

The tensity-pleasurability situations of the religion

and Dante topic are:

1. Tensing--
(a) Disp,l easing:

The Biblical allusion to the "little while"
the father is with the children

The difficult words in Dante. that need looking
up ..

(b) Pleasing:
The books are not foolish things
God's and Jesus Christ's existence, which

Antonio f01,J.nd
God's presence as the answer to loneliness

2. Relaxing--
None

Antonio is far from relaxed at any time. He tries to

interest his children in the topic: they are disinterested.
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Social conditions and change

The references to social conditions. and change are

mainly made early in the film, in sequences 3 to 8, and then

occur as scattered comments in the remainder of the film:

The tensity and pleasurability forces working in the

topic are plain, but of relatively little importance beyond

characterizing Antonio and the children:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

The workers (in Canada)--"like slaves"
The "new ways" of his children and their

generation
(b) Pleasing:

Economic sufficiency and good earnings
The "old ways"

2. Relaxing--
None

When the topic arises there is never relaxation in

the sense of social unconcern.

Television

The references to television presenting an operatic

aria and an all-in wrestling match occur, well separated, in

sequences 12 and 39 respectively. They both project displeas

ing tension in Antonio.

The main interest in the references lies in the film�
..

makers' tones, and in the form-making use of sound effects:

discussion is therefore deferred until these topics are intro-

duc ed .

This thematic topic is not an integral part of Antonio's

life and current problems and solaces, and in some later

analyses it is omitted from consideration.
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Relationships between thematic topics

Since the topics of family relationships and wine and

food occur with the greatest frequencies and an even distri

bution throughout the film, whereas the main discussion of the

other topics takes place only in the earlier and central parts

of the film, it is plain that family relationships and wine and
..

food are the main themes of the film, in that order. It would

thus be reasonable to expect some reflection of this fact in

the musical structure.

The many and intricate relationships between the con

tribution of the respective thematic topics to the tensity

pleasurability matrix of the total drama may be seen from the

arrows in figure 7.1, which summarizes the comments in the·

preceding sections.

The pleaSing and displeasing forces are constantly

varying in strength, causing occasional moments of apparent

balance or stasis, when the overall pleasurability (positive

and negative) is mixed. Tension does not reduce or disappear

as a result of simultaneous pleasure and pain.

Filmmakers personae

The. presentation of the names of the filmmakers in the

main title (in sequence 1, the owner-distributor, the National

Film Board of Canada) and the end credits (in sequence 47, the

production team members) is ostensibly objective, reflecting

the relative importance in the organization of those named.

In practice, however, filmmakers' earned reputations are

liable to colour the reactions of knowledgeable filmwatchers,
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particularly with artists such as composers who earn repu

tations outside film. No evaluation can be offered here.

--. Family Alienation � - �: Past Family Life an

and Quarrel Achievement

(Gluttony) �- �: Wine and Food

The categorizations of the other dramatic ingredients

have been made according to tensities and pleasurabilities

from Antonio's viewpoint. The same evaluation cannot be made

of filmmakers' personae, since Antonio is unaware of them.

Elizabetta's Death � 4 : Dignity of Dying
and Matteo's Dying

However, it does appear that the filmmakers might be making

derogatory asides on other forms of entertainment: opera,

iblical Allusions � Serious Literature
·

Religious Faith----
·
·

--�The new ways � .--. - �. The old ways+------

None. (Relaxation, in the sense of indiffer
ence--or, more specifically, of irreligion,
fatalism, social unconcern--does not exist
in the film in regard to the thematic topics)

Figure 7.1 Tensities and Pleasurabilities in
Thamatic Topics in Antonio

all-in wrestling, and even television itself.

Relationships"between'--di'-amatic ingredients

A number of conclusions can be reached regarding the
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relationships between the dramatic ingredients in Antonio:

1. The thematic topics are the main material for Antonio's

characterization

2. The system of presentation of the thematic topics is an

important structural determinant

3. The relationships between the dramatic ingredients are

very complicated

4. The importance. of the role of the settings is, in a

sense, paradoxical

Antonio '·s . characterization' is ··,mainly -dep endent "upon

his ever-present reactions to the thematic topics. Because

�e f�nds some topics displeasing and others plea�ing (or non

displeasing), the duality of his personality is revealed, as

table 7.6 shows.

. TABLE 7.6

ANTONIO's DUAL ATTITUDES TOWARD THEMATIC TOPICS IN ANTONIO

Number of Se-

Topics by Pleasurabilities quences in which
Topic Appears

Topics predominantly displeasing to Antonio:

Family relationships 18
Loneliness and independence . 12
Social conditions and change ·11

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

Topics pleaSing or non-displeasing to
Antonio:

Wine and food I •••••••••••••••••

Aging and dying ' , ..

Religion and Dante .

'13
12
11

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
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The system of presentation of each thematic topic has

been given. A synthesis is now offered in figure 7.2, in

which' the topics displeasing and pleasing to Antonio are

segregated and ranked, those with.the greatest frequency of

appearance being plotted nearest to the central horizontal

line dividing the pleasurability polarities. The figure

reveals the overall variety, unity, and balance in the pattern
"

of topic presentation, an important structural determinant.

The relationships between the three kinds of dramatic

ingredients, settings, characters, "and 'thematic ,,·topics, as

they are located on or move along the tensity-pleasurability

axes, are very complicated. For instance, if the state of

relaxation is ignored and regard is paid only to pleasure or

displeasure in the three elements, there are eight possible

kinds of combinations, all of which occur in Antonio, as

illustrated:

1. Unpleasant settings, characters, and topics; as when,

in Italy, the boss on the farm kept his boy labourers sleep

ing out with the sheep (sequence 6)

2. Unpleasant settings and characters, but pleasing topics;

as when, in the family party, Antonio's rebellious family are

the source of his pride (sequence J)

3. Unpleasant settings and topics, but pleasant charac

ters; as when, in the hospital ward, friend Matteo is disturbed

at the prospect of dying (sequence 26)

4. Unpleasant settings, but pleasant characters and topics;

as when, in the cemetery, Elizabetta is identified as the



=:Topicsi Sequence Numbers in which the Thematic Topics Appear2

-3 -5 -7 .;..9 . 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45
-2 -4 -6 -8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44
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11 .

L: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx

12

Fa xxxxxx xx xx xx xx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx . xxxxxx

17
-- -------------------------------------------------_-------------------------_------------

W: xx xx xx xx xx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx

13
..

A: xx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xx

12

R: xx xx xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xx xx

11

KEY TO THEMATIC TOPIC SYMBOLS: S = Social Conditions and Change; L = Loneliness and Inde

pendence; F = Family Relationships; W = Wine anf Fodd; A = Aging and Dying; R = Religion
and Dante. Topics above the horizontal dotted line are displeasing. those below it are

pleasing .. The numbers with the topic symbols represent frequency of appearance.

1Television is not shown. 2Sequences showing the main title and end-credits are not shown.

Figure 7.2 Thematic Topic Presentation by Sequence as a structural Determinant in Antonio �

0'.
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creator of family unity (sequence 24)

5. Pleasant settings" but unpleasant characters and topics;

as when, in the church, Antonio's children are disclosed to be

irreligious (sequence 21)

6. Pleasant settings and topics, but unpleasant characters;

as when, in the wine cellar of the apartment (a pleasurable

spot) Antonio's ungrateful children are promised a bottle of
.

wine (sequence 37)

7. Pleasant settings and characters, but unpleasant topics;

as when, in -th e bird-shop, caged birds are seen,as 'an ,imp.edi-

ment to freedom (sequence 33)

8. Pleasant settings, characters, and topics; as when, in

the street, Antonio declares his independence (sequence 15)

Of these eight kinds of situation, only one is entirely

pleaSing, and one entirely displeasing. The other six are

mixed; three with. two pleasing dramatic ingredients, three with

two displeasing. Thus, if the three simultaneously present

dramatic ingredients are collectively appraised according to

the foregoing crude combinatorial possibilities:

1. Tension is more likely to be present than relaxation

2. Mixed pleasure and displeasure is more likely than

simple pleasure, simple displeasure, or either simple state.

From observation" these liklihoods are realised in
"

Aritoni6, a result consistent with the expected efforts of the

filmmakers to evolve tense and equivocal situations.

In Antonio, as in the general context of film itself

as an art form, the settings, are a slri'e qua�, call�ng for
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the indispensable moving pictures--yet they are subservient

to the thematic topics and the characterization, which they

must support.

The complication in the relationships between dramatic

ingredients and the prevalence of tension with pleasure or

displeasure constitutes a complex and difficult challenge to

the composer in creating effective supportive music.

Audiovisual components

The audiovisual components of Antonio, its visuals,

speech, music, and sound effects, are next surveyed individu

ally, without regard to the dramatic ingredients they present,

except to indic'ate 'general problems likely to arise in the use of

music. Afterwards, the relationships between the separate

audiovisual components are considered.

The tensities and pleasurabilities of the audiovisual

components are related to arbi tracy norms based initially on

cultural expectations and later on the film presentation as

it unfolds. They cannot be related directly to Antonio's

personality as was done with the dramatic ingredients, since

he does not respond to the audiovisual components as media.

The main impression from table 7.1 concerning visuals

in Antonio is,not surprisingly, of their presence throughout

the film, and they are the only element of which this is true.

The opening and the two closing sequences present words.

The visual medium of communication in this film has
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abili ty axes:

1,. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

The drabness of black and white images,
lacking colour

Close-up camera techniques that thrust objects
a t_ ... th e vi ewer

(b) Pleasing:
Changes of viewpoint, not available to the

real-life viewer, that clarify a situation
Flashback and cutaway devices that make the

dramatic timeframe more exciting than the
real life timeframe

Use of visuals to present words on occasion,
simplifying the comprehension of proper
names "and their spellings, ·and p'ermitting
an uninterrupted musical introduction and
conclusion

2. Relaxing--
Absence of tricks designed to deceive the viewer

Sp'eech

Speech is pr eserrt in thirty-eight of the forty-seven

sequences (81 percent); and, except for unintelligible mum

blings that are more in the nature of sound effects and for

one snatch of dialogue when his landlady calls "Antonio,

telephonei", the speech is all commentary. This form is

necessary in view of Antonio's lack of companions with whom

to converse, and is flexible in that he can express· the

thoughts and attitudes of others as well as his own.

The particular ways in which speech is used in 'Antonio

have definite tensity and pleasurability values:

1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

Diminished clarity and intelligibility
through abnormalities of pronunciation
and dynamics

(b) Pleasing:
The pres enc e of explanatory commentary,
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whereas a character would, in real life,
be silent

2. Relaxing-
Normal usage

There is very little tension generated by the use of

speech, and its overall effect is one of relaxation.

Music

The thorough survey of music in Antonio is made with

the primary object of identifying norms for the work, from

which abnormalities can be measured and tensities can be

presumed. It is organized according to the basic components

identified by LaRue: four contributing elements--sound, har

mony, melody, and rhythm--and a fifth combining element-

growth (movement and shape) .1

Each element is subdivided in the analyses; but, in

dealing with the parts of the phenomenon of music, sight must

never be lost of the Gestalt, as Langer emphasizes:

. . . the elements of music . . . are . . . created only
for perception. Eduard Hanslick6 denoted them rightly:
"t8nend b ewegte Formen" --" sounding forms in motion."

6Vom Musikalisch-Schonen.1
The survey concludes with a comment on the relation

ships between musical parameters--their immediacy ..

The music in Antonio is present in thirty six of the

forty-seven sequences (77 percent) and is fairly evenly spaced,

.the_�_e�e�el1:._seq�.e��.es without music being nos. 3, 5, 9, 13, 16,

1La:Rue, endpapers and pp. 10-16.

�anger·, F·eeling and· -·Form; p � 107.
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21, 32, 34, 39, 41, and 42. The ten accompanied sequences

22 to 31 are all quite short, and a small part of no. 24 is

without music. Thirty-five of the accompanied sequences

contain music composed by Fleming, and it is this music that

is examined for norms in the following statistical analyses.

One sequence, no. 12, contains music quoted from Wagner,

presumably Fleming's selection, which is discussed in general

terms.

Fleming's aco r-ev "Antonio," (or, more exactly, the

sections of it 'Used "in the film) is ·gi ven in full ·in· examples

7·7, 7.9 to 7.15, and 7.19 to 7.45, following the analyses

of the sequences concerned.

Sound

The characteristic sound of the music in Antonio is

determined by specific parameters, namely:

1. The timbre, the use of the selected instruments,

mandolin and guitar

2. The range of the sounded tones

3. The texture and fabric of the sounding parts

4. The dynamics

In general, the sound of the.music in Antonio is

uniform, a characteristic that matches the atmosphere of the

film.

Tlriibre. The mandolin is featured as a melodic instru

ment, allowing full exposure of its Italian associations. It

combines well with the guitar, used here for melodic, har

monic, and rhythmic ends. In certain numbers, it appears from
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the part-writing in the score and the soUnd, that more than

one mandolin is employed.

Of the three possibilities of instrumental presence,

by far the commonest sound is that of the mandolin-guitar

ensemble, used in every one of the thirty-five accompanied
-,

sequences, and in 398 of the 445 measures .(89 percent) .

Twenty solo passages are well dispersed throughout the

film, all are quite short and most are introductory, as table

7.7 shows.

TABLE 7.7

SOLO INSTRUMENTAL PASSAGES IN ANTONIO

Length
Mandolin Guitar

of
Number of Number of PassagesPassage

(Meas- .

Passages: Sequence Sequence
ures) Intro- Nos. Intro- Inter- Nos.

'duc tory ductory ludial*

6 1 7 1 0 1

4 1 22 1 1 7*,25

3 0 - 2 0 33,43
2 2 27,35 1 1 14,15*
1 4 4,10 4 1 6,15,17

11,44 26,36*

Total 8 8 9 3 12

The norm of instrumentation is thus the mandolin-

guitar ensemble, and abnormality--two or more measures of

solo--is present in sequences 1, 7(twice), 14, 15, 22, 25, 27,

33, 35, and 43. Sequence 7 is particularly unusual.

The normal combination of the.generally bright timbre
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of the mandolin with the sombre guitar timbre is another

example of the portratal in music o·f the duality of Antonio I
s

p ersonali ty .

Range. The occupation of musical.space in each

sequence has not been calculated statistically, but if the

lowest guitar tone and the highest mandolin tone are each

assigned to one of ·three groups' of pitches,. high, medium, and

low, the relationship between these, tones indicates the·

spread of pitch levels. As in Cogan and Escot, "Registers

are . numbered according to standard international acous-

tical terminology. On the present day piano the l.owest C

(32.7 cps) is numbered C1; each C an octave higher adds one

number (C2, C3, and so on). Each successive C begins a new

register . . .. Midale C is C4; its register also includes

A4, 440 cps . . ..
" 1

Table 7.8 shows these relationships.

TABLE 7.8
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOWEST GUITAR TONES AND

HIGHEST MANDOLIN TONES IN ANTONIO

Highest Mandolin Tones in Sequence

Lowest Guitar Tones Low Medium High
in Sequence Pitch Group Pitch Group Pitch Group

A4-D5 E5-G5 A5-Db6

Number of Sequences
..

High Pitch Group: B2-E3 3 4 1
...

Medium Pitch Group: G2-A2 2 11 3
Low Pitch Group: E2-F2 2 6 3

lcogan and Escot, .p . 430.
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Abnormalities of range (wide or narrow) and of tessi

tura (high or low) can be identified from table 7.8,: the

sequences concerned are shown in table 7.9.

TABLE 7.9

ABNORMALITIES IN TOTAL' INSTRUMENTAL RANGE IN ANTONIO

Pitch Group of

Lowest Highest Effect Sequence Nos.
Guitar Mandolin

Tone Tone

High High High tessitura 15

High Low Narrow range 6, 14, 25
Low High Wide range 18, 24, 40

Low Low Low tessitura 11, 23

Abnormal compression of lines, as well as wide range

is regarded as tensing.

Texture and fabric. Certain kindS of melodic-

harmonic-rhythmic relationships, here called textures (and

sometimes designated by constructed terminology), have been

identified in Antonio, and are listed in table 7.10. Against

each texture is set a point score: two points for each clear,

independent melodic line, and one point for each other line

discernable. A total point score for each texture is shown,

a weighted measure of its density of texture.

From the point score in. table 7.10, the textures can

be ranked in order of density. The textural density ranking,

from lowest to highest, with the sequences assigned to classes



TABLE 7.10

EVALUATION OF DENSITY OF TEXTURES IN ANTON1b

Texture:
Name and Description

Density.:. ]?"oint· Score· ...

Melodi.c
Lines:

Two
Points

per Line

Other. .

Lines:
One

Point
per Line

Total
Points

Homophony -

a melodic line with a harmonic
accompaniment consisting of
alternate low bass notes and
one or. more higher chords ...

Syncopated homophony -

as in homophony, but the
higher chords are syncopated .

Duo-homophony -

as in homophony, but with two
independent melodic lines ...

Homophony with Alberti bass -

as in homophony, but the

accompaniment consists of
broken chords ' .

Tarantella (a term used by
Fleming) -

as in homophony with Alberti'
bass, all in rapid compound
time .

Duo-tarantella -

as in tarantella, with two

independent melodic lines ...

Counterpoint -

two independent melodic lines,
unaccompanied .

Parallel melodies, accompanied -

two melodic lines in parallel
thirds or sixths, accompanied

Recitative -

a melodic line with isolated
chord accompaniment .

Melody with drone -

a melodic line over a pedal
po int , .

Monophony -

one. melo dic .. -lina ... _ ..... L .•.•••••.••.• - •.•..•.

2 J - 4 5 - 6

4 5 9

4 1 5

2 J 5

2 J 5

2 .1 J

.. 2 .... . O . 2

2 4 6

6

8

5 - 6

2 4

4 4

J - 42
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TABLE 7.11

TEXTURAL DENSITY OF SEQUENCES IN ANTONIO

Densi ty:
Point Class of Texture
Score

Sequence Nos.

2 Monophony
3 Melody with drone

3 Parallel melodies,
unaccompanied

5 Counterpoint
5 Recitative

5 - 6 Homophony with
Alb erti bass

5 - 6 Tarantella

6 Homophony

6 Syncopated homophony
8 Parallel melodies,

accompanied
8 Duo-homophony
9 Duo-tarantella

r

7(part), 4](part)
29

25

11, ·15, 17(part), ,22, 31

27, 28, ]5, 43(part)

4, 20, 26(part), 44

10, 24, 37, 40(part)
1, 2, 6, 7(part), 8, 14,
23, 26(part), 36, ]8
17(part), 18, 19

30, 47
33, 45, 46

40(part)

It is not a simple matter to determine abnormality of

texture. However', there is a special complexity associated

with independent melodic lines vying for the listener's atten

tion, and for this reason tensing abnormality is assumed for

the sequences texturally identified as counterpoint, duo

homophqny, and duo tarantella. There is an abnormal thinness

of texture in monophony and melody with drone.
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Dynamics. The dynamic levels of the musical numbers

and sections of numbers in a film as finally heard are the end

product of the efforts of many filmmakers and technicians.

Involved are, at least, the composer writing his score, the

conductor at the recording session, the recording engineer,

the sound mixer, the final mixer of the visual and sound tracks,

and the projectionist. The dynamics and the relative dynamics

of the music in context in the finished film can only be deter

mined by listening, the procedure followed in this study.

The .mus i e ,in .. Antonio conforms to. S.everal .. general

criteria concerning dynamics:

1. Dynamic levels are high during the opening title scene

and the 'end credits, when any words are pres en ted visually

2� Dynamic levels are low when speech is intended to be

clearly heard

3. Dynamic levels are actively and plainly manipulated

around speech and other sound effects

4. Whenever possible, consistent with items 2 and 3,

dynamic levels are raised to support high tension and vice

versa

5. Absence of music (and of any other sound) is a funda

mentally different concept from music at low dynamic level

Harmony

The harmony in Antonio is discussed under the main

heads:

1. The chord vocabulary

2. The key and mode successions
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In general, the harmony of the music in Antonio is

consonant, and it and the tonality are simplistic, attributes

that sometimes support and at other times counteract the ele

mental and the more sophisticated sides of Antonio's character.

Chord vocabulary,� The chords used are of tertian con

struction. The frequencies· of appearance on each scale degree

have not been enumerated for the film or any sequence, but

the clear overall impression is one of concentration on the

primary sonorities I, IV, and V, and i, iv, and V in the major

and minor modes respectively. Root positions are usual, with

frequent interposed second inversions in vamping and Alberti

bass accompaniments. Supertonic chords, usually in first

inversion, are common in both major and minor tonal regions as

approaches to V. Seventh chords, especially V7s, are common.

The general impression is of consonance.

The conventionality of the chord vocabulary creates

scope for the dramatic use of unusual sonorities--for the

colouristic use of chords-�which is sparingly used: a

with I at the co�cl�sion of�seque�ce 15, and a oviQ7
analysable as V!�) at the beginning of sequence 43.

.. 07
vJ.1.

(also

Key and mode successions. Key and mode successions are

changes or non-changes, made within sequences (between the

opening tonal region and the closing tonal region) and between

sequences (from the closing tonal region of one sequence to

the opening tonal region of the next). Key successions are

quantified by the number of sharpings (additions of sharps or
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removals of flats) that would have been made in the appro

priate key signatures had Fleming used them instead of employ

ing sharps, flats, and naturals as required in each measure.

Ignoring the Wagner quotation in sequence 12

(which is widely separated from the preceding and succeeding

music by gaps of eighteen and fifty-eight seconds respectively,

and which is very different harmonically), there are sixty-

nine events in Fleming's own music to be analysed--thirty-five

intrasequential successions and thirty-four intersequential

succ'eas ions . Table 7. i 2, in Part A, gi'ves '"details of 'th es e

successions; in Part B, classifies them according to the

absence or presence of key changes and mode changes; and in

Part C, summarizes them.

TABLE 7 .12

KEY AND MODE SUCCESSIONS IN ANTONIO

PART A: INTRASEQUENTIAL AND INTERSEQUENTIAL
KEY AND MODE SUCCESSIONS

Succession Class of
Key Number Mode Succ ession1

Item Suc- of Suc-
No.

Within Between
cess- Sharp- cess- Within Between

Se- Se- ion ings ion Se- Se-
quence quences quence quences

1 1 e-e 0 m-m 2
2 1 - 2 e-e 0 m-m 2

3 2 e-e 0 ffi-m 2
4 2/- 4 e-C -1* m-M 8
5 4 C-d -1* M-m 7

6 4/- 6 d-d 0 m-m 2

7 6 d-d 0 m-m 2
8 6 - 7 d-F 0 m-M 6
9 7 F-d 0 M-m 5

10 7 - 8 d-D +3* m-M 8
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TABLE 7.12--Coritinued

PART A--Coritinu-ed

. Succession·· .. Class of
Key Number Mode . . S

. 1
. uccess�on .

Item Within Between Suc- of Suc-
No. cess- Sharp- cess- Within BetweenSe- Se- ion ings ion Se- Se-

quence quences
quence quences

11 8 D-g -4* M-m 7
12 8/-10 g-a +2 m-m 4
13 10 a-a 0 . ID-ID 2
14 10 -11 a-a 0 ill-ID 2
15 11 a-a 0 ID-ID 2

16 11/-14 a-G +1* ID-M '8
17 14 G-G 0 M-M 1
18 14 �15 G-G 0 M-M 1
19 15 G-G 0 M-M 1
20 15/-17 G-c -4* M-m 7

21 17 c-c 0 ill-m 2
22 17 -18 c-c

7
0 ·ID .... ID 2

23 18 c-FV +2* ID-M 8
24 18 -19 F-F 0 M-M 1
25 19 F-d 0 M-m 5

26 19 -20 d-d 0 ID-ID 2
27 20 d-d 0 ID-m 2
28 20/-22 d-a +1 ID-ID 4
29 22 a-d -1 m-ID 4
30 22 -23 d':'g -1 ID-ID 4

31 23 g-Bb 0 ID-M 6
32 23 -24 Bb7-c -1* M-m 7

5� 24 c-c 0 m-ill 2
24 -25 c-a +3 ill-ID 4

35 25 a-C 0 ID-M 6

36 25 -26 C-C 0 M-M 1
37 26 C-a 0 M-ill 5
J8 26 -27 a-a 0 ID-ill 2
39 27 a-a 0 m-ill 2
40 27 -28 a-a 0 ID-ill 2

41 28 a-a 0 ID-ID 2
42 28 -29 a-a 0 ID-ill 2
43 29 a-a 0 ID-m 2
44 29 -30 a-a 0 ill-ill 2
45 30 a-a 0 ill-ill 2
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TABLE 7·12--Continued

PART A--Continued
.

�

Success-iQrl Class of
Key Number Mode Succession1

Item Suc- of Suc-Within Between
No. Se- Se-

cess- Sharp- cess- Within Between

quence quences
ion ings ion Se- Se-

.

quence quences

46 30 -31 a-a 0 m-m 2

47 31 a-d -1 m-m 4
48 31/-33 d-G +2* m-M 8
49 33 G-C -1 M-M 3
50 33/-35 C-F -1 M-M 3

51 ')5 F-F 0 'M-M 1
52 35 -36 F-F 0 M-M 1
53 36 F-F 0 M-M 1
54 36/-37 F-a +1* M-m 7
55 37 d-d -1 m-m 4

56 37 -38 d-g -1 m-m 4
57 38 g-d +1 m-m 4
58 38/-40 d-d 0 m-m 2
59 40 d-d 0 m-m 2
60 40/-43 d-d 0 m-m 2

61 ·43 d-d 0 m-m 2
62 43 -44 d-F 0 m-M 6
63 44 F-d 0 M-m 5
64 44 -45 d-D +3* m-M 8
65 45 D-D 0 M-M 1

66 45 -46 D-D 0 M-M 1
67 46 D-D 0 M-M 1
68 46 -47 D-D 0 M-M 1
69 47 D-D 0 M-M 1

1The class of succession is described in Part B of
this table.

/ in the third column signifies a break in the music.

* in the fifth column signifies a mode change along
wi th a sharping.
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PART B: CLASSES OF KEY AND MODE SUCCESSIONS
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Class Description

Number of Successions1
Within

Sequences

6

69

Between
t

Sequences
To al

12

18

34

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Successions without key or

mode change--in major

Successions without key or

mode change--in minor

Subtotal: Successions
without key or mode

change .

Changes between major key
tonal regions without
mode.change .

Changes between minor key
tonal regions without
mo de change .

Mode changes, major to
minor without key
signature change .....

Mode changes, minor to
major, without key
signature change .....

Key signature changes
with mode changes,
major to minor .

Key signature changes
with mode changes,
minor to major .

Totals . . . . . . . . . . .

14

7 13

21

1

4

2

2

1

39

1 2

35

5 9

o

2 4

3 5

5 6

1The numbers of successions are compiled from Part A
of this table.
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TABLE 7.12--Contihued

PART C: SUMMARY OF KEY AND MODE SUCCESSIONS

Successions Successions
Without With - - Total

. Mode Changes ........ - Mode Changes ..

Per- Per- Per-

Class
Num- cent

Class
Num- cent Num- cent

ber of ber of ber of
Total T'otal Total

Successions)
without ) 1 :00 13 5:OO-m 4
key sig- ) .... ..

nature .) 2:m 26 6:m-M 4
changes )

39 .56% 8 12% 47 68%
.

Successions)
...

with key ) 3:M 2 7:M-m .5

signature)
- .

changes ) 4:m 9 8:m-M 6

11 16% 11 16% 22 32%

Total 50 72% 19 28% 69 100%

The figures in table 7.12, including the percentages,

depend on the nature of the initial division of the film into

sequences. Had there been, say, more sequences of shorter

duration, with a shorter average duration than the thirty-six

seconds of the division used, there would have been more

unchanging sequences as a result of additional divisions made

at points of home to�ality, and more changing sequences as a

result of additional divisions made at points of distant

tonali ty. The net result of a differen·t division into sequen-
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ces might well be small.

Conclusions from table 7.12 are:

1·. In the majority of key and mode successions, key and

mode do not change: thirty-nine times out of sixty-nine, or

56 percent, overalli twenty-one times out of thirty-five, or

60 percent, intrasequentiallYi and ed gh t'e en times out of

thirty-four, or 53 percent, intersequentiallY. This confers

modest abnormality on any key or mode change.

2. The predominant mode is minor and the predominant keys

are 'D -mi.no.r and A"minor. ·�Thes'e ,are no.rms . ,{Later, better

evidenc e will confirm this',)

3. Pursuant to the conventional opinion--which is adopted-

that major and minor modes may be characterized by terms

suggestive of bright and dark moods respectively; (a) thirty

five m-m items (51 percent) are dark (classes 2 and 4);

(b) nine M-m items (13 percent) are darkening (classes 5 and

7); (c) fifteen M-M items (22 percent) are bright (classes

1 and 3): and (d) ten m-M items (14 percent) are brightening

(classes 6 and 8). The normal musical mood is thus dark or

darkening (64 percent) .

4 •. A key change without a mode shift can be defined as

abnormal if it involves more than one sharping (plus or minus).

No such change occurs within a sequence; but sequences 25 and

10 begin in keys remote (+3 and +2 sharpings respectively)

from the immediately preceding tonalities.

5. The view is taken that key and mode changes remain

distinct phenomena despite the fact that they are both
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quantifiable on the same scale of sharpings and flattings, and

despite the tenable view of parallel key equivalence under

which, say, G minor is held to be in closer relationship to

G major that to B-flat major by reason of the common tonic,

dominant, and subdominant scale degrees. Thus the six items

with more than one sharping (plus or minum) marked with an

asterisk can be defined as distinctly abnormal; items 10, 23,

48, and 64 as brightening, and items 11 and 20 as darkening.

The data in Part A of table 7.12 are re-presented in

table 7.13--assuming relative key equivalence--to reveal the

overall tonal plan of Antonio. The normality of the minor

mode (twenty-eight out of 42 items, or 67 percent), and of

the keys of D minor, A minor, F major, and C major (as a group,

thirty out of forty-two items, or 71 percent) is confirmed.

Finally, in surveying key and mode successions, the

information in table 7.12 can be charted to show the very

significant contribution made by tonality to the overall form

of the music in Antonio. This is done in figure 7.3, where

the sequences are grouped wherever no tonal change occurs.

Conclusions to be drawn from figure 7.3 are:

1. The tonal shifts are greater and more numerous in the

first half of the film (sequences 1 to 24) than in the second

half

2. The mutations D minor to D major in sequences 7-8 and

44-45 are quite exceptional and climactic: tensing and bright

ening

3. The first of these tonal climaxes is echoed, and the
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TABLE 7.13

TONALITIES OF SEQUENCES IN ANTONIO

. TOnality�- and. Key--Signature

Sequence Bb F C G D
No.1

c d a eg

pPp (,p b 9 � *'
{,2/

(d)3
e

4/ C
6 d
7 F( d)
8/ ( g) D
10 a

11/ a

14,15/ G
17 c

18 c (Fv7)
19 F(dV)
20/ d
22

\

( d) a

23 g(Bb7)
24 c

25 aCe)
26 c( a)
27,28,29 a

30 a

31/ ( d) a

33/ (c) G
35,36/ F
37 ( d) a

38 g ( d)
40/ d
43 d
44 F( d)
45,46,47 " ... -

. -_" . .. D
. .

Subtotals:
Majors [14J 0 1 5 4 2 1
Minors [28J J. 3 .. 12 9 1 0

...

Totals: [42J J .. 4 . .. 17 - lJ .. .J 2

1/ signifies a break in the music.
2Relative key equivalence is assumed.

3The terminal tonality of the sequence, if different
from the initial tonality, is shown in· parentheses.
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.. _. _o"_ ..

Tonali ty2 and Key Signature

Sequence Bb FNo.1 C G D

c g d a e

�b b� � � � 1#v

..... , .....1,2
4
6
7
7
8

· . . . . . . .

· . . . . . . .

· .

· . . . . . . . . . . . .

• •••• I •••••••

10,11 .

14,15 · • · .. ·

1 7 • • • • • • • • .••.

18 .

19 · . · · · . ·

19, 20 •••••••••

22 .

23 •....•.•...•

23 •.•.. • •..•. •

24 .

25 .

25, 26 .

26, 27 , 28 , 29, 30
31 · ..... · · ·

33 .. · · . · · ·

35, 36 · · .

37 · ·

38 .

40,43 .

44 .

44 " II

45,46,47 .

/

/
/

I

/

\
\

\
\ \

\\

\
\

. _

KEY TO SYMBOLS: 0 = Major mode; m = Minor mode.

1sequences are grouped whenever no tonal change occurs.

2Relative key equivalence is assumed.

Figure 7.3 Chart of Tonalities of Sequences in Antonio
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second is prepared by, a one-step-Iess-divergent event in G

major

4·. The C-minor events form a prepared opposing climax:

tensing and darkening

5. The overall tonal plan can be reduced in form to an

envelope describable as two opening parentheses, ( (, producing

a global musical contribution of brightness turning to darkness

and returning to final tense brightness

Melody

The aspects of melody to be discussed are:

1. The overall melodic movement in each sequence

2. The melodic range in each sequence

3. The kinds of melodic motion in melodic themes

Melody is the principal element in the music in that

it is almost invariably present as an essential feature inten

ded to be readily heard and noticed.

The listener soon becomes aware of the prominence of

the melodic interval of a descending diatonic second between

accented tones, a feature that lends a measure of unity to the

different melodies employed as themes or interludes. Examples

are cited later in the analysis of sequence 43.

Ov·erall·melodic mo vemerrt . Table 7.14 shows for each

sequence the overall melodic pattern, the movement from the

first to the last significant melodic tone, ignoring any ana

crusis and other introductory material. As is appropriate for

the style, this movement is quantified in diatonic intervals.



TABLE 7·14

OVERALL MELODIC MOVEMENT BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Significant
Overall

Significant
Overall

Sequ- Movement Sequ- Movement
ence

Tones
Interval· ence

- - -_. " Tones
Interval

No. No.
First Last

Up -Down
First Last·

Up Do'Wrl

1 GS B4 m6 26 CS A3 ml0
2/ GS B4 m6 27 E5 A4 P5
4/ C5 E4 m6 28 F5 A4 - m6
6 F4 D4 m3 29 AS A3 P15

�/ F4 Bb4 p4 30 E5 cs M3
F#5 D4 M10 31/ F5 D4 ml0

lQ E5 A3 P1'i- 331 GS C5 ?5
111 E4 E4 35 F5 DS m3
14 G4 G4 36 E4 AS Pll
lS/ G5 D6 P5 37 ES DS M2
17 GS GS 38 D4 D4
18 GS C5 P5 40/ A4 D5 p4
19 AS A5 43 E4 A4 p4
20/ F5 D4 ml0 44 F5 C#5 I d4
22 E4 A4 p4 45 B4

l
F#5 P5

23 D4 Ab4 dS 46 E5 G4 m6
24/ G4 C5 p4 47 F#l F#2 p8
25 C5 B4 m2

These overall melodic movements are summarized in

table 7.15.

Downward overall movement (twenty sequences out of

thirty-five), especially within the int.erval range from a fifth

to a tenth (thirteen sequences), may be considered the norm;

and other forms of movement, particularly rises, constitute

abnormalities.

In quantifying these movements by statistical methods,

account must be taken of the fact that a diatonic interval is

numerically one greater than the number of steps required to

traverse it--for example, a minor sixth represents five diatonic



steps. Allowing for this the data in tables 7.14 and 7.15

translate into a mean movement of 1.8 (say 2) steps downward,

with a standard deviation of 5.1 (say 5) steps. Regarding

deviations of not more than one standard deviation as normal,

the sequences that are abnormal as to overall melodic move-

ment are shown in table 7.16.
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TABLE 7.16

ABNORMAL OVERALL MELODIC
MOVEMENTS IN ANTONIO

Number of
Sequence Number of

Abnormal
steps

Nos. Sequences

Upward I 7 36 )
3 47 ) 5
1 15,23,45 )

Downward: 2 8,20,26,31 )
3 10 ) 6
7 29 )

Especially if the marginal one-step abnormalities are

ignored, the exceptional melodic upsurges are concentrated in

the last one-third of the film. Regarded as tensing, they

have a counteractive relationship to the denouement of .the

drama.

Melodic range. Table 7.17 shows the melodic ranges;

the interval from the lowest to the highest tone, by sequence

in Antonio.

The ranges are analysed and summarized in table 7.18,

ignoring the qualities of the intervals.

Quantify"ing these ranges statistically the mean range

interval is 9.2 (say 9) diatonic steps, and the standard devi

ation is 3.03 (say 3) steps. Regarding up to one standard

deviation as normal, the sequences showing abnormal range

are listed in table 7.19.
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TABLE 7.17

MELODIC RANGES BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Sequ- Tones· . Rang e Sequ- �
. '

..
'

. ·Tones· Range
ence

.
Inter- ence Inter-

No. Lowest Highest
.

val No. Lovr.est H�ghest val

1 F#4 A5 ml0 26 A3 E5 P12
2/ B4 A5 m7 27

.

G#4 E5 m6
4/ c4 D5 M9 28 A4 G5 M9
6 D4 A4 P5 29 A3 A5 P15

�/ c4 A5 M13 30 G#4 F5 d7
D4 A5 P12 31/ D4 F5 ml0

10 A3 F5 m13 33/ F4 B5 All
11/ c4 D5 M9 35 C5 G5 P5
14 C4 '"B4 M7 36 D4 "'A 5 P12
15/ D4 D6 P15 37 E4 Bb5 d12
17 G4 c6 Pll 38/ Bb3 Bb4 p8
t8 G4 Db6 d12 40/ C#4 Eb6 d17
19 Bb4 A5 M7 43

.

E4 E5 p8
20/ D4 G5 Pll 44 A3 A5 P15
22 E4 F5 m9 45 D4 F#5 Ml0
23 D4 D5 P8 46 F#4 F#5 P8
24/ G4 c6 Pll 47 F#4 A5 ml0
25 G#4 C5 d4

TABLE 7.18

ANALYSIS OF MELODIC
RANGES IN ANTONIO

Interval Frequency Interval Frequency

4 1 10 4-

5 2 11 4

6 1 12 5

7 4 13 2

8 4 15 3

9 4 17 1

Total 35
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TABLE 7.19

ABNORMAL MELODIC RANGES IN ANTONIO

Number of
.;Sequence Number of

steps of
Abnormality

Nos. Sequences

Narrowness: 5 25 )
4 6,36 ) 4
3 27 )

Wideness: 6 15,29,44 ) 48 40 )

Both these forms'of range abnormality, narrowness

and wideness, are tensing. The abnormal sequences are

fairly evenly distributed throughout the film.

As may be expected, there is a correspondence between

great overall movement and wide range, in that sequences 15

and 29 appear in both tables 7.16 and 7.19. S"equenc.es with

abnormal instrumental ensemble range were ident�fied in

table 7.9, where, agreeing with table 7.19, sequences 6 and

25 were shown as narrow, and sequence 40 as wide,

Melodic motion. The third characteristic of melody

examined is its kinds of motion, conjunct or disjunct (either

of which may be upward or downward) or i ts lack of pitch

change, here termed level movement. The examination covers

four themes (quoted and discussed later) which are: the

canzona theme (sequence 4, measures 1-16), the religion theme

(sequence 11, measures 1-10), the independence theme (sequence

14, measures 1-20), and the wi�e and food theme (sequence 10,

measures 1-9·1). The melodic motion data from this examination
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are set out in table 7�20� In classifying the intervals

covered in moving from one tone to the next, a tone played

tremolo is counted as one tone�

TABLE 7.20·

MELODIC MOTION: INTERVALLIC SUCCESSIONS BETWEEN TONES IN ANTONIO

Frequency of Occurrence of Interval
Movement in Main Themes

Direction Interval . Canzona Religion
. Indepen- Wine &

Total
dence Food

Upward M6 1 1 2
m6 1 1
P.5 1 1
p4 2 2 1 5
M2 9 3 8 6· 26
m2 1 4 2 7 14

Level 1 6 1 4 12

Downward m2 4 3 1 7 1.5
M2 9 J 9 10 31
m3 3 3 2 2 10
MJ 4 4
p4 1 1
P.5 1 1 2

Totals: 36 2.5 26 37 124

A summary of the kinds of motion in Antonio'S main

themes appears in table 7.21.

It is reasonable to define a mixture of approximately

69 percent conjunct motion with about 21 percent dis junct

motion, and 10 percent repetition of tones as normal; and any

significant departure from this pattern as abnormal and

potentially tensing.



TABLE 7.21

SUMMARY OF MELODIC MOTION IN MAIN THEMES OF ANTON�O

Kind of Motion Number of
PercentageSuccessions

Level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 10

Conjunct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 69

Disjunct: thirds · .... 14
fourths . . .. 6

fifths · . . . . J
sixths · . . . . J

- 26 21

Totals: . . . . . . . . . . . 124 100

Rhythm

The rhythm in Antonio discussed here is accentual

rhythm: in the wider sense rhythm is the outcome of changes

in many parameters, including the elements of" sound, harmony,

and melody--already discussed and not considered further at

this point

Accentual' rhythm. Certain norms of accentual rhythm

can be derived from analyses of meter, tempo, and attack.

Meter. The basic data concerning meters in Antonio

are tabulated in table 7.22.

There is a clear preference for simple over compound

met er-s (twenty-six sequences against nine), and. the latter.

are therefore abnormal.
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TABLE 7.22

METERS BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Meter

Sequence Simple CompoundI

Nos.1
2 4 3 6 12
4 4 4 8 8

XS indicate the sequence-
meter associations

1, 2/ ...•... X

4/ ........... X
6" •••• t.••••• X
7,8/ ....... X
10 · .. , ..... X
11 · . . . . . . .. X
14,15/ ...... X

17,18,19,20/ X
22,23 ...... X
24/ .......... X
25 · ........ X
26 · . . . . . . . . X
27.28,29 ... X

30,31/ ..... X
33/ ... · .. · · X
35,36 .... , . X

37 · . . . ..... X
38/ ........ X
40/ ........ X

43 · . . . . . . . . X

44,45,46,47 X
-

Totals: [35J 2 17 7 7 2

1/ indicates a break in the music

Tempo. The basic data concerning tempi in Antonio

are tabulated in table 7.23. An arbitrary classification of

tempi into slow (J = 54 to J = 80) and fast (J = 120 to J = 144)

tempi is made. Sequences 22 and 23 are tensingly slow, and

sequences 10, 26, 33, 37, and 40 are tensingly fast.
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TABLE 7· 23

TElVIPI BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Tempo

Slow Fast
Sequence

Nos..l J= J= J.= J= J� J =
I ;.= J �... =

54 60 60 72 80 120 120 132 144

XS indicate the sequence-tempo associations

1,2/ .... X
4/ · ..... X
6 ....... X

7,8/ . . .. X
10 t • • • •• X

11/ ., ... X
14,15/ . .. X

17,18,19,201 X
22,23 ... X

24/ ..... X

25 · ..... X
26 · ..... X

27,28,29 X

30,31/ X

33/ · . II • X

35, -36 ... X
37 · . . . .. X
38/ • I ••• X

40/ ..... X
43 · . . . .. X
44,45,46,47 X

-

Totals: [35J 2 15 6 5 2 1 2 1 1

1/ indicates a break in the music.

Meter and tempo. Meter and tempo can be analysed

jointly. Using the arbitrary slow-fast tempi classification,

the associations of tempi polarities (slow-fast) with meter

polarities (simple-compound) are shown in table 7.24.

A meter-tempo norm of simple-slow is clearly estab

lished (twenty-four sequences out of thirty7five), which
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TABLE 7.24

ANALYSIS OF METERS AND TEMPI IN ANTONIO·

Tempo Meter
(Pulses per

Simple....Minute) Compound . . ... . Total··

Number of Sequences
Slow (� 8.0) 24 6 30
Fast (� 120) 2 3 .5

..

Total: 26 9 3.5

supports: the general seriousness of the film. Abnormality

ei ther way is tensing: simple, but fast, in seque,p..ces· 33 and

26; slow, but. compound, in sequences 4, 24, 44, 4.5, 46, and

47; and fast and compound in sequences 10, 37, and 40.

Attack. A statistical analysis of the rates of attack

in the thirty-five sequences with music--regarding the mando

lin and the guitar as a single instrument and ignoring tremo

los--produces a mean rate of 109 attacks per minute, with a

standard deviation of 71 attacks per minute. If normality is

defined as the range within one standard deviation of the mean,

that is between 38 and 180 attacks per minute, the abnormal

sequences are (their attack rates shown in parentheses): with

low attack rates, .

sequences 43(29). and 22(30), and with high

attack rates, sequences 33(263), 37(266), and 40(360).

Growth

The term growth is used to denote movement in musical

space and time, development, and the resulting form. It is

discussed under the heads:
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1. Thematic and leitmitivic processes

2. Form

These matters are interrelated and operate at many. of

the levels of a film's hierarchic structure.

Thematic and lei tmotivic pr-oc esses . A melody or a

melodic fragment, particularly an incipit, becomes a theme in

the sense used here if it makes at least one return in similar

or modified form after the intervention of different material.

The leitmotiv concept has, in part, a common meaning: the

consistent use of a motive or theme, often highly modified, to

herald or accompany a specific thing--character, 'object, or

topic--so that recognition of that theme leads to an expecta

tion of finding the associated thing, or vice versa. In fact

any device, not only a melody, can be used thematically, but

the emphasis here is on melodic themes.

This study approaches these processes from the musical

angle: musical. themes are first identified, and then associ-.

ated with dramatic topics.

A demonstrated association of a musical theme with a

dramatic topic is merely a first step in determining the

functionality of the former. Whether it cooperates with or

counteracts the tensity of the topic depends on other factors,

notably the particular characteristics of the version of the

theme used.

It is legitimate to search for thematic and leit

motivic processes in Fleming's film music not only because of

their obvious functionality,,, but also because Fleming himself
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left an example of his own deliberate use of these devices.

Among the working papers for his monumental series "Struggle

for a' Border," consisting of nine one-hour films, there exists

a tabular theme or motive index making cross-references between

eighty-four themes that appear more than once and the film

sequences in which each appears.

In Antonio there are four themes as defined, which for

convenience are labelled in table 7.25

TABLE 7 .25

THEMES IN ANTONIO

Sequences in which
Principal App ear

anc es are Made
Name of. Theme Named For

4, 44 Can zona

11, 38

14, 33

10, 37

The stylistic similarity
to the popular Neapol
itan model

The principal associated
topic

The principal associated
topic

The principal associated
topic

Religion

Indep endenc e

Wine and food

The statement concerning the naming of the canzona

theme is based on an examination of the present-day publi

cation, Eco di Napoli"�" 150 Canzoni populare napoli tane'� 1
By

way of example, "Giovanniello" by Alfonso Guercia (Vol. I,

No. 32) begins as in example 7.2 and continues with a sequen-

tial consequent phrase a diatonic second higher.

1V. de Meglio" ed , , Eco'" di Napoli: 150 Canzoni' populare
napolitane per canto e pianoforte in tre volumi (Milan: G.
Ricordi & C., no date) �
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Example 7.2. Guercia, Can zona "Giovanniello."

In table 7.26 the musical themes and the dramatic

topics are related to each .other on a point system, in which,

for each sequence, five points are allocated to the topic

judged· the most important, four to the next, and so on. The

topics are claSsified as displeasing or pleaSing on the basis

stated earlier, and the sequences listed under each musical

theme are ranked from those judged most significant themati

cally to those considered less so. The sequences where the

number is shown in parentheses are less strong examples of the

themes; 2, 6, and 11 because of melodic differences, 23 because

of contiguity with 22., and 24 because of a marked tempo differ

ence.

The music in the Wagner aria (sequence 12), and that

with the main title (sequence 1) and the end-credits (sequences

46 and 47), are not used thematically.

The implications of table 7.26 are analysed in sections

dealing with the musical themes individually. For each theme

in turn, the sequences in which it appears are identified;

and for each sequence a score extract is quoted, and the

thematic topics discussed or alluded to in that sequence are

named.
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TABLE 7.26

MUSICAL THEMES AND ASSOCIATED DRAMATIC
TOPICS BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO

Dramatic Topic
Sequ-

' (Thematic Topic)
Musical

Theme
ence

Displeasing PleasingNo.

1&1 Soc Fam W&F A&D R&D

Points for association of theme with topic
Canzona 4 .5

44 5
7 5

17 3 1 .5 4 2
18 5 4
27 5
19 4 5
20 3 2 5 4
25 5
43 5
26 4 5
29 5 I

31 .5
37 4 5
45 .5 4

( 2) 5
( 6) 5 4
(11) 4 3 5

Total: 15 13 33 2b 3b 15

Religion 11 4 3 5
38 3 4 5
22 5 I 3 4

,_ ,( 23) 5 4
Total: 3 1'+ . '+ 10 1'+

Independence 14 5 4 3
15 .5
33 5

Total: 15 Lj. 3
Wine and 10 .5 I

Food 37 4 .5
(40 ) 5
( 24)

... -_,_

5
. - .. --.- . -- -._.- .

.
_. -.

- . ...

, -

Total': - .

9 15

KEY TO DRAMATIC TOPICS: L&I = Loneliness and independence;
Soc = Social conditions and change; Fam = Family relationships;
W&F = Wine and Food; A&D = Aging and Dying; R&D = Religion and
Dante.
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Canzona theme. The nineteen appearances of the

canzona theme and its variants, and the related sequences and

thematic topics are identified in example 7.3.

Example 7.3. Fleming, "Antonio," Canzona theme and variants,
related sequences and thematic topics

Sequ
ence

No.

44

17

Score Extract Thematic
Topics

4

I (J.:bO)

&� (JIJ. $.. IfI)J PI4�J
r�� iJ J1J �g�

Family
Relationships

-1'\--'&i�tl---l-f--+-+-I'r......----.F-·(�.l�tnl"'--4--·F�&1-4-0--1· Wine & Food

*J§{Hflf�
7

Social Condi
tions & Change

44t:;%f."'2..=�l,....-. r j�7=p-:1:r=.=;.(==!lq4�r;1;r��=F=:!::.r==:!1 �m:�!O����S!ioneliness & .

p Independence

:,=�=.==-r=.=r=I=E=:Eb:·�k:f:[:f=I=TI1==��_�·__._I= :���O:O:di_
tions & Change



Example 7.J--Continued

Sequ
ence

No ..

18

27

J5

19

20

25

. Score ·Extract

17 (}: (,o) .

$@Olf St-zUllI?
'�i' y [jlr F II

(.1:. bO)

$ tf\· �$ [J (1 r:; If p r

f W3� <f(O)(11 D I � F a I r
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Thematic
Topicf"

Loneliness & .

Independence
Religion &

Dante

Aging & Dying·

No clear
reference to

any topic

Wine & Food
Loneliness &

Indep endenc e

Family
Relationships

Religion &
Dante

Loneliness &

Indep endenc e

Social Condi
tions & Change

Aging & Dying
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Example 7.]--Continued

Sequ
ence

No •.

Score Extract Thematic

.Topics

, (_; :bO)
-l:it-l-:-.,....---+--��--;--r--r---:---,---.,.--,--j-r--;:-:::r Family

,; 4}: 0/ J I J JJ) J j J .1 Relationships

$ j JIH J J �. z: I

26 $ #. F f J I J I j ¥±� J J I
� : "Zl.)

�1 �...

Aging & Dying
Wine & Food

29 ¥ IrE Aging & Dying
.

31 Aging & Dying

2i � : I'2.D)
37 � i £j J 1 IJ 10 J I

-+>--+----C()�::'-c�)��R-_]\--::---==::;:::=::r:::!::::::::::=:i Win e & F00 d
45 $ i 8 fl ijf j ;J � r p I f I Aging & Dying

$"r'wl;tr- F It

Wine & Food
Family
Relationships
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Example 7.3--Continued

Sequ-
ence Score Extract
No.

$i
tJ=&'Q)�

2 r" -WI if F II

$C
(J: "40')

6 J 1: J J J I

�
'3 cJ :: 72.J

EJ j.11 C· � I$

Thematic
Topics

Family
Relationships

Social Condi
tions & Change

Wine & Food

Religion &
Dante

Family
Relationships

Aging & Dying

From inspection of example 7.3 and from the association

point scores in table 7.26, it is obvious that the' canzona

theme is associated with all six thematic topics, and it
,

would be wrong to term it a leitmotiv.

The extensive rhythmic, registral, and tempo changes

so alter the character of the theme that it can function in

many different situations.

If attention is focussed on the principal thematic

appearances in sequences 4 and 44, it will be noted that the

former accompanies Antonio's main discomfort, family relation-

ships; whereas the latter accompanies his main pleasure, con-

suming his evening meal. The explanation of this apparent

paradox is that the real function of the thematic return in

sequence 44 is to si�ify the imminent c6mplet�on of the drama,
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indicating that there is unity (portrayed by the musical

thematic process) in the on-going, unresolved conflict between

Antonio's emotional concerns.

The relationship between sequences 4 and 44 warrants

further comment as the most significant unifying element in the

films

1. Sequence 44 is a clear return of the theme, unaltered

except for minor p itch changes in the seventh and fifteenth

measures. Textures are virtually the same, and harmonic

changes are superficial rather than fundamental �til, in

measures 14 and 15, sequence 44 moves V-III instead of V-I

2. The return function is emphasized by the sixteen varied

thematic transformations that intervene between sequences 4

and 44

J. The tonal relationship between sequence 4 in C major

and sequence 44 in F major corresponds on a much larger scale

to the tonality change between the sections of sequence JJ,

where the movement is from G major to C major. In retrospect

each is seen as a V-I relationship that was initially veiled.

Altogether the return and the quasi-V-I.succession

'are compellingly relaxing and pleaSing, and are supportive of

the overall dramatic succession of the film, wherein the

family tensions, introduced and high�ighted in sequences 2-4,

are resolved.by their final acceptance by Antonio when solaced

by eating his food,' including- bread dipped in wine, in sequence

44.
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Religion theme. The four appearances of the religion

theme and the related sequences and thematic topics are

identified in example 7.4

Example 7.4. Fleming, "Antonio," Religion theme and related
sequences and thematic topics

Sequ
ence

No.
Score Extract Thematic

Topics

11
Religion &
Dante

Family
Relationships

Aging & Dying

Family
Relationships

Religion &
Dante

Aging & Dying

22

23
Family
Relationships

Aging & Dying

38
Religion &
Dante

Wine & Food
Social condi
tions & Change

Sequence 23 is better considered as a repetition (of

sequence 22) than a return.

The use of this melody, invariably slow and in the

minor mode (and which in sequence 38 is an exact transposition

one tone downward of sequence 11), is an extremely clear

thematic process, shedding an identical solemn aura around the

Bible and the Divine Comedy in Antonio's life.
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It is shown later in discussing allusions and extra

filmic references that this melody is a quotation with minor

alterations from the "Dies irae" of Verdi's Requiem Mass.

There it is associated with the sorrows of the day of resur-

rection and reckoning; here, the more general association is

with religion.

Independence theme. The appearances of this theme, .

shown in example 7.5, are best considered two in number, regar

ding sequence 15 as a repetition rather than a return of

sequence 14.

Example 7.5. Fleming, "Antonio," Independence theme and
variants, related sequences and thematic topics

Sequ
ence

No.
Score Extract Thematic

Topic

14

() = to)

WIJDIJjl1tJ 1171
Loneliness &

Indep endenc e

Family
Relationships

Wine & Food

15

V.'J_JJ ill '* J J I CJ U. 71
�

(.\='0)

r [tiE r 11r
Loneliness &

Indep endenc e
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Example 7.S--Continued

Sequ-
-enc e Score Extract

No •.

Thematic
Topic

Loneliness &

Indep endenc e

The association between the musical and the dramatic

theme is very plain from .example 7.5, and the film itself.

Three points are of interest:

1. The happiness of the musio supports the pleasure of the

topic for Antonio

2. The theme in sequences 14 and 33 forms the musical

bounds delineating act II, set in the neighbourhood outside

Antonio's apartment: thus it contributes to the definltion of

the structure of the film

3. The regularization of the phrase length to 8 x j in

sequence 33 from the 10 x j in sequence 14 is relaxing,

further serving to indicate the end of the act and to confirm

the stability of Antonio's independence.

Wine and food theme. The thematic nature of the music

in sequences 10 and 37, both primarily concerned with wine and

food, is-obvious from example 7.6.

The other extracts, from sequences 40 and 24, are also

marked as tarantellas in Fleming's score,. which suggests that

they might be associated thematically--if not melodically-

with sequences 10 and 37. This is. obviou.sly true for sequence
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Example 7.6. Fleming," Antonio," Wine and food theme and
other tarantellas, and related sequences and thematic topics

Sequ
ence

No.

10

37

40

24

Score Extract
Thematic
Topics

(J. = 112.) .

�I
Wine & Food

= rule D ttJlr DID I

(J. c:('20). .

$ i-I j � �j PJ � j �J ill
Wine & Food

:; f f , II f.F
;:j I

$ j £j /j iJ. ill iDJ � f

I f' Eft c [J f S E r1

�.. � b

I Family
Relationships
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40 with its rapid tempo; but does not hold strongly for

sequence 24, where the much slower tempo attenuates the taran

tella: association.

As a succession of pitches, the extract from sequence

24 is related to the religion theme cited in example 7.4,

forming an association that is dealt with in the discussion

of sequence 24 later.

Summary of thematic processes. The thematic processes

examined constitute a highly significant musical framework

for the whole film, as is revealed .Ln figure 7.4, in which

the tonalities of the themes are shown.

T
h
e

m

e

I------------------1
R----------------�---------R

W W
c C

Sequ
ence
No.

.

4 11 14 33 37
... ·1 . · . ·1 . · . ·1 · · . ·1 ... ·1 ... ·1 ... ·1 ... ·1· . · ·1 . ·

4 10 14 33 38 44

T
o

n

a

1
i
t

Y

C---------------------------------F-d-D

a--------------------------a-d

a--------------------g-d

G----------G-c

KEY TO SYMBOLS:
MUsical Themes-

C = Canzona
W = Wine & Food
R = Religion
I = Indep endenc e

Tonalities--
C, G,. F = Major keys
a, g, d = Minor keys

Figure 7·4 Themes and Their Tonalities as Structural Events
in Antonio
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The foregoing synopsis of thematic processes

leads directly into a consideration of some aspects of musical

form ..

The arch-like structure formed by the themes is

revealed by figure 7.4. Inde.ed the pattern is reinforced if

themes W and R are regarded as a unit, a legitimate view con

sidering their contiguity and R's attacca entries. The

physical rising and falling in an arch form matches emotional

tensing and relaxing.

An alternative interpretation'of figure 7.4 ·is to

recognize an analogy with single-movement sonata form as

employed in the early nineteenth century, where themes (sub

jects) are presented in an original form in an expository sec

tion, worked out in a central development section, and pre

sented again in a final recapitulatory section. According to

figure 7.4, sequences 4 to 14 in Antonio are expository, with

themes in C major, A minor (2), and G major, thus following

the usual major-key pattern of presenting the final subject

in the tensing dominant tonal region. In Antonio's act II,

sequences 14 to 33, there is development in the nine varied

references to the canzona theme (sequences 17, 18, 19, 20, 25,

26, 27, 29, and 31) and the two to the religion theme (sequen

ces 22 and 23). Finally, as figure 7.4 showsr the themes are

recapitulated in sequences JJ to 44 in easily recognizable

form in reverse order with relaxing quasi-V-I or quasi-v-i

tonal changes from the exposition: G major to C major, A minor

to D minor (2), and C major to F major respectively. There
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is a thematic coda in D minor and D major; and, not shown in

figure 7.4, a non-thematic introduction in E minor in the

opening sequences.

The arch form and the sonata form of the music in

Antonio each reveal organizations of the musical themes that

are supportive of the global filmic structure in two impor

tant ways. First, the initial musical exposition is tensing

while the film expounds its dramatic topics and their con-

flict. Secondly, the relaxing tonal plan of the recapitu

lation of"-the musical themes "supports the denouement 'of the

film.

ft is appropriate to refer again at this point to

Fleming's sectionalization of his score. Though his sections

are generally too long for the type of analysis presented,

they do represent some of his thoughts on musical form, so

that a consideration of his section numbers throws some light

on the formal relationships between contiguous sequences. A

concordance between sequences and sections is provided in

appendix A.

A listing of the forms used in the sections and

sequences of Antonio, using mainly forms defined by Berry,
1 is

given in table 7.27.

The musical forms named in table 7.27 are classi-

fied and summarized in table 7.28.

1wailac e Berry, Form in Music (Engl ewoo d Cliffs, N. J . :

Prentice-Hall, 1960), passim.
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TABLE 7.27

FORMS IN MUSICAL SECTIONS AND SEQUENCES IN ANTONIO

Flem
ing
Sec
tion
No.

Sequ
ence

No.

7

FORM

[Lower case letters = phrases;
upper case letters = periods;

numbers in parentheses = measure numbers]

1 An introductory figure (1-7) and a period aa'
(7-18)

2A 4 A repeated period AA' (1-16) and an incomplete
phrase b (16-20)

2B 6 An introductory figure (1) and a period with an

enlarged consequent phrase ab (2-12)

1 - 2

(
(
(
(

4 10

A period with an extended and modulating conse

quent phrase ab (1-10) and a phrase c (10-14)
A period with an abbreviated and modulating con

sequent phrase ef (15-18)
A repeated period [each period containing a repea

ted antecedent phrase aa' (1-9) and a conse

quen� phras e ban (9-17) ] with a codetta (19-21)
An incipient binary form AB: A cadencing strongly

in the relative major key (1-8), B (9-16)
An introductory figure (1-2) and a double period

AB (3-�2)
A double period A'e (23-39), the material based on

that in sequence 14

A phrase group of six related phrases (1-16)
A phrase group of five phrases related to those

in sequence 17 and containing some development
(17-26)

A phrase (27-30)
A period with abbreviated consequent phrase (31-36)
There is almost constant use of a single motive

throughout these 'sequences 17-20 (at least thir
teen appearances), and thus the structure of
Fleming's section 6.is capable of several differ
ent interpretations, including one of strophic
song form:

Introduction (1-7); Strophe 1 (8-14); Inter
lude (14-16); Strophe 2 containing development
(17-26); Interlude (27-30); and Strophe 3,
abbreviated; (31-36)

7 (22 A period, modulating, ab (1-9)
( 23 A phrase at (10-13)
( 24 An enlarged period, each phrase repeated cc'dd'

(14-20 )

3

4A 11

5 (14
(
( 15

6 (17

I� 18

(
( 19
( 20

8
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TABLE .7 .. 27--Continued

Flem-
ing Sequ
Sec- ence

tion No.
No.

FORM

lOA

llA

liB

llC

12

13

14

The distinctive nature of sequence 24 precludes
the designation of an overall form for Fleming's
section 7

A phrase (1-4)
A period group A (5-9) A' (10-13) B (14-17) c

( 18-23)
Period C is so distinct in style as to preclude

the designation of section 8 as a single form

A period A (1-5)
A period B (6-9)
A period A' (10-15)
The section. is best termed a period group: there

is insufficient contrast between the periods to
justify the label (incipient) ternary

An incipient binary form A (1-5) B (5-9)
A phrase, added to sequence 30
An introductory phrase (1-4), and a double period

AB (1-8) re:p.eated A'B' a perfect fifth lower in
pitCh (9-16)

A phrase group of two related phrases (1-9)
A phrase· (9-15)
A ternary form: I a period (1-20) containing a re-

peated antecedent phrase aa
' (1-8) and a conse

quent phrase ba' (9-16) with a codetta (17-20);
II a phrase (21-24); and III a period (25-36)
containing phrases a'ba', the material from I
a perfect fourth higher in pitch

A period, the antecedent phrase repeated with ter
minal modulation to III (1.�8), the consequent
phrase modulating to v (9-12)

40 A rondo form, for the analysis of which see the
later examination of sequence 40

43 A figure group of three figures (1-9)

( 44 A repeated period AA I .( 1-16) and a figure group
( of four figures (17-23)
( 45 A repeated period A"A'" (24-J8)
(46 A phrase group of two.related phrases (J8-43)
( 47 A period with an extended consequent phrase

, (45-56)· ..

8 ( 25
( 26

37

9A ( 27
( 28
( 29

9B ( 30
( 31

33

( 35
( J6
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SUMMARY OF MUSICAL FORMS IN ANTONIO
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Name of Form1
[Numbers in paren

theses refer to pages
in Berry, 2 if' the form

is there defined]

Sequences in which
the Form is Us ed

[Numbers in parentheses
show the number of units
making up a group form]

Number of
Uses of

the Form

. . . . . . . . . .Figure (8)
Figur e group . . . . . . . .

Phras e (14) . . . . . . . . .

Phras e group (26) ...

Period:
Singl e (18, 21 ) .. · .

Double (24) .

Repeated (26) .

Period group .

Incipient binary (32)
Cod.etta (42) .

Ternary (53)
Rondo (125)

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

1,6,14 If •••••••••••••••

4](3),44(4) .

4,7,19,23,25,31,33,36 .

17(6),18(5),35(2),46(2)

1-2,6,7,8,20,22,24,38,
47 · .

14,15,33 .

4,10,44,45 .

26(3),27-29(3) .

11 , 30 ·

10 ..

37 . · . · · · .' .

40 ..•.•.......••....•.

Total: . . .

3
2(7)

5
8
4(15)

12

9
3
4
2(6)

18
2

1

1

1

40

1Form is shown at the highest recognized structural
level; for example, the recognition of a ternary form pre
cludes the listing of the periods comprising it.

2Berry, Form in Music, passim.

The conclusion to be drawn from table 7.28 is the

prevalence of shorter forms--figures, phrases, and even

..

periods that do not combine, despite contiguity, into larger

forms. If the figures in the figure groups, the phrases in the

phrase groups, and the periods in the period groups are coun-

ted separately, there are thirty-three separate figures and
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phrases, and twenty-two separate periods. Some of these,

though separated, are related--thematically, for example.

This disjunction, or paucity of musical forms larger than the

period, is a direct result of the fragmentation of the drama

tic action, which the music supports by coincidental changes.

Stated another way, the formal looseness of the music is a

function of the nature of the film structure, particularly

its dramatic juxtaposition of re-ordered selected small seg

ments of reality--its montage.

It-1s significant that the longer forms-identified, the

rondo in sequence 40 and the ternary form in sequence 37,

occur toward the ena of the film to the accompaniment of the

simpler pleasurable activities of wine-making and cooking.

The dramatic tempo is then slower because the interplay between

topics had been simplified to an on-going co-existence of the

problematic family relationships and the simple pleasure of

wine and food.

"A shorter form can generate tension by abnormal:i ty in

any parameter, including the expansion or curtailment of the

sub-units as mentioned in table 7.27, and its very brevity

can make the tensings and relaxings sudden and forceful.

Relationships between musical parameters

This survey of the audiovisual component music in

Antonio has discussed many parameters of the musical elements.

Instances of the principal relationships between them,

cooperations and counteractions of musical tensities, are

identified later when the sequences are analysed. The- survey
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concludes with a general observation on immediacy.

Immediacy. It is significant for the functionality of

music in film that certain parameters and changes in them are

of more immediate effect than others. Sound (including colour

istic harmony) and surface rhythm are of more immediate effect

than others, such as melody and functional harmony. The compo

nent slowest in effect is growth--movement and shape--which

can usually be perceived only in retrospect.

Sound effects

The final audiovisual component to be surveyed is

sound effects. The nineteen significant use of this element

in Antonio are listed in table 7.29 in the order in which they

appear. The lettered columns serve to indicate the sequences

concerned and several relationships between the events,

1. Column A syggests that the quick ticking of the alarm

clock as Antonio gets up and his pounding of his chair arm to

drive home his argument become the slower final pounding of a

mechanical earth tamper at the inevitable end of everything

2. In column B the inebriated babble at a family wine

party is shown to relate to the frantic crowd screaming at an

all-in wrestling performance

3. Column C links two happy, carefree non-verbal, high

pitched sounds

4. In column D, sequence 11 prepares for the climactic

telephone call in sequence 42

5. The connection suggested in column E is discussed later
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SOUND EFFECTS BY SEQUENCE IN ANTONIO
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Description

Alarm clock ticking . . . . . . . . . . . .

Noisy family gathering
Antonio pounding chair arm

Street noises .

Voices of children at play .

Running water for washing . . . . ..

Telephone ringing .

Television set switched on

Wagner aria on.television

Television'set switched off . . . .

.

Traffic and street noises

Silence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Silence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Pounding of an earth tamper on

a new grave .

Sil enc e , .

Birdsong in a petshop . . . . . . . . . .

Traffic noises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .

Crowd noises at a wrestling
match on television .

Food preparation in kitchen .

Telephone ringing .

Sequence No.
Column Reference Letter

A B c D E GF

5

9

40
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when sequence 39 is examined. That sequence appears to have

two distinct retroactive references: to Antonio's family, and

to the Wagner aria on television

6. Each of the foregoing five examples is tensing as

between the first and the second appearance of the paired

events

7. The silences linked in column F mark the beginning and

the end of Antonio's meditation in an empty church; a period

of both flashback and cutaway in his thoughts. The special

use ··of ·silence, representing religi0n and·a,,·devQut. "atmosphere,

is consummated in sequence 32, where Antonio's "pew" is a park

bench.

8. Column G contains references to sequences where the

sounds are essentially realistic background nOises, and their

absence would, through non-compliance with the everyday envi

ronment, cause an artificial tension, extraneous to and

destructive of the planned tensity of the action. They lack

symbolism. The television set switching naturally comeS twice,

while the traffic noises in sequences 13 and 14 demarcate

Antoniors excursion into the neighbourhood from his apartment.

9. The horizontal dotted line between sequences 16 and 21

is an axis of symmetry of the film's sound effects: each·sym

bolic noise appears on each side of the axis, balancing the

dramatic structure

The tensity and pleasurability of sound effects as a

medium varies:
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1. Tensing--
(a) Displeasing:

The departure from realism when an exp ected
sound is suppressed

The source of an unexpected sound is not
revealed

(b) Pleasing:
Symbolic references, the perception of which

confers mental satisfaction

2. Relaxing-- .

The naturalistic use of sound effects, avoiding a

search for an explanation of artificialities

Relationships between aUdiovisual components

The symbols and terms in the audiovisual component

column of table 7.1 indicate the frequency of appearance and

nonappearance of the respective components. The extent of use

of each component is shown in table 7.30:

TABLE 7. 30

FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF AUDIOVISUAL COMPONENTS IN ANTONIO

Sequences

Audiovisual
In which Present From which

Component Absent

Number Percent Number

Visuals . . . . . . . . . 47 100 0

Speech . . . ....... 38 81 9
Music ........... 36 76a 11

Sound effects ... 14 30 33
. . ..... . .

. .

aThis percentage, based on numbers of sequences, agrees
well with the percentage of total film screening time during
which the music is playing, namely 77 percent, calculated by
reference to the nine breaks in the music totalling 6 minutes
26 seconds out of the total showing time of 27 minutes 55
seconds.
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In a film experience there is an interesting contrast

between

1'. The limited presence of aural stimuli, including music,

in the face of the listener's inability to exclude them, and

2. The ubiquity of visual stimuli in the face of the

viewer' s ability to see or not to see them by looking or not

looking (possibly by eye-closing)

The first situation permits the filmmaker to use music

in film to represent silence in real life and to exclude music

for special effect--to suggest the numinous in Antonio. The

second situation suggests that some visual situations in film

might be regarded as quasi-blanks ("nothing-seens") where the

filmmaker has refrained, through conservatism, from suppressing

the visuals altogether.

Because visuals are always present, they can be regar

ded as a film constant (a parameter in the mathematical sense),

and the appearances and non-appearances of the other auddo-.

visual components can be regarded as variables. Absences of

speech and music are abnormalities in Antonio, according to

table. 7. 30.

Table 7.31 shows the ranked frequencies of all combin

ations of the three variable audiovisual components. The use

of both music and speech in the same sequence is the norm, but

it must be added that in this film they are never allowed to

compete. The music is always composed, performed, or editori

ally balanced so that it does not interfere with speech.

The frequencies of the other joint uses of sound
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TABLE 7.31

FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF COMBINATIONS OF
AUDIOVISUAL COMPONENTS IN ANTONIO

Audiovisual Components
Present with Visuals

Number of Sequences
in which Present

Number Percent
of Total1

24 51

5 11

5 11

4 9
4 9

3 6

1 2

1 2

47 101

Speech and mu�ic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Speech, music, and sound effects .

Speech and sound effects .... 0.0.

Speech
Music

. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Music and sound effects . . . . . . . . .

Sound effects ••• I • • • • • • • • • • • • .'. • 1

None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lThe items do not total too due to rounding.

components are small, permitting the generalization that the

avoidance of conflict between different classes of sound is

the rule.

The use of visuals rather than speech to present

words (possibly a requirement under filmmakers' and performers'

contracts) can be rationalized:

1. Film titles and, especially, the names of filmmakers to

be given credit, often· include unusual spellings that would

be ambiguous if spoken

2. The written word may be considered more accessible

than the spoken; it can be retrieved from the film without

sound-projection apparatus
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3. The cluttering of the visual channel with both repre-

sentation (pictures) and symbol (words) is more than compen

sated by the clearing of the audio channel so as to permit

music (and in some cases sound effects) to feature promin

ently at the very beginning and end of the film, where it can

function effectively as a physical and emotional frame for the

film and the filmic function.

The import8nce of sound effects is illustrated by the

fact that music always defers to them in this film. They

are present together. in only three sequences: in sequences

1 and 25 the music almost fades out while the clock ticks and

the tamper pounds, and in sequence 12 the sounds of switching

precede and follow the actual music.

In Antonio the relationships between the audiovisual

components are, in general, conventional. As to their relative

dramatic importance, the absolute need to project themes and

ideas in characterizing Antonio confers primacy on speech,

while next in order come the visuals. The music and the

sound effects are non-comparable as to importance: the former

is essential as a component of the complete art form, the

latter as a part of the representation of the real world.

There is no incompatibility between the simultaneous

presentatio� of the visuals with any single audio component,

whether its content is similar or divergent.

No attempt is made to rank the individual audiovisual

components on the tensity-pleasurability axes, as was done with

the dramatic ingredients. Compared to the importance of the
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tensity or pleasurability of the messages, the tensities and

pleasurabilities of the media as such are of very minor impor-

tance .and can be ignored.

Whereas the visuals and sound effects in Antonio are

realistic, the speech and music are commentative. This makes

for great freedom in the use of speech and music, although

there are some constraints on the use of speech in that the

commentator is a character in the film.

Relationships between Dramatic
Ingredients and Audio

visual Components

Having surveyed the dramatic ingredients individually

and as a group, and the audiovisual components individually

and as a group, the relationships between these two distinct

kinds of functional filmic elements are next examined. At

this point the discussion is gen�ral; later in the chapter,

in the sequence by sequence analysis, ·the interfaces--particu-

larly those involving music--are studied in detail.

It is these relationships that operate within the

fields of influence cited earlier: film as a medium affects

its message (Carpenter), differentiation of functionality

(Becker and Manson), and the dialectic character of the

visuals-music relationship (Nattiez). These relationships are

the subject of Copland's concepts.

The most general relationship between dramatic ingre-

dients and aUdiovisual components, that of simultaneous pres

ence, can be observed from table 7.1 and certain of the other
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1. Each of the three dramatic ingredients, settings, charac-

ters, and thematic topics, is always present in. every sequence,

with the minor exception of sequences exclusively concerned

with titles and credits

2. The visualS component. is always present; but the sound

components may each be present or absent in any of the eight

possible combinations of these states, as shown in table 7.31

Examples of dramatic ingredient-audiovisual component

relationships from Antonio are given in 'tab l,e 7. 32.

TABLE 7.32

EXAMPLES OF DRAMATIC INGREDIENT-AUDIOVISUAL
COMPONENT RELATIONSHIPS IN ANTONIO

Visuals

Antonio com

ments: "In
Italy • • .

how can a man

farm rock!"
(6)
[Italian quar
ter of a Cana
dian city]
Mandolin--

timbre;
Canzona--

style (4)
[Street]
Traffic noises
( 14)

Audio
visual

Component.

Dramatic Ingredient Presented
. (Numbers in parentheses refer to sequences)

setting Character Thematic Topic

View of church
interior (16,
21 )

Speech

Music

Sound
Effects

[Wine and food] View
of Antonio preparing
and eating his meal
(40,44)
[Family relation
ships.] Antonio com

ments: "none of the
children really care

for the father."
( 2)
[One aspect of life]
Allusion· to duality
in quotation from
"Vesti la giubba"
(Pagliacci) (1,2)

Close-up view
of Antonio's
stubbly face
(9)
Antonio com
ments: (with an

Italian·accent)
"I'll go the
old way . .

"

(41 )
[Ultimate
acceptence of
circumstances;
peace of mind]
Barcarolle--

happiness
( 47)

[Obstinacy]
Antonio pounds
the arm of his
chair (J)

[Finality of death]
Mechanical earth
tamper on a new

grave (2.5)
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Since the film is a hierarchic unit it is relevant

to attempt to discover its significance at the highest level,

for it is toward the realization of the gestalt film goal that

all the fragmentary functionalities, including that of music,

should be directed. It has been stated that the structure of

the thematic topic presentation is the structure of the film,

and it has been argued that family relationships constitute

the main topic. It can be further argued that this topic takes

precedence over Antonio's characterization (in spite of hints

to the contrary in the National Film Boar-d leaflet) in "that a

pres�ntation of family relationships of this kind could be made

without Antonio's specific traits, whereas·he would not be

what he is without his reaction to the generation-gap problem

presented in this film.

Figure 7.5 charts these evaluations of the essenti

ality of the dramatic ingredients of the film. The primacy

of family relationships necessarily means that speech, as the

medium better able than visuals' to project the inherent

subtleties with precision, becomes the most important audio

visual component.

Figure 7.6 charts an evaluation of the importance of

the utilizations of audiovisual components in projecting

dramatic ingredients and other functions in Antonio.

In Antonio the strengths and weaknesses of the audio

visual components in presenting different dramatic ingredients

are recognized. Music's capabilities are examined in detail

in the sequence by sequence analysis, but the other components'
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powers, particularly their: limitations , can be illustrated

thus:

1. The limited abilitY of visuals to present subtle con

cepts precisely is recognized by using speech for the purpose

of discussing thematic topics

2. The limited ability of visuals to present time frames,

particularly relatively short-term flashbacks, is overcome by

verbal commentary

3. Speech is used only in the most general sense to indi

cate location, to remove ambiguity arising from the visual

scene

Related to the earlier consideration of musical form

in Antonio, a further point is the extent to·which there is

synchronization between specific musical events and specific

dramatic events:

1. If such synchronization is prevalent, the musical form

is governed by the drama (reversing the situation in a typi

cal opera where the musical form often shapes the action) .

Where there is complete synchronization, analogous to the

situation in a through-composed song, there is a risk of

mickeymousing the action with distracting comical effects.

2. If synchronization is confined to the starting and

stopping of the music at predetermined dramatic events--a usual

procedure--the music is more or less free to set its own form

In case no. 1 the music assists the separation of

dramatic events, in case no. 2 to integrate them.

The prevalent situation in Antonio is for the music to
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begin and end at precise dr.amatic events, without prominent

synchronization between them. This is appropriate in a drama

of ideas rather than physical action, and Fleming's notation

on the score of only the key commentary entries supports this

view. It suffices, then, to indicate in table 7.33 the

sequences where there is more than normal adaptation of the

musical forms to point specific events.

TABLE 7. 33

SEQUENCE-GROUPS FEATURING SYNCHRONIZATION
OF MUSICAL AND ·DRAMATIC EVENTS IN ANTONIO

Sequence Nos. Setting

7,8 .

17,18,19,20
22,23,24,25

Antonio's Apartment

Countryside

Cemetery

Details of the synchronizations are given in the

analyses of the individual sequences.

A comprehensive survey of the displeasure-pleasure

polarities, involving all the dramatic ingredients and audio

visual components in Antonio, would be a prohibitively large

task, ancillary rather than essential to the illustration of

the hypothesis. Therefore -this kind of examination is limited

to the identification of a selection of relationships between

musical stylistic characteristics and pleasurability in drama

tic ingredients (and between music and some other aspects-

unity and variety--of the film), shown in figure 7.7.
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Allusions and Extrafilmic References

What remain to be surveyed. are the use of allusions

and the possibility of extrafilmic references.

There are three clear musical allusions to specific

situations, as set out in table 7.34. These are examined in

detail in the sequence by sequence analysis later.

TABLE 7.34

MUSICAL ALLUSIONS IN ANTONIO

12

Source Of AllusionSequence
Nos.

1,2 Leoncavallo, Pagliacci, act 1, sc . 4, meas. 92:10,
part of Canlo's solo "Vesti la giubba"l

.

11,38,22,
23 Verdi, Messa da Requiem, meas. 617, Mezzo-soprano

, solo "Lacrymosa do es ilIa" 2

Wagner, Tristan und Isolde. act 3, part of Isolde's
solo "Mlld und Lei s e wie er lachel t,"
("Liebestod") 3

1Ruggiero Leoncavallo, Pagliacci: Drama in Two Acts
(New York: Broude Bros., n.d.), pp. 197-98.

2GiuSeppe Verdi, Messa da Requiem for 4 solo voices,
mixed chorus and orchestra (London: Ernst Eulenburg, n.d.)
pp. 129-41.

3Richard Wagner, Tristan and Isolda: Opera in Three
Acts, vocal score by Richard KlelnIDlchel, Erigllsfi ver-ea.on

oy-Renry Grafton Chapman (New York: G. Schirmer, 1906), p. 294.

This is a considerable amount of borrowing of commen

tative music, but perhaps not an uncommon amount in film

scoring.

There are also allusions to classes of things rather

than to specific situations that could generate more or less
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definite meanings or associations with individual persons,

such as:

1. The canzona style, which first appears in sequence 4

2. The tarantella style in sequences 10, 24, 37, and 40

3. The barcarolle suggestion, in concluding sequence 46

Because of their personal nature, specific extrafilmic

references cannot be presumed and surveyed, but they are likely

to be plentiful in view of the commonplace nature of the

thematic topics.

Tensity Relationships Between
Elements by Sequence

The foregoing general surveys of filmic elements in

Antonio identified norms, abnormalities, tensities,and pleasur

abilities within those elements. N ext, as the core of the

illustration of the hypothesis, the results of those surveys

are utilized in an examination of the complete film presen

tation, act by act and sequence by sequence. In each sequence

the visuals are described; the speech, if any, is quoted;

their tensities are identified; and, where it is present, the

music is.analysed for its parametric tensities, their resolu

tion, and for cooperation and counteraction with the tensities

of the other elements. With the discussion of the music, the

score "Antonio" as Fleming wrote it is quoted: the upper staff

is for mandolin throughout, the lower for guitar (the latter

sounding an octave lower than written), measure numbers are

added.
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Act I

Sequence 1

The visuals present a residential suburban street in

the daytime: old houses and a few cars. The camera settles on

a second floor bay window and zooms it in. Superposed words

appear on the scr-eem . liN. F. B. presents . . . ANTONIO," the

main title. Nothing is said.

By its very position at the beginning of the film, this

sequence is tensing, something is expected to happen, and the

dullness of the setting is overridden by the suspense of uncer

tainty as to the future course of events. The tension is

supported by the name Antonio, which gives a partial clue-

something Italian--but leaves most possibilities to the imagin-

ation.

The music is shown in example 7.7.

Example 7.7. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 1
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Example 7.7. Fleming,"Antonio, sequence l--Continued
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The music in this s equenc e and the next is an arrange-

ment of part of the arioso "Vesti la giubba" from Pagliacci.

The staff in the full orchestral score for Canio's solo from

scene 4, the finale of act 1, runs as in example 7.8 ..

Example 7.8. Leoncavallo, Pagliacci, act 1, SCI 4, rehearsal
no. 92, meas. 10, part of Can i.o i

s solo "Vesti la giubba"
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The text may be translated:

Laugh, Pagliaccio, about your shattered love;
Laugh off the grief which is po.i.son i.ng your heart!

Fleming retains the E minor key (seen in retrospect
as a tensing feature in a work that is essentially in D minor

and D major), and although he simplifies the harmony and

extends the melody, the quotation is unmistakable. The

allusion is to a situation where a facade is presented to the

world, concealing a private turmoil. Even without the defiant

text, the mood is unequivocally tragic.

The music is highly supportive of the dramatic tension:

1'. The instrumentation confirms, the Italian connection

2. The minor mode, the adagio tempo (abnormally slow by

reference to cultural norms: the opus norm has not yet been

established), the irregular melodic rhythm, and the iv_y7 half-

close in measures 11-12, all g�nerate tension

J. The "Yesti la giubba" quotation and its,connotation

suggest an unfolding drama

4. The dynamics are quite high, permissible since the

title is presented visually; and the music retreats only to

allow a ticking alarm clock to be plainly heard, that itself a

tensing event

Sequence 2

The camera pans around the inside of Antonio's apart

ment, stopping on his bed where he lies supine. He opens his

eyes, and the commentary begins, voicing his waking thoughts:

I bring children into this world, yet none really care

for the father.
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The tension of curiosity carries over from the open

ing sequence, and is supported by Antonio's expressed problem,

his children's indifference and ingratitude. Though the

speech is tensing, the visuals have not yet registered the

full impact of the drabness of Antonio!s existence.

The music (example 7.9) follows on without a break,

continuing its support of the dramatic tension for the three

reasons given in sequence 1. The support is intensified, in

spite of the reduced dynamics from measure 15 during the

commentary, because

1. The melody is repeated--a few repetitions of a phrase

are tensing; many cause boredom

2. The repetition is varied·by the introduction of a

syncopated initial attack (measure 13) and the use of shorter

note values (measure 15), both tension-making changes

3. The cadence (measures 17-18), though relaxing, is

imperfect by reason of the melodic final on the dominant

Example 7.9. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 2
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The outstanding musical contribution during the first

two sequences is an aura of Lnt ense sadness, highly supportive
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of the dark side of Antonio's family situation. The bright

side is foreshadowed later in the music in sequence 4, and

developed in· the commentary in sequence 7.

Sequence 3

The visual scene, a flashback and cutaway, begins with

a close-up picture of a glass dispenser from which red wine is

dripping into a glass, and changes to a series of shots of a

family party in a large, old-fashioned living room. There are

middle-aged adults and children. Wine is being drunk.

There is a long commentary, giving essential details

of the very rudimentary plot of the film. It is plain that it

is Antonio speaking, and his foreign accent adds to the atmos

phere, but he is more often out of the picture in this sequence.

Such a big family. . . . They invite me. Four .daughters,
two sons, many grandchildren. Make a man proud! But
after their mother die, I no longer control them. Lawyer
say, to sell mother's prop.erty in Italy we all got to sign
paper. Children oppose me: I want to sell, they don't
want to sell. But I say I am still the father in this
family. I am the controller. I know what I'm doing.
Everything I done is well done. Who criticize me, criti
cize himself. But they no listen to father any more.

Young ones go their own way. I tell them: 9Let me sell
the property; this is my business! my affair!!

Appropriately there is no music, so as not to interfere

with the important continuous speech commentary and with the

sound effects: noisy conversation (which defers to the commen

tary), and Antonio's pounding of his chair arm at the end of

the sequence. Centred on Antonio's anger, the sequence is

tensing.
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Sequence 4

Back in the apartment, Antonio, in his long underwear,

is kneeling by the bed, bent over it, head in hands, praying.

Later, he begins putting on his trousers, and comments further

on his children's alienation and lack of appreciation for what

he has done for them.

Now they criticise me for my obstinance. HIm! Hear them
too much. They think everything come from nothing.

The visuals and speech are emphatically tensing, and

the family stresses are now clearly seen as a thematic topic.

The music (example 7.10) is in marked contrast to

that in sequences 1 and 2. The following features make it

less tense, and therefore relaxing:

1. The major mode, the moderate tempo, the regular rhythm,

the clear form with matching phrases, and the less dense tex-

ture

2. The -removal of the "Vesti la giubba" reference, and the

substitution of a happy Italian folk song style, the canzona

The music is plainly counteractive to the tension of

the visuals and commentary seen and heard so far, showing,

without the use of contradictory words, that there is another

side to Antonio's circumstances. The canzona music estab-

lishes the happy polarity of the duality of Antonio's life

(reflecting the duality of the human condition in general),

and counterbalances the sad polarity of the "Vesti" quotation

and the other pieces of a sad nature. The contrasting moods

. are never explicitly named, and Antonio almost always appears

unemotionally serious, even solemn: it is the music that
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clarifies the deeper compensation he feels. It becomes plain

later, after the passage has returned, that this music is the

main musical theme of the work, giving. it definite form .

. Example 7.10. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 4

<!o= be)
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Sequence 5

Antonio moves to the window, looks out on to the

street, and sees half-a-dozen young children aged five or six

years playing a circle game. The commentary explains, charac-

terizing Antonio in his past childhood:

When I was their tender age I not play at games. No
time for games. No .time even for school. At five years
of age, I was a man!

The music (example 7.10, measures 16-1/2 to 20) assists

the scene change by modulating from C major to D minor and

A minor; but the final ten measur ee . of . Fl_eming' s .score .( which

he recorded five times during the recording session, selecting

no. 5 as best) are not h ear-d ; presumably suppressed in the

mixing in order to highlight the commentary and accommodate the

street noises and the happy voices of the children.

Sequence 6

This sequence is a flashback and cutaway to Antonio I
s

youth and native land. The visuals show long shots of crowded

houses in a small town in the mountains, followed by medium

shots of black and white sheep in a rocky pasture, and of cows

pulling a plough through soil full of boulders. The pictures

are stills, not only economical to produce, but enhancing the

monotony of the settings.

The long commentary explains:

In Italy I starve for a crust of bread. Mother and
father too poor, So they send me far outside the town
to work on a farm. I work for a boss. on a farm. He
hit me f then I ran home. But they bring me back to the
farm. I stay there all my youth. Work with the sheep.
Sleep out in the hills with sheep. After, they put me
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with the cows to turn the land. But what land! It's
crazy! How can a man farm rock?

,Together the visuals and the commentary are tensing,

adding to Antonio's disappointment with his children, who

enjoy so much better circumstances than he did.

The music (example 7.11) supports the atmosphere of

place. It is the quintessence of monotony, developing tension

through:

1. Very narrow melodic range and overall textural range

2. Minor mode, using only i and iv chords, avoiding major

triads altogether. (Note the e�tent to which Fleming could

use measure repeat �igns.)

3. A virtually unchanging two-measure melodic rhythm,

repeated five times, at--in effect--a molto adagio tempo

The instrumentation (the guitar has Mediterranean

associations) assists in authenticating the Italian location,

necessarily named by Antonio in the commentary.

Example 7.11. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 6
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Sequence 7

Sequence 7 is considerably more complex dramatically,

concentrating on the characterization of Antonio and presen-

ting his feelings toward social conditions and change. The

commentary runs:

So I come to this country, with nothing. No education.
Nothing except my own strength. Here the workers like
slaves; but thatis O.K.--at the end of the week you got
something in your hand. You feel good. And you forget!

The visuals present the top of a chest of drawers in

Antonio's bedroom, cluttered with photographs and cards. He

is shown in undervest and trousers. There is a close-up shot

of stockinged feet as he puts on his slippers; and, finally,

as he gets up to move around, two-rooms become visible. The

drabness of his present surroundings (as well as of his child

hood) has now been confirmed, a clear tensing element.

The music (example 7�12) supports the changing atti-

tudes of the commentary as they occur, and it is more closely

tied to the detailS of the drama than are the general mood-

setting earlier numbers:

1. It opens, attacca, in F major following sequence 6's

close in D minor, a brightening of the atmosphere, matching

the move to Canada

2. The solo mandolin introduction is abnormal, also match-

ing the change

). The plainly thematic return of the canzona theme

variant matches the return of the apartment setting after the

Italian interlude

4. As Antonio comments "And you forget!"--a relaxing
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development--the music (measures 7-10) moves to an authentic

perfect cadence, an inherently relaxing event in itself, but

especially so as it represents the conclusion of a quasi-V-I

tonal movement, F major to B-flat major

5. As the visuals change to the close-up of the stock

inged feet (measure 11), the instrumentation switches to solo

guitar, balancing the solo mandolin introduction. The mode

changes here, back to D minor, supporting the homely detail of

Antonio's unexciting routine

Example 7.12. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 7
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Sequenc e --8

An�onio is seen shuffling around, and into the kitchen,

where'he picks up the coffee pot and shakes it: it appears to

be empty.

The commentary clinches the depressing side of his

fate and circumstances:

Two rooms in a strange house. I am like an old shoe, a

rag. It's-a tragic, it's-a tragic.

The musical gesture in measure 15 of example 7.13, the

mutation from "D minor to D major, is one of the most dramatic

in the film:

1. The exceptional mood brightening is in striking contrast

to the depressing commentary, which begins at measure 16

2. It foreshadows the corresponding mood change between

sequences 44 and 45 at the end of the film

However, by the time Antonio has finished his reflec

tions the music is back in the minor mode, supporting the

"it's-a tragic" comment. Tl!.ere is s sense of finality in his

remarks that is complemented by the overall quasi-V-I tonal

movement D major to G minor, by the darkening of mood, and by

the abnormal downward overall melodic profile of a perfect

twelfth.

Antonio, sequence 8
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Example 7.1J--Continued

20

Sequence 9

Antonio washes his face at the running taps of a sink,

while the commentary runs:

They wouldn't want to disaccommodate themselves to come

and see me. They'd rather I go see them. Well, a visit
from them kind of a bother to me anyway. Maybe my son

phone me today. Maybe I don't go. They must [indistinct
word] invite me for Sunday.

There is no music, probably to make a break before the

contrasting piece in the next sequence, as well as to allow

the running-water sound effect to come through clearly.

Sequence 10

The visuals show the kitchen: a table covered with

newspapers as a tablecloth and other cluttering objects.

There is a close-up of a cup of black coffee which Antonio

spikes with whisky from a small bottle. He sits at the table,

leans over the cup, and drinks from it. His facial expression

is inscrutable, but the commentary, in showing the pleasurable

side of his life, is relaxing:

Good coffee! Just a little whisky! Good for the
stomach.

The music (example 7.14) is multi-faceted. It begins



in A minor after sequence 8 ended in G minor, a tensing

change; but there is a relaxing overall downward melodic pro-.

file ranging over a minor thirteenth. However, the predomin

ant influence is the introduction of the tarantella pattern

(Fleming's marking) with its abnormal fast tempo and compound

meter. This is considered tensing, and thus the music counter-

acts the relaxation of the visuals and the commentary, a

relationship which supports the need for the film to continue.

The dynamic level of the music, mf-f except where it momen

tarily retreats in the face of the commentary,· is -a.Lsc tensing.

Later, it is seen that the music has introduced the wine and

food theme,

Example 7.14. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 10

\ 1\teA.. -r��po (J. = Ill.)
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Example 7.14--Continued

Sequence 11

Sequence 11 continues Antonio's characterization and

underlines his family tensions. "He is "Seen 'still 'seat ed at

the kitchen table where he reaches for a large Bible. He

reads, and the commentary begins:

I don t t like to read .. foolish things any more. A man

needs just two books: Divine Comedy by Dante, and the
Bible. I love the Bible, I rely on it,

"Little children. Yet a little while I am with
you. Where I go you cannot come. Yes, my children,
a little yvhile I am with you, a little while. "

As he comes to the "Little children . . ." text, there

is a close-up of the printed page (showing a verse 31), and

then of Antonio I
s face, showing the stubble of a grey beard

and patched-up metal-rimmed glasses on his nose.

The first part of the sequence is markedly relaxing,

as Antonio expresses his solace in the Bible and Dante; but

this acts as a foil to the tenSing sting in the quoted text

with its allusion to his own family circumstances: "I am

with you, a little while ...

" (which might be from St. John's

Gospel, 13: 33) .

The music is shown in example 7.15.
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Fleming, Antonio, sequence 11

The music is meaningful in two ways: according to its

style and its allusions.

Apart from its abnormalities of slowness and low

tessitura, the music is tensing in its introduction of counter

point (note the parallel octaves in measure J) in two-part

texture to match the double meaning of the biblical text. The

climax of the musical counterpoint following measure 10, where

.the guitar crosses above the mandolin, corresponds with the

climax of the tension of the quoted text.
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The music introduces the religion theme, a feature to

be appreciated in retrospect.

By way of an allusion, the music of this sequence 11

(and of sequence 38, and to a slightly lesser extent of

sequences 22 and 23, and perhaps of sequence 24) is a trans

formation of the main theme from the "Lacrymosa dies ilIa" of

Verdi's.Messa da Reguiem. The mezzo-soprano solo staff in

the full score runs as follows (example 7.16) with an immediate

repetition, an octave lower, for the bass soloist. Fleming

retains the mal.odd c in·tervallic -succeasdons exactly., but· the

model is transposed into A minor and altered rhythmically and

metrically.

Example 7.16. Verdip Messa da Requiem, meas 617, mezzo

soprano solo "Lacrymosa dies ilIa"

:De. - u..s:

The text may be translated:

That day will be one of weeping on which shall
rise again from the ashes accused man, to be
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judged; therefore spare him, God.1

The anguish and plea in these words appear unnecessa-
I

rily strong for application directly to Antonio's immediate

family problem. He has probably often interceded for the

soul of his deceased wife, and the noble melody returns to

him when he communes at her graveside in sequences 22 and 23.

Then, further transformed as a slow tarantella, it partially

appears in the next sequence, accompanying Antonio's nostal-

gic family recollections. When death is explicitly discussed

in sequences 26-31,. the Verdi quotation .Ls not .us ed ,

Sequence 12

Th'e enigmatic sequence 12 has already been mentioned.

Antonio switches on a television set, to see a head-and-

Shoulders shot of a soprano Singing the Liebestod (Love's

Death) aria from Wagner's Tristan and Isolde. (The lip move

ments do not seem to matcn the words, in German.) There are

separate close-ups of two men, each seeming to disapprove of

the performance. Antonio, seen to agonize over what he sees

and hears, switches the set off, without commentary. The

music, presumably Fleming's choice, is given in example 7.17.

As with the Verdi "Dies irae't in sequence 11, the

Wagner "Liebestod" in this sequence is meaningful in two ways:

through its style and through its allusions.

Stylistically the aria comes as a musical shock, an

1Translator, unnamed, in liner notes for Columbia
discs M230064 of Verdi Requ.i.em , London Symphony or-ch ss tz-a
and Chorus, Leonard Bernstein, conductor.
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Example 7.17. Wagner, Tristan und Isolde, act ], part of
Isolde's solo "Mild und Le i s e wa e er Lach ef tn (Liebestod)

: ?;r C l ij B ; J\XG ,f?il t 3 r> . '�5 7' ! I
. .. �eh,t ",,-1" F'T"'eu:n..�e_

, sa.�'t i�Ys -h..icJ,.t ?
...-.. 3l> �

wie.

II

The translation of the text in the cited score is;

See, my friends I ah! see ye not? how he, bright and

brighter burning, streaming starlight, heaves him[self]
high?

intrusion that is incongruous and therefore tensing in many

ways. The following constructed musical example 7.18, showing

the vocal line, the cho r'd roots and quasi roots: and qualities,

and the bass-line pitch-classes written within a single

octave, illustrates the diSJunct, chromatic melody, the tonal

instability, and the-predominance of chord inversions and of

second movement. The only missing pitch-class es in the seven

measures are: from the melody, E and G; from the chord roots

or quasi roots, F-sharp' and C-sharp; and from the bass, B,

A-flat, and D-flat. The very different simplicity, the

folksiness, of Fleming's own music and the corresponding

character traits of Antonio are accentuated by the sophisti-
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cation of the Wagner quotation.

Example 7.18. Analysis of example 7.17

p •

: fl' E" (F�) : j
t t.

r IF r

The Liebestod allusion seems to relate Antonio�s love

for his family to Isolde's love for Tristan, "a love capable

of fulfilment only in death--a love, therefore, which in this

world of the living must be marred by suffering and longing, .. l

As support for Antonio's family stresses, the music's agoni-

zing tension is considerably overdone.

Sequence 13

Antonio comes downstairs, past the telephone in the

hall, and goes outside, commenting:

I can't wait inside all day.
his fri ends.

A man must talk to

There is no music, thus allowing the full impact of

1Rudolph Fellner, Opera Themes and Plbts (New York:
Simon & Shuster, 1958), p. 311.
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the previous quotation to linger.

The sequence signals the end of act I, set in Antonio's

apartment.

Act II

Sequence 14

Sequence 14 begins the series of scenes in Antonio's

neighbourhood, punctuated by flashbacks and cutaways, until he

returns home in sequence 34.

The visuals show a local shopping street, many stores

with merchandise on the sidewalk. Antonio walks along among

the crowd. Over the sound effects of street noises; (including

traffic, a car horn, a screech), the commentary is heard:

If I am with strangers, well, I'm just with strangers.
If I live with daughters I be dependent, not independent.
I've got to carry my own life the way I find it.

In a new setting, and �s a new protestation of indepen

dence, the sequence is tensing.

The music (example 7.19) begins with a short guitar

solo introduction to what is seen later as a theme of indepen

dence. In spite of the leisurely tempo, the music can be felt

as supportively tensing by reason of its abnormally narrow

range and its unusual five-measure phrases. The dynamics are

quite high, too.

Antonio picks out and buys two apples.

It is evident by now that the antecedent and consequent

phrases of Fleming's periods tend to be very similar rhythmi

cally, as exemplified in sequences 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 14.

Two observations on this are:
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1. The simplicity, or .lack of complication, is a suppor-

tive comment on Antonio's essentially simple nature

2'. Commentative film music must often choose between

obtrusiveness and reticence, and it is better for it to choose

the latter, partly through simplicity

Here, and again in sequence 33 when the theme makes its

main return, the happy nature of the music supports Antonio's

pleasure in the independence he enjoys, and counterpoints the

displeasure of the resulting loneliness; thus the final rela

tionshi'P between the music and the thematic topic .Ls cn e of

deri ved tension.

Example 7.19.

(J:: bO)
Fleming, Antonio, sequence 14
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Antonio is seen bargaining for a potted plant, which

he does not buy. The salesman signals him out of the way:
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and he comments:

Everybody
.. got push! Me, I'm free!

The music (example 7.20) is a connected repetition,

with variations, of the independence theme. There are several

abnormal features, making the music tensing to match the

increased insistence on independence in the commentary.

1. The melodic range is wide, and the overall melodic

profile is upward, ending on a climactic D6. The tessitura is

high

2. The solo guitar passages are unusual and the closing

passage in parallel thirds is abnormally long. The respon

sorial passages in measures 2J-29 are abnormal

The uncommon five-measure phrases mentioned in sequence

14 are regularized in the theme's reappearance here; the open

ing long note is curtailed, conferring an added urgency which

counteracts the relaxing regularization. In sequence JJ, to

be discussed later, it is the long final note that is

shortened, which seems to enhance the normalization.

Example 7.20. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 15
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The final diminished seventh chord (Vii�) in

measure 34 (recorded wild, according. to the score) is one of

the few examples of purely colouristic harmony, and serves

effectively to point the remark "I'm free!"

Sequence 16

Antonio has entered a dimly lit church and is sitting

in an empty pew. A close-up of a model of Jesus Christ is

presented. Antonio comments, developing the religion and

Dante thematic topic introduced in sequence 11:

If I'm alone, I hurt nobody. Most of time I'm alone,
with God. My Jesus, I remember first time I'm really
alone, with you.

There is no music, There is a tendency in a film

with commentative music to fill, wholly or partly, a period

of silence with music. This convention of representing an

ordinary silence in the real world by music in the film world

enables a special period of silence in reality to be effect

ively singled out by an absence of music in the art form.

Fleming does this in this church sequence and in the corres

ponding sequence 21, where he leaves the. church. Moreover,
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there is a still later sequence, no. 32, where the abnormal

silence suggests a parallel with the religious associations of

the earlier absence of music.

The sequence shows a mixed bitensity--tensing concer-

ning Antonio's loneliness, relaxing-concerning his faith.

Sequence 17

The visuals present the exterior of a big new empty

house, then of Antonio walking through the interior. He

comments:

That was in the house I built for Elizabetta. Doctor
say: 'Wife sick, needs fresh air, needs quiet.' So I
build. with my hands out in the country. Big house!
Maybe too big. After she passed away--children grown
up--I stay there. I stay there three long years. Try
to sell, but nobody wants big house in the country. A

painful worry.

Then I'm alone in the house: first time alone with God.

The sequence is tensing in its painful story, when the

value of being alone with God has not been appreciated.

The music (example 7.21) supports this through the

complication of some responsorial and contrapuntal passages

(note the parallel fifths in measure 7), and particularly

underlines the darkened mood by opening in the sombre key of

C minor after sequence 15 had ended in the bright key of G

major. The syncopated homophonic texture in the latter part

of this sequence and in the next is relatively dense and thus

tensing.

The melody is a darkened variant of the canzona theme,

persisting through the next few sequences into no. 20, and

binding them into a unified flashback, terminated by a return
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to the church interior scene.

Example 7.21. "F.l.eming, Antonio, sequence .17
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Sequence 18

Still in the countryside,. Antonio is seen standing

under bare trees by a lake, then sitting in the house base-

ment as the camera looks in through the window, anq then

digging in a garden. The commentary explains Antonio's fluctu

ating emotions as he bided his time during a difficult period.

Sometimes up there I work. I go see neighbours. I pass
my time. In. winter I keep warm in the basement, I
build things. I read my Bible. Often I fall asleep
over my Bible. In summer I turn the land. There was

[unintelligible] to keep the land clean, to plant.
doing the best I can.

The music (example 7.22) ambles on, cooperating with

the changing feelings and settings through its wide textural

range and its wider harmonic vocabulary than" elsewhere in

measures 22-26. Antonio 9
s "Doing the best I can" coincides

with the mood�brightening cadence (in F, V7-I) at the end of

the s equenc e.

Example 7.22. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 18
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Example 7.22--Continued

Sequence 19

Antonio is now sitting on the steps outside his

country home, labelled "For Sale." The sun is shining, and

he comments, with obvious pleasure at the end of his "painful

worry," and at the thought of wine-making and selling the

unwanted house:

I make wine up there too. I buy a ton of grapes every
year. Lots of wine. It is good I stay till I get the
price for the house.

The dramatic situation remains tense, but its quality

changes from the ennui of Antonio's enforced waiting to the

pleasure of his wine-making and the disposal of the embarras-

sing prop erty .

The four measures of music (example 7.23) are

completely cooperative in their brightening influence:

1. The major tonality is confirmed at the incipit, and
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intensifies (from F major) to A major at the end. (This

final chord is not at first perceived as a prelude to the

darker D minor passage in the next sequence)

2. The melody starts with a high A5 at the mention of

wine, and returns there at the mention of the sale of· the

house

Example 7.23. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 19
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Sequence 20

Antonio is seen walking away, down a lonely road in a

village. The trees are bare. His hopes of a better family

life are high, as the commentary explains:

Then I free to leave. Go back to the city. Be with the
children again. Get family together again.

. ..

Those three years, my Father, I'm glad I found you there.

The sequence is one of relaxation after the tense
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country episode, but the main story is obviously not ended:

the family quarrel is till unresolved and is intensifying as

it remains so. There is thus relaxing at'one hierarchic

level and tensing at a higher level.

The question arises whether the music can contribute

to this structural complexity. Looking at sequences 17 to 20

together (they are scored as a single section of music) they'

cover the whole flashback country episode, and it is possible

to recognize two opposite overall simultaneous movements: a

relaxing in the total-downward melodic "profile from ,G5 to D4,

from the fifth scale degree in C minor to the tonic in D minor;

and a tensing in the overall movement from C minor to D minor.

The net effect of this simultaneous relaxing and tensing is

greater tension.

The piece is patently a unit by reason of the persis-

tence of the canzona theme variants, yet the synchronization

of musical changes with scene- and action-changes emphasizes

the wide variety of experiences packed into the �hort sequence-
l

group.

The music is shown in example 7.24.

Example 7.24,

(.):(,o)
Fleming, Antonio, sequence 20
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Example 7. 24--Continu-ed

Sequence 21

The setting returns to the empty- 'church of -sequ enc e 16.

More symbols are shown: a close-up of the Jesus Christ statue,

an "Alleluia" not i.c e , and a crucifix. Antonio leaves the

church.

The' commentary exhibits mixed bitensity: it is relaxing

with regard to Antonio's faith, tensing with regard to the

family relationships:

And now I'll never be alone any more. That's when you
first talked to me in my dreams. I want children to
know you. I tell them about you; but they will not
listen. They say I talk too much about my Bible, and

my God; about my dreams when you talk to me. Seems I
was always a stranger to my children.

There is no music, confirming the earlier rational

ization (sequence 16) of its deliberate omission in order to

suggest the numinous.

Sequence 22

The setting now becomes a cemetery. There is an elab-

orate monument inscribed "IANUZIELLO" and "In loving memory

of Elizabetta, 1901-1954." Antonio kneels in front of the



monument, praying. There is tension from the very setting.

The commentary enters in measure 8 of the music:

My Elizabetta, you know I work hard for family.

The music (example 7.25) returns with the religion

theme, and contains some abnormalities that, too, are tensing:

the solo mandolin introduction of four measures, the Simple

near-counterpoint for another five measures, and the very low

rate of attack. These features also match the solemnity of

the sequence. The tonal movement from A minor to D minor and

G minor is relaxing, unless the view is.·taken that the first

four solo measures are anacrustic to the real tonality,

D minor, at measure 5. There is mixed bitensity between drama

and music. The allusion to Verdi's Reguiem in this and the

next two sequences was discussed in sequence 12.

Example 7.25. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 22
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Sequence 23

The camera records a picture of Elizabetta, incorpor

ated into the monument. Antonio I
s commentary continues, and

the tension rises as he chides himself for his past neglect of

his children"

Maybe too hard. Often you say I must spend more time
with children, or they be strangers. But I don't listen.

The music (example 7.26) continues with a repetition

of the religion theme, a whole tone lower in G minor, a relax-

ing chan,ge that is offset by a thickening of the guitar accom

paniment. In a general way the music supports the tense situ

ation through its sombre mood, its low tessitura, and the

presentation of the religion theme. The overall upward melodic

movement, from D4 to A-flat4, is abnormal, too. The conclusion

of this short sequence is a modulation to B-flat major, with

added minor seventh, introducing a change of setting.

Example 7.26. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 23
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Sequence 24

The visuals show a still picture of a family wedding

group in yesterday's fashions, a short flashback. The commen-

tary continues:
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When you're with us, family stay together•...
Now I know, when we raise family together, that it is
the best time of my life.

The visuals and the speech present a mixed bitensity.

The still picture portrays restfulness (not monotony, as did

the earlier static picture of Italy), the wedding occasion is

a happy one, and Antonio recalls the best time of his life.

On the other hand, he realizes that it is all a thing of the

past, and that·he failed in his fatherly duties.

The music, too, (example 7.27) continues a mixed

bi tensi ty. The compound meter, the tarantella movement, and

the wide textural range are tensing, as is the conflict of

rhythm and meter in the return of. the opening gesture on the

last beat of measure 15. On the other hand, the very slow

tempo may be relaxing (or its abnormality may be tensing), and

the tarantella's suggestion of the wine and food theme alludes

to the pleasurable side of Antonio's existence. A further

possibility is that the slow tempo for a faster type piece

suggests a reflective mood. All in all, the music's mixed

bitensity is supportive of the drama's mixed emotions.

Example 7.27. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 24
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Example 7.27--Continued
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The music of example 7.27 generates a subtle thematic

process. By using the opening pitch sequence of the Verdi

Requiem quotation in the guise of a slow tarantella, Fleming

links the religion theme with the wine and food theme, an

association that is paralleled by the common pleasurability

to Antonio of the corresponding thematic topics.

Sequence 25

Antonio is seen walking out of the cemetery. A bumping

is heard, which turns out to be, when sho wn , a mechanical

earth tamper, working on a newly occupied grave. Antonio walks

on. There is no commentary.

The fateful symbolism of the rhythmic pounding, already

referred to, is tensing; and, as is soon apparent, the subject
..

of death, introduced by the monument to Elizabetta's death
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years before, is about to be examined.

As the tamper's beat is faded out, the music enters

(example 7.28). It has tensing features: the solo guitar,;

and the narrow textural and melodic ranges are abnormal; the

tonal movement from A minor to C major is tensing and bright

ening. The phrase's opening in A minor after the C minor of

the preceding sequence is a return to normality, somewhat

relaxing; while the varied reappearance of the canzona theme

suggests that the thread of·Antonio's current existence out

side the cemetery is about to be picked up .agarn.. The overall

effect is one of tense anticipation.

Example 7.28. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 25
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Earlier reference was made in table 7.27 to the syn

chronization of musical and dramatic events in sequences 22

to 25, the cemetery scene. The dramatic unity of the events in

these sequences is beyond doubt, yet Fleming scored sequences

22 to 24 as his section 7, and sequence 25 as part of his
.-

section 8. He did, however, add a note n(?Split)" on the

score where sequence 25 ends. (The ten-second break in the

music between sequences 24 and 25 allows the sound of the earth
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tamper to come to the fore.) The finally realized musical

accompaniment of this sequence-group 22-25 is an illustration

of the principle that the synchronization of corresponding

musical and dramatic' events takes precedence over the compo

sition of music in independent established forms.

Sequence 26

The setting changes: there are nurses in uniform,

and Antonio sits by a bed in a hospital ward, holding a

patient's hand. There is a Close-up of an elderly man in bed,

his head back on the pillow. In a medium range shot the two

old friends are talking. From the commentary, Matteo is

obviously terminally ill:

Ah! My good friend Matteo Passano, Any day I come

with talk. We work many jobs together. We mak.e wine,.
such-a good wine! Such-a good years!

I tell myoId friend, I say 'We all got to die, Jesus
Christ die. It is God's will; and when he wants you
he takes you just the same,'

The visuals and commentary present a generally tense,

darkening situation involving inescapable death for everyone;'

but there are hints that the tragedy of the event can be

alleviated by acceptence of fate.

The gaiety of the music (example 7.29) is at first a

startling counterpoint to the solemnity of the deathbed,

especially in the fast tempo, inviting dancing, which over-

rides the effect of the overall downward movement of the

melody. However, in measure 18 the mood changes to one of

sadness through a darkening mode change from C major to A
..

minor, and a suggestion of the canzona theme in the minor
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mode, just as Antonio introduces the naturalness of dying.

The counteraction of.the music to the drama is complete. A

possible interim interpretation is that Antonio is in a

falsely happy mood which cannot be maintained in spite of

his efforts. The final denouement will deny this.

Example 7.29. Fleming. Antonio, sequence 26

[.l = ''2.0] �O ere""".
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Example 7.29--Continued
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Sequence 27

In this and the next few sequences Antonio is shown

walking slowly in an urban park in the fall. He has his

hands behind his back. The trees ·are bare. He comments:

To all I say the same. The women don't like it. My
children tell me not to say such a thing to a sick
person.

The music (example 7.30) is. tensing.

Example 7.30. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 27

& = 1'1.)
-tv�.



The music has some abnormalities: the mandolin solo,

the narrow melodic range, and the mea�ured recitative-like

texture; but the readily heard canzona theme is familiar and

relaxing. The mixed bitensities of the music and the drama

cooperate.

Sequence 28

Antonio's walk continues, by a stone wall, through

dead leaves, and the commentary goes on:

But I think: isn't ito. better to be ready?

The music (example 7.31) is sufficiently similar in

s�le to that in the preceding sequence (though no longer

the canzona theme) to continue to show a similar relationship

to th e drama.

Example 7.31.
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Sequence 29

Antonio now walks by a little stream. His reflection

is seen in the water in close-up at the end of the sequence.

The commentary continues:

I just can't see why people are afraid of dying. I
tell them: God knows what's in us, what we are worth.
God knows us before we are created in our motherqs
womb. The destiny was there.
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The music (example 7.J2) begins somewhat tensely: the

canzona theme incipi t returns (a relaxation); but in the

darkened minor mode, in a higher register, and eventually

covering an abnormally wide overall range. The guitar accom-

paniment is a tensing iterated drone on the tonic, moving

away to the leading note. Finally, however, the caden�e

brings overwhelming relaxation, matching Antonio's philo-

sophical attitude toward death.

Example 7.32. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 29
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Sequence JO

The camera shows a man's crossed feet as he sits on

a bench, out of.doors, in a suburb. The camera pans up his

legs and torso to his face. His eyes are shut. It is Antonio.

The commentary goes:

To be dead is nothing. To be dead is just a little
bit of a dream, no more, no less.
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The scene is one of almost complete relaxation.

The antecedent musical phrase, including the first

half of the measure numbered 5 (example 7.33), is relaxing,

too, in its symmetries and simplistic features: the melodic

parallel thirds, the opening motive balanced by its immediate

inversion in the same rhythm; the conjunct motion, except

for thirds spanning rests; the guitar's luw bass notes on the

dominant balancing the treble gestures and sustaining the

eighth-note pulse; and the first phrase's conventional half

close on i-lV-V, all in A minor. The"consequent phrase com-

pletes the structural symmetry; �but, with its counterpoint,

its thirty-second notes,' its modest G-natural and B -flat

chromaticisms, and its full chords, it is somewhat tensing,

counteracting the commentary. The final imperfect authentic

cadence indicates that the discussion is not quite finished.

Example 7.33. Fleming,. Antonio, sequence 30
I; :bO'
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Example 7·33--Continued

Sequence 31

The scene changes to half-a-dozen old men seated on

benches in the park, near a high-rise apartment building.

Antonio moves in among them and sits down, commenting:

We all God's creatures in His hands.

This completes the relaxation at the end of the dis

cussion of the aging and dying thematic topic.

The music (example 7.34) relaxes from the A minor

of the preceding sequence to D minor; the canzona theme

returns at natural minor scale degrees mediant, supertonic,

tonic, subtonic, reproducing the melodic interval succession

of semi tone, tone, tone, which characterized the opening

major scale incipit of tonic, leading note, submediate,

dominant; and the final perfect authentic cadence completes

the relaxation. These features more than counterbalance the

tension from the contrapuntal texture and the abnormal overall

melodic movement.
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Example 7.34. Fleming, Antonio, . sequence 31

I (.J = '0)
4'\.

Sequence 32

This sequence appears to establish a separation from

the foregoing, in that it is now. spring or summer, with leaves

on the trees. Antonio is sitting on a bench near the trees.

There is a close-up of a flower, with his hands fingering the

petals. There is no commentary.

Nor is there any music, which forces a comparison of

this scene with the earlier church interior episodes in

sequences 16 and 20. Here, as there, the absence of music

represents not mere silence, but an atmosphere of solemnity

and rever enc e .

Sequence 33

The visuals show some fingers against a bird cage, and

the background is filled with the song and noise of many birds,
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budgerigars and the like, The birds are very lively in their

cages. Antonio comments:

I· like birds, but not to buy. Too busy.

The scene is tensing, the return to life and bustle

after an acceptance of dying.

There are several tensing elements of the music (exam

ple 7 ·35):

1. A solo guitar introduction, cascading down the scale

2. A tonal opening in G major after D minor in sequence

31, a brightening of mood

3. A fast tempo, in simple meter

4. After the introduction, the texture is duo-homophonic,

quite probably using more than one mandolin

5. The rate of attack is abnormally high

This return of the independence theme (in its original

key) reinstates Antonio's determination to go on with his own

life. It also serves to mark the end of act II.

There are also two relaxing features of the music,

subtle and therefore not out of place:

1. The phrase lengths of the theme are regularize� to

eight quarter-notes from the ten in sequence 14

2. The second half of the number is a virtual repetition

of the first half, transposed downward from G major to C major,

a quasi-V�I cadential gesture
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Example 7.35. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 33

.. I"_ .Sri�M: t.I.: l 'f-Cf)
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Sequence 34

Antonio is sitting, tired, in a vehicle, probably a

taxi.· There are traffic noises, but no commentary or music.

He is going home, a relaxation. The sequence in an entr'acte

between acts II and III.

Act III

Sequence 35

Antonio walks along the sidewalk to his apartment,

climbs the steps, and enters the porch--all slowly.

Musically (example 7.36) the canzona theme matches

the familiarity of home , and the pace is slow; with the theme

on the mandolin broken up by the bass-and-chord guitar accom

paniment. The tonality, F major, fol.lowing the preceding C

major tonal region, continues the relaxing. The whole

sequence unexcitedly and without clear reference to any the

matic topic g�ts Antonio back into the apartment, without

commentary.

In a sense the canzona theme music in this sequence 35

and the next forms a delayed cadence to the music of act II

which included references to that theme in sequences 17, 18,

19, 20, 25, 26, 29, and 31. The act ended in sequence. 34,

but continuity is maintained by the musical overflow (an

elision) into sequences 35 and 36. However, complete finality

is avoided by the closing melodic pitches on the submediant

(an added sixth to the tonic chord) and the mediant respec

tively.
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Example 7.36. Fleming, -AritonTo, s equenc e 35
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Sequence 36

Inside the apartment Antonio speaks to the landlady,

presumably asking if there has been any message. The commen

tary expresses his thoughts:

For sure my son will call tomorrow.

In the music (example 7.37) his tensing optimism is

matched by the final soaring of the melody to AS, the mediant

in F major, a tensing avoidance of a final melodic tonic.

Example 7.37 .

. C)=�o]
Fleming, Antonio, sequence 36

-
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Example 7·37--Contiriued
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Sequence 37

Antonio go es down the bas ement ,st.airs. ,There is a

huge wooden cask, from which he fills a bottle with red wine.

He holds the bottle up to the light, and takes a drink from

the bottle. He returns up the basement stairs wi th the

bottle, commenting':

Maybe I take them a bottle for .dinner next Sunday.
Salud! I still make good wine!

The scene is tensing, exemplifying the happiness

polarity. At last something is actually seen of the wine

making, and the tasting.

The music initially conforms, with its tensing features

the fast tempo in compound meter (the tarantella pattern), an

abnormally high rate of attack, while the wine and food theme

makes its principal return with slight variation from its

original appearance. A four-measure guitar solo forms a

central interlude, suggesting the canzona theme.

The theme opened in A minor, but the repeat after the

interlude is in D minor,'a relationship made familiar by its

former appearance in sequence 33. It must be considered relax-
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ing, both as a descending fifth root succession and a. .. move

into the home key, tempering the tensions of the visuals and

commentary. The music is quoted in example 7.38.

Example 7.38. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 37

c.J. � (20)
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Example 7.J8--Continued

,1>-!>� A7 A7

Sequenc e J8

Antonio is now seen seated at the cluttered kitchen

table. He opens Dante's The Divine Comedy and reads. There

are close_'ups of the text, Canto XXXI, and of Antonio's hand

writing on a piece of paper. The 'commentary:

I read Divine Comedy in English now. After, I look

up hard words. Try to remember.

The scene obviously relates to the serious things in

life that give Antonio pleasure. It can be considered relaxing
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as a temporary banishment of the troublesome family relation-

ships.

The music (example 7.39) is the principal return of

the religion theme, now in G minor, a whole tone lower and

thus relaxing over the long term as to pitch. However, this

key may be considered abnormal and thus tensing. After an

imperfect authentic cadence in G minor (measure 10), the music

finally cadences in D minor, the G-minor chord, in retrospect,

acting as iv. This D-minor ending, too, shows mixed bitensity

in succ eeding the G-minor tonality, but -relaxing in returning

to the central tonality of the work. As to inherent tension,

the music shows mixed bite�sity; as a thematic reference to

the Bible, Antonio's other needed book, the import is abun-

dantly clear.

Example 7.39. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 38
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Dante's The Divine·Comedy is so rich in symbolism

that it would be unusual if an excerpt of any size did not

contain a reference to some aspect of An ton.i.ot s situation.

In fact in Canto XXXI of Cantica I (Hell), Dante and Virgil

are about to enter the Well (Nether Hell J), where the first

circle is occupied by traitors to their kindred.1

Sequence 39

The visuals return to the television screen, balancing.

the former use of this.medium within a medium. There is an

all-in wrestling match. There are. cuts between shots of

(i) four wrestlers and two umpires in the ring, (ii) excited,

screaming crowds in the audienc?, (iii) Antonio's face, and

(iv) his slippered feet, kicking, as he identifies with the

wrestlers.

The sound effects are loud, the cheering and booing of

the excited audience. Antonio's comments come through indis-

tinctly in snatches, revealing his humanity:

Get Up! Get up!
Kick him back!

. Hey! thatVs not fair!!

The significance of sequence J9 lies in the striking

parallels between it and the foregoing sequences 11, 12, and

38. Their contents are:

1The Comedy of Dante Alighieri, The' Florentine,
Cantica I, Hell (L'Inferno) trans Dorothy L. Sayers (Harmonds
worth, England: Penguin Books, 1949), p. 265.



EARLIER SEQUENCE-GROUP

Sequence 11

Reality in a film setting
. Reading the Bible·

Antonio's faith
Religion theme (music)

Sequence 12

Television medium
Wagner aria

Stylized conflict:
singer v. aria

Allusion to perfect
love only in death

Human voice as music

283

LATER SEQUENCE-GROUP

Sequence 38
Reality in a film setting

Reading Dante's Divine
Comedy

.

Ariton�o's faith
Religion theme's return

Sequence 39
Television medium

Wrestling match
Stylized all-in physical

combat
Allusion to might over

right
Human voice as outright

noise

The parallels are clear. Otherwise:

.1. The development wi thin each sequence ... group is from

the reality of Antonio's life in film which pleases him, to

the television medium which displeases him and which he rejects

by switching off the television set,

2. Could the Italian in Antonio be perpetuating the old

conflict by rejecting the German Wagner in favour of his

fellow-countryman Verdi, whose Requiem underlies the religion

theme?

3. The filmmakers seem to be joining in the criticism of

the television medium

4. The development between sequences 12 and 39 introduces

mixed bitensity in Antonio: filmwatchers will be sharply

divided as to the relative merits of the two forms of enter-

tainment

). The pattern of these four sequences is important in

structuring the film
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Sequence 40

In the kitchen Antonio prepares and cooks his evening

meal.' Food in jars is taken from the refrigerator. There

are close-ups of hands chopping food on a chopping board, of a

glass cooking pan on a gas burner, of cooking oil being dis

pensed. Antonio adds a sauce, tastes the food as it cooks,

cracks an egg, and blends it into the food. There are, at the

beginning, noises of knife sharpening, chopping, and the like.

Later, Antonio comments:

Mm! Good stuff! My one meal a day Ls- my invention,
my creation.

The sequence is tensing: as with the wine, the

pleasurable food is at last seen, and Antonio's pleasure is

readily shared.

Flemingrs music (example. 7.40) begins some twenty

seconds into the sequence, after the kitchen noises have been

cleared, and continues throughout.

Example 7.40. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 40

("J. :(7.0) � (10)
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Example 7.40--continued
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The music has several tensing features, supporting

the scene:

1-, Wide textural and melodic ;ranges

2 _, Fast tempo and compound meter

3, Abnormally high rate of attack

4. The final section has duo-tarantella texture, possibly

using more than one mandolin in counterpoint

Although melodically different from the wine and food

theme, this tarantella is obviously stylistically r-e.Lated to

it.

The form of the music in this sequence is the most

elaborate in the work, a rondo, whereas the forms of most of

the other units consist- of a single period or non-hierarchic

successions of phrases or periods. The form here is
_, -

A(repeated):B:A:B':A', as shown in table 7.35.

TABLE 7.35

SIMPLE RONDO FORM OF THE TARANTELLA
ACCOMPANYING SEQUENCE 40 OF ANTONIO

Length Tonal Regions Measure Numbers
Section in

Measures Opening Closing From To

A 8 d d 1 9

Repeat
of A 8 d d 10 17

B 12 g d 18 29

A 8 d d 10 17

B' 8 Bb d 38 45
A' 10 d d 46 55

Total: 54
." .... ' .

'

. ,
..

.
. . .....

'
..
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There is little synchronization of action with

music, though the "Mm! Good stuff!" comment coincides with

the Bb entry of section B', and the dynamics are toned down to

accommodate the speech. The final section is' tensing through

the raising of the melody by an octave and the addition of a

second mandolin part. This complements the tension felt at

the sight of the now ready meal.

Sequence 41

The visuals show Antonio sitting at the kitchen table.

Head in hands, he says grace over the food he has prepared.

(His day began with prayers, too.) He pours himself a glass

of red wine from the bottle, and comments:

I'll go the old way, children go the new. Oh well,
maybe next Sunday be different. We won't talk about
fight.

Antonio picks up his glass and drinks.

Superficially the sequence is relaxing, as Antonio is

about to enjoy his meal, but the filmwatcher knows that the

family problem is still unsolved, and could well be ready to

come to a climax.

There is no music. Its absence is noticeable after

the long previous number, a calm before the potential family

confrontation.

Sequence 42

Antonio continues eating his meal. The telephone is

heard ringing downstairs, two rings before it is answered.

Very shortly the landlady calls out:



Antonio, telephone! (a snatch of dialogue rather than
commentary. )

There .is a glimpse of her head. Antonio goes down

stairs, to the commentary:

I knew my boy would call me.

separate a man from his son.
Angry words must never

I raise a good family.

The sequence is extremely tensing: the family quarrel

is about to be examined by the parties.

There is still no music, for reasons similar to those

mentioned for the preceding sequence.

Sequence 43

Antonio is seen talking on the telephone. In a close

up, his face becomes sadder. He replaces the receiver and

holds it, looking dejected. The commentary is:

So it is not this Sunday. Th�re are 'other Sundays.
I have lots of things to do, anyway. Oh, lots of
things!

The surface and subsurface states of tension are the

reverse of those in sequence 41: here first appearances are

tensing as the quarrel is seen to be unresolved, but Antonio�s

comments indicate that he will live with the situation.

The music (example 7.41) begins with a quiet dissonant

chord on the guitar, balancing the only other free-standing

colouristic sonority at the end of sequence 15, when Antonio

declared that he was free. In retrospect, however, the chord

may be considered to function as a V chord in D minor, the

central tonality of the work re-emerging for its conclusion.

The chord may be an�ysed with root Bb, expected to move to A;

or the Db can be construed as C# and the F as E#, making the
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sonority a � inversion of v�� .

Example 7.41.
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The canzona theme is present, with G4 replaced by E4

in the first measure. The solo guitar opening is abnormal, as

is the very slow rate of attack. The sombre mood conforms to

the drama, and the melodic cadence on the fifth of the scale

is inconclusive. The 4-3 appogiature in measure 8 conflict

with the meter. The music supports the tensing, displeasing

elements of the drama. There is a further musical parallel

between the sequence-group 1-4 and 43-45: in each case the
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displeasing element is succeeded by a main presentation of the

canzona theme, emphasizing the emotional duality.

Mention has been made of the interval of a falling

second, which figures so prominently in the work as a stylis

tic unifying gesture. Sometimes it is melodic, sometimes

internal; sometimes the first tone is chordal, sometimes non-

chordal. Apart from the outstanding melodic examples in

measures 2 and 4 of this sequence 43, there are notable dis

sonant non-chordal used in the locations named in table 7.36.

TABLE 7. 36

PROMINENT APPOGIATURE RESOLVING A DIATONIC
SECOND DOWNWARD IN ANTONIO

Sequence Measure
Dissonant

Chordal status
Tone

1 7 F#5 2 in e

1 14 G5 7 in a

2 15 A5 4 in e

2 16 G5 6 in B 9
7

4 2 A4 6 in C

8' 15 E5 2 in D
8 17 D5 4 in A7

17 15 C5 4 in G64
17 16 Eb5 6 in G6
24 13 Bb4 4 in f7

43 6 E5 6 in g
43 8 G4 4 in d
44 2 D5 6 in F
44 6 E5

..

6 in g
45 23 B4 6 in D

46 .41 ... . D5 .
.... 7· in e

Between main structural tones, there are prominent
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descending seconds in sequences 14 (G4 to F#4), JJ (G5 to

F#5), and 40 (A4 to G4). This interval is the quintessence of

the canzona theme.

Sequence 44

Antonio is seen back at the table, eating his meal.

There is a close-up of the plate of food. He dips his bread

in the wine. The camera tracks backward to present the final

survey of the apartment: both rooms, the bedroom, the bay win

dow, the empty chair, the cluttered chest of drawers. There

is no commentary. The now familiar scene is relaxing, as is

the drama in the realization of Antonio's fundamental strength

of character to endure his family strains.

The music (example 7.42), following immediately after

the preceding sequence, is relaxing as the principal return of

the canzona theme, in F major, a perfect fourth higher than

its first tonal level, establishing a quasi-V-I succession.

Moreover, as was stated in sequence 4, the music itself for

the first dozen measures is relaxing by reason of the major

mode, the moderate tempo, the clear form with matching phrases,

and the Simple texture. There is some tensing in measures

15-22 with the modulation to D minor, but the overall condition

is one of relaxation.

The duality of life has persisted in the drama, and

the double atmosphere, sadness and happiness, continue in a

state of mutual toleration. The music, generally bright as

well as relaxing, is supportive more of the happiness, but the

sadness remains audible in the minor mode of the passage.
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Example 7.42. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 44

() = '=-D) t'Y'"e.� •
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Sequence 45

The story is seen to be about to conclude. Antonio

is back in bed, supine. In close-up he runs his fingers

through his hair. The camera tracks backward to a medium shot

of Antonio in bed. The final commentary is:

I go see Matteo again tomorrow. Talk about new wine.
He'll like that.

The scene is tensing in providing further specific

evidence of Antonio's strength of character, his optimism,

and his devotion to his old friend.

The music is especially tensing (example 7:1043):

1. The change from D minor to D major is particularly

brightening in mood. This gesture was adumbrated as long ago

as sequence 8

2. The canzona theme seems finally to appear in its quint

essence, the 6-5 appogiatura B4-A4 in measure 23

3. The duo-homophony is an abnormally compl ex texture

4. The upward melodic movement is abnormal

In this sequence the music comes to the fore as a

player in its own right, standing on its own, with louder

dynamics, inSisting that the drama is essentially a happy

one. The music is the happy ending to Antonio's day.

Sequence 46

The superposed end-credits appear on the screen, in

the written rather than the spoken word, for the reasons

stated in connection with the main ti tIe sequence at the begin-

ning of the film.
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Example 7.4). Fleming, Antonio, sequence 4.5

(J. ='Q)
23

The audience reads:

"Antonio ..... by Antonio Ianuziello; Direction and
Photography: Tony Ianzello."

There is no commentary, clearing the soundtrack for

the final burst of music.
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The music (example 7.44) continues with the barcarolle-

like numb er in variants of the canzona theme. The duo-

homophony continues. There is a hint of a prospect of an

excursion into a more remote tonal region (measure 41), but

V of D major returns, and the imminent. termination of the film,

apparent from the end-credits, is supported by the music.

Example 7.44. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 46

(J: �o)

Sequence 47

Antonio turns over in bed, turning his back on the

filmwatcher and his day. The credits continue:

Commentary: Antonio Ianuziello
Musi c :.� .: Rob ert Fl eming . . .

[other credits] ...

The music (example 7.45) continues in its loud

dynamics with an a�normal upward overall melodic movement and

a barcarolle-like character. The accompaniment changes to
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support the barcarolle through a lilting 6/8 rhythm of alter-

nating quarter and eighth notes over a tonic pedal. It

continues to support the happiness of the story wi th its mood,

and reinforces the ending and rounding out of the film with

its final cadence. The final F#5 tone on the third scale

degree in D major on both mandolin and guitar confers an

ultimate touch of inconclusiveness, supporting the idea that

Antonio's life will go on.

Example 7.45. Fleming, Antonio, sequence 47
(J = �Q)

l44

� f"\ .. _1-;'
-

- !
�

- .

;' '" - ._ � -- ,
.�

"

/ - -

l L . . r

- . - .

Solo J. _f. J.� A ]I ...
I - - ;� �I' "1' �.

- I I I .- - -
-

,- J I .. I I ..
J I I I ..

, � l '. \'

The film ends.
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Integration of Relationships between Musical
Tensltles and Dramatlc Tensltles

The separate conclusions from -the· sequence by sequence'

analyses of tensity relationships between the music and the

drama in Antonio can be integrated to prove the hypothesis

of film music functionality, by showing to what extent Fleming

employed cooperation and counteraction.

In each of the foregoing forty-seven sequence analyses

a view is taken as to the tensity of the drama--the setting,

characters, action, thematic top�cs, and filmmakers' personae-

as portrayed by the visuals, speech, and sound effects. In

the thirty-six sequences with. music, the tensity of the music

is identified. Many of the tensities had been indicated or

implied earlier in the previous analysis of norms and abnor

malities.

Adopting the sequence as a unit for analysis, and

recognizing that it can display one or more than one tensity,

the number of possible distinct tensity classes for the music

and the drama respectively is great. Moreover, because of the

subjective judgments involved, the assignment of a sequence to

a tensity relationship class is often difficult. Consolidation

of classes by taking account of derived tensities removes some

of the difficulty and uncertainty.

Table 7.37 is designed as a step in the integration of

the data from the detailed analyses. It shows:

1. A preliminary classification of film sequences according

to their music-drama-tensity relationships. This is effected

by aSSigning the identification number (unencircled) of each
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sequence to a row and a column of the table according to its

musical and dramatic tensities respectively. The kinds of

tensity shown for both music and drama are unmixed tension (in

one or in two parameters), mixed bitensity, and relaxation (in

one or in two parameters). Sequences without music are

assigned to a separate row.

2. A simplification by consolidation of the thirty-six

(6x6) row-column classes, some of which are empty in Antonio.

This is effected by showing how many sequences fall into

groups of rows and columns of similar derived tensity (the

encircled numbers), and by subtotals for unmixed tension and

derived tension (mixed bitensity) together.

The next two tables subsequent to table 7.37 complete

the integration.

The number of sequences showing unitensity, cooper

ation, and counteraction respectively within the music and

the drama considered separately is shown in table 7.38. (The

locations of the unencircled sequence identification numbers

in table 7.37 provide the data for table 7.38.)

The number of sequences showing cooperation and

counteraction respectively between the music and the drama in

Antonio is Shown in table 7.39. Subclasses of cooperation and

counteraction are distinguished. (The encircled sequence

frequencies in table 7.37 provide the data for table 7.39.)



TABLE 7 ·37

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MUSICAL TENSITIES
AND DRAMATIC TENSITIES IN ANTONIO

--_. __
- ..

_ ... _.
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Musical
Tensity

Dramatic Tensity

Unmixed
Tension

Mixed
Bi tensi ty

Unmixed) T
Ten- ) T&T
sion )

Mixed ) R&T
Bi ten-)
si ty ) T&R

Sub-total:
Tension

Relax- ) R
ation )

R&R

Sub-total:
Tensi ties

None, by )
absence)
of music)

Total:

Sub-.
total:

Relaxation
Total

Ten- ------
T&R sion R R&R

Sequence no e . , and, encircled, number- of sequences

36,45
8,12 1,2,6 11 43
15,17 14
40

37

G
G
G

1T = Tension.

2R = Relaxation.

10
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TABLE 7 ·38

. UNITENSITY, COOPERATION, AND COUNTERACTION
.

WITHIN MUSIC AND DRAMA IN ANTONIO

Number of Sequences Showing
Relationship Within_

Element
Uni- Coop- Counter-

tensity eration action
Total

I

Tensity within Music:

Tension only · . . , . . . 3 11 **1 14

Relaxation only . . . . .5 1 ** 6

Both tension and
relaxation · . . . . . .

** ** 16 16

Total . . . . . . . ... 8 12 16

Tensi ty within Drama:

Tension only · . . . . . . 19 8 ** 27

Relaxation only . . . . 12 0 ** 12

Both tension and
relaxation · . . . . . .

** ** 8 8

Total 31 8 8 47

1** signifies that the concept is impossible.
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TABLE 7.39

COOPERATION AND COUNTERACTION BETWEEN MUSICAL
'TENSITIES AND DRAMATIC TENSITIES IN ANTONIO

Sequences

Tensi t:y Relationship PercentageNumber
of Total1

Cooperation:

Musical tension with
dramatic tension . . . . . . ... 25 69

Musical relaxation with
dramatic relaxation2 . . . . .. 4 11

29 81

Counteraction:

Musical tension with
dramatic relaxation ...... 5 ·14

Musical relaxation with
dramatic tension . . . . . . . . . 2 6.

7 19

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 100

lThe percentages do not total accurately due to

rounding.

2This association of tensities results in relaxation;
the remaining 32 associations result in tension.

In summary, concerning the tensities and tensity

relationships within the thirty-six sequences with music in

Antonio (from tables 7·37, 7·38, and 7.39):

1. The filmmakers' utili�ation of derived music-drama
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tensities is predominantly of tension--

Relaxation • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • •

32 sequences (89%)

4 sequences (11%)

Tension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Fleming's utilization of unitensities and derived

tensities within the music is predominantly of tension--

Relaxation · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

JO sequences (83%)

6,sequences (17%)

Tension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J. Fleming's utilization of derived music-drama

relationships is predominantly of cooperation-

Cooperation (of tensions, 25; of
relaxations, 4) 29 sequences (81%)

Counteraction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 sequences (19%)

4. Fleming's utilization of u�itensity and tensity rela

tionships within the music is predominantly of counteraction--

Unitensity · . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
"

. . . 8 sequences ( 22%)

Cooperation (of tensions, 11; of
relaxations, 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 sequences ( J3%)

Counteraction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 sequences (44%)

Thus, in Antonio, a film with music where dramatic

tension is heavily predominant (and, as might be expected,

showing complete relaxation only toward its ending), Fleming

employs cooperation between the music and the drama noticeably

more often than counteraction; but within the music (where

tension is five times as frequent as relaxation) the commonest

relationship used is counteraction.
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Integration of Relationships between Musical Moods
and Pleasurabilltles of Thematlc Topics

The conclusions. ,from the s eparate s equenc es can be

integrated in a second way to illustrate the relationships

between musical moods and pleasurabilities of thematic topics.

These relationships are a special aspect of tensities between

music and drama, and a special case of aesthetic functionality

of film music. Meyer acknowledges the significance of musical

moods in connection with connotations.

In the sequ�nce analyses views are taken as to whether

Antonio's reactions to the thematic tQpics discussed in the

sequ�nce are of displeasure or pleasure (or absence of dis

pleasure). Simultaneously the mood of the music can be classi

fied as dark (or sad) or bright (or happy). In this and the

next section when dark music accompanies Antonio's displeasure

. or when bright music goes with his pleasure reference is made

to a relationship of support; or, when dark music goes with his

pleasure or bright with his displeasure, reference is made

to a relationship of opposition.

In table 7.40 thirty-four sequences are classified

according to the relationships of support and opposition as

just defined.

The number of sequences showing support and opposition

respectively between musical moods and pleasurabilities of

thematic topics in Antonio is shown in table 7.41. Subclasses

of support and opposition are distinguished. (The encircled

sequence frequencies in table 7.40 provide the data for table

7 .41 .)
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TABLE 7.40

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MUSICAL MOODS AND PLEASURABILITIES
OF THEMATIC TOPICS IN ANTONIO

Musical
Mood

PI easurab iIi ty

i
:

Antonio's
Displeas

ure

Antonio 1
s

Al ternate

Displeas-
ure and

Pleasure

Antonio's
Pleasure
(or Non

displeas-
ure)

Total

Dark (sad)

Al terna tely
dark and

bright

Bright
(happy)

Total:

Sequence nos., and, encircled, number of

sequences

2,6,12,17,
18,22,23,
25

o
8

4

11,43

7,26

20,27,28,
29,30,31
38

G

10,14,15
19,24,33
36,37,40
44,45,46
47

@)

NOTE: Sequences nos. 1 and 35 are considered neutral
as to displeasure or pleasure, and are excluded.
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TABLE 7·41

.sUPPORT. AND OPPOSITION BETWEEN MUSICAL MOODS AND
PLEASURABILITIES OF THEMATIC TOPICS IN ANTONIO

Sequences
Mood-Pleasurability

Relationship ;

Percentage of
Number Sub-total1

Support:

Dark music with Antonio's
displeasure . . . , . . . . . . . 8 28

Bright music with his
pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 45

21 72

Opposition:

Dark music with'Antonio's
pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 24

Bright music with his
displeasure . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 3

8 28

Sub-total . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 29 100

Undetermined relationship
in sequences of alternating
attributes

.-

·5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ..

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
. .

lThe percentages do not total accurately due to

rounding.
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Thus, in Antonio, Fleming employs support by the

musical mood of Antonio's feelings of pleasure or displeasure

noticeably more often than he employs opposition.

Correlation between (A) Tensity Relationships
and, (B), Mood-pleasurablll ty Relatlonshlps

The concepts in the two immediately preceding sections

are interconnected in that (a) musical brightness or darkness

is a specification of the musical tension or relaxation,

respectively or vice versa, and (b) Antonio's displeasure

'is a specification of the drama's tension (but 'not o f' its

relaxation). Therefore the two relationship-groups,

cooperation-counteraction and support-opposition, can be inves

tigated for significant correlation. Any correlation is the

composer's choice, since each relationship-group can vary

independently of the other: both displeasure and pleasure

spring from the one polarity, tension; and musical darkness

and brightness can each be matched with either musical

abnormality (tension) or the musical norm (relaxation).

In table 7.42 the twenty-nine sequences where the

cooperation, counteraction, support, and opposition are all

determined are classified according to their interrelation-

ships.

Table 7.42 reveals a distinct correlation between .th e

tensity relationships and the mood-pleasurability' relation

ships, but this conclusion should be taken with some reserve

in view of the rather small numbers and the subjectivity

involved. Of the twenty-two sequences showing cooperation,
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TABLE 7.42

CORRELATION BETWEEN (A) TENSITY RELATIONSHIPS (COOPERATION AND
COUNTERACTION) AND (B) MOOD-PLEASURABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

(SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION) IN ANTONIO

Tensi ty
Relationship

Mood-Pleasurability Relations�lp

SUPPORT OPPOSITION

�
I(]) I I I(])

C) � C) C) C) �
.r-! :::s .r-! .r-! .r-! :::s
0202 02 (]) 02 (]) 0202

Total:::s ro :::s H :::s H :::s ro
. :;E (]) :;E:::S :;E:::S :;E(])

r-! 02 02 r-!
�P4 �ro �ro �P-I
�02 ,.C(]) � (]) ,.CO2
ro.r-! bDr-! cUr-! b.O .r-!
OQ .r-! P-t QP04 .r-! Q

H �
r=o I:Q

Sequence nos. , and, encircled, umber
of sequences

COOPERATION
Musical tension- }

dramatic tenSion)

Musical relaxation
dramatic relax- )
ation )

Total: Cooper
ation

COUNTERACTION
Musical tension- )

dramatic relax- )
ation )

Musical relax- )
ation-dramatic )
tension

Total: Counter
action

Total: Relation-

...... _ .. _. __ ._ �.�_i p�_ ._ .. _ .'._ ..

2,6,
12,17
18,22
23,25

14,15
19,24
33,)6
40,44
45

o
46

(2)
o
8

10,47

27,28
29

CD
31

0)

1The Displeasure or Pleasure is Antonio's.
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eighteen (82%) show musical support of Antonio's reactions

to the thematic topics, eight of his displeasure, ten of his

pleasure. However, of the seven sequences showing counter

action, the music in three shows musical support of Antonio's

reactions, while. the music in four sequences shows opposition.

All in all, cooperation is linked with support or counteraction

is linked with opposition in twenty-two of the twenty-nine

sequences (76%).

Figure 7.8 gives an overview of the two integrations

and the correlation presented in the last three sections. It

charts the two relationship�groups and their constituent

variables; and in its lower part depicts the association

between the two·relationship-groups. Percentage frequency

distributions (taken from tables 7.39, 7.41, and 7.42) are

shown in circles for cooperation and counteraction, in

triangles for support and opposition, and in rectangles for

the derived relationships between the cooperation-counteraction

group- and the support-opposition group.

The data in'figure 7.8 provides an important summary

description of the musical functionality in Antonio according

to the hypothesis.and Some of its immediate implications:

1. Cooperation between musical and dramatic tensities

predominates, occurring in 80% of the sequences (in 69%

between tensions, in 11% between relaxations)

2. Support by musical moods of the thematic topics'

pleasurabilities predominates, occurring in .73% of the

sequences (in 45% .between musical brightness and Antonio's
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I - RELATIONSHIPS: (A) COOPERATION OR COUNTERACTION, AND

(B) SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION

MUSIC:
TENSITY

DRAMA:
TENSITY

Cooperation

Specification
of Tension --,--_.>

Support

---&--

MUSIC:
MOOD.

II - DERIVED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN (A) AND (B)
�--------------------�

Cooperations Counteractions
I

�------------��, �
....... -::::.._.... _,;

.-,......
� ....'

........

� -e-
.....

S.. --�@J
�--------Su�p-p-o-r-t-s---------' -I--�!�!--op-p-o-s-i-t-i�o-n-s-------�

62

NOTES: (1) Each of the sets of numbers in differently
shaped boxes is a percentage frequency distribution for the
relationship-group.

(2). Lines do not connect at points of crossing.

Figure 7·8 Chart of Relationship-Groups in Antonio
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pleasure, in 28% between musical darkness and his displeas-

ure)

3� Similarity between relationship-groups (when cooper

ation is associated with support and counteraction with

opposition) predominates, occurring in 76% of sequences (in

62% with cooperation and support, in 14% with coun trer-ac td.on

and opposition)

The fact that the hypothesis enables this summary

description to be given, providing data for the further

analysis and possibly for the evaluation of the film and i.ts

music, substantiates the utility of the hypothesis.

Integration of. Form-making Processes·'

To conclude this examination of the film Antonio, the

form-making processes in certain elements already identified

as structural--the settings, the thematic topics, the sound

effects, and the musical tonal regions and themes--are inte

grated and presented in table 7.43. The composite pattern

discloses cooperation and counteraction at the highest hier

archic level.

On the one hand, in the nonmusical filmic elements:

1. The s ett.ings, through the visuals, establish a very

clear three-act structure: (a) home, (b) departure, and

(c) return

2. The thematic topics and the characterization, mainly

through commentative speech, also establish a tripartite

structure: (a) introduction of topics--sequences 1-13,

(b) development of topics and virtual disposal of the peri-
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Filmic Sequence Numbers
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pheral ones--social conditions and change, loneliness and

independence, religion and Dante, and aging and dying in

sequences 14-33, and (c) catastrophe and denouement--the recon

ciliation of the continuing family problem and the solace of

wine and food, in sequences 36-47

3. The sound effects (table 7.29). are balanced about an

axis, the division between sequences 18 and 19, when Antonio

sells the unwanted house in the country. This climactic event

makes a "golden section" of the forty-seven sequences (that

is 18:29::29:47), and establishes a bipartite structure

The possible alternative interpretations of the film's

macrostructure--tripartite according to the settings, charac

terization, and thematic topics, presented by the visuals and

speeCh; and bipartite according to the sound effects-�can be

reconciled: the bipartite form, based only on the relatively

unimportant sound effects, is effectively overshadowed by the

tripartite form, based on the other more numerous and impor

tant nonmusical filmic elements.

On the other hand, in the music:

1. The music's themes and their keys establish a sonata

form which, in view of the considerable amount of material irt

the central sequences presenting modifications of the canzona

theme, is clearly tripartite

2. The music's tonal regions establish an arch form.which

might initially be considered bipartite, but which, in view of

the lengthy episodes featuring C-minor tonality that delay

the downward reverse slope of the arch, is better considered
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as tripartite

Thus the musical tripartite macroform cooperates

strongly with the tripartite macroform of the nonmusical

elements. The boundaries of the divisions established by the

different processes do not coincide exactly; but this over

lapping does not invalidate the concept any more than, say,

rhythmic continui� at a harmonic cadence in music precludes

the assignment of articulation to the cadence.

The macroform of Antonio is itself the intrafilmic

norm, and thus intrafilmic macroformal abnormalities are

undefined. If interfilmic norms were to be established, the

film's macroform could be tested for tensities.

Form was cited by LaRue as a fifth element of music,

combining four qthers; sounding form in motion was cited by

Langer--endorsing Hanslick--as the reality underlying elements

created only for perception: the identification of the form

making role of Fleming's music in Antonio is thus an appro

priate conclusion to this chapter's examination of the film.



PART III

CONCLUSIONS



CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

The first part of the twofold objective of the study

was to propound a hypothesis of the aes th etd c functionali ty

of film music, based on certain contemporary theories of

aesthetic functionality of absolute music as they would apply

in a film context. This was accomplished in part I.. The

sources--literatures and personal interviews--yielded the

conc.epts presented in chapter 2, which in turn led to the

propositions and the hypothesis presented in chapter 3. The

nature of the tensities central to the hypothesis was illus

trated in chapter 4.

The second part of the objective of the study, to

illustrate the operation of the hypothesis in selected film

music of Robert Fleming, was accomplished in part II. An

outline of Fleming as a composer of film music was given in

chapter 5, the selecting of film material was explained in

chapter 6, and the operation of the hypothesis in the film

Antonio, with music by Fleming, was illustrated in detail in

chapter 7.

The Hypo th·esis

The hypothesis propounded was: THERE EXISTS AN

AESTHETIC FUNCTIONALITY OF FIL1VI MUSIC BASED ON THE RELATION-

316
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SRlPS OF COOPERATION AND COUNTERACTION BETWEEN THE TENSITIES

IN THE MUSIC AND THE CONTEXTUALLY RELATED TENSITIES IN THE

OTHER· ELEMENTS OF THE FILM.

The truth of such a generalization depends upon its

applicability in particular instances within its domain. Its

illustration in the case of the single film Antonio amounts

to a single testing of its applicability. The conclusions of

the testing concerning the central concepts of filmic elements,

tensity, and cooperation and counteraction are given next,

arranged in sections dealing with the film, its music per se,

and the music's role in the film, giving examples of the points

made. Pleasurability, ancillary to the hypothesis, is occa

sionally mentioned when particularly Significant.

Tensities in the Film Antonio

Conclusions concerning tensities generally in the film

Antonio are:

1. Dramatic ingredients (settings, characters, actions

or thematic topics, and filmmakers' personae) and audiovisual

components (visuals, speech, music, and sound effects) are

filmic elements that can successfully be identified in any

situation or process. This identification of elements is

exemplified throughout the sequence by sequence analysis of

the film

2. These elements and their interrelationships account

for everything in the film presentation: but only the visuals

are omnipresent

3, The dramatic ingredients constitute a message that is
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communicated through the medium of the audiovisual components.

In Antonio the character of an aging immigrant in his new

country and his family and life problems are portrayed in the

moving pictures, commentary, music, and noises

4. The medium affects the message: Antonio's family disap

pointments are intensified by the film's montage, and are

sustained by the music's thematic.returns

5. Any audiovisual component or any combination of such

components is able to present any dramatic ingredient or any

combination of such ingredients, but some associations are

more effective and more common than others. The communication

strength of visuals lies in the portrayal of reality, of speech

in the discussion of intellectual topics, and of music in the

portrayal of emotional considerations. This' functional speci

alization has been mentioned in table 7.32 and illustrated in

the sequence by sequence analysis of Antonio

6. The filmic elements must be subdivided into attributes

of their parameters if functionalities are to be precisely

identified. In Antonio attention is paid, for eKample, to

the squalor of the apartment and to the tempo of a tarantella

7. The abnormalities cited are departures from norms_ in

the dramatic ingredients of Antonio. The norms are sometimes

mentioned--the apartment setting, for instance--but they are

usually presumed--that independence is pleasing, for instance

8. Tensity is or could be assigned to every event and pro

cess: tension to every abnormality, relaxation to every norm.

Antonio saying his morning prayers in sequence 4 is tensing;
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his lying in bed in the final scenes is relaxing

9. Tensity is a variable, dependent not only upon the

nature of the stimulus, an objective thing, but also upon the

sensory capability and the response proclivity of the person

stimulated, upon the time of stimulation, and upon the time

of the response, all subjective things. Antonio and Matteo

have very different tensities in the face of approaching death

10. Tensi ties are sometimes explici tly quantified: when

Antonio goes to the telephone, the sequence (no. 42) is

described as extremely tensing

11. The resolution of multitensities is illustrated;

occasionally, as in sequence 31, by indicating that -th e relax

ation more than counterbalances the tension; or, as in sequence

14, by resolving mixed bitensity into tension

12. When more than one tensity is present they ei ther

cooperate or counteract. Antonio is tense at both his cruel

childhood master and the harsh, rocky Italian terrain, a case

of cooperation: he is relaxed in trusting to God, but tense

at his children's reluctance to discuss religion, a case of

coun teraction

13. Cooperation between two or more tensions or two or

more relaxations respectively is a simplification and a

strengthening of tension or relaxation as the case may be.

The filmwatcher experiences extra stress in the multiple

tensions of the opening sequence, the uncertainty as to what

is going to happen, and the Italian name Antonio. ,Multiple

relaxations are rare--they would prematurely terminate'the
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story

14. Counteraction between tension and relaxation is a

complication of tensi�, resulting in a strengthening, not a

neutralization of tension. Antonio found relief in selling

his no-Ionger-wanted country house and returning to unite'his

family in the ci�; but the filmwatcher knows from the conven

tions of film stru:cture that worse trouble will befall him.

The relaxation in the action coupled with the tension in the

filmmakers' structure combine to generate a greater tension in

the filmwatcher

15. There are optimum numbe�s and optimum relative

strengths of simultaneous tensities: too few is uninteresting,

too many is confusing, pettiness alongside heroism is ridicu

lous. Antonio would not be as effective as it is had it

failed to avoid these extremes

Tensities in Antonio's Music per 5e

Conclusions concerning tensities in the music of

Antonio are:

1. Norms of attributes of pa.rameters of a parti:cular

musical work are fairly easily determined by statistical and

less sophisticated methods. Abnormalities are similarly

detectable and quantifiable. Most of the first part of chap

ter 7 is taken up with these procedures applied to Antonio,

and the resulting assignments of tension and relaxation are

fairly automatic. They appear to correspond with common exper

iences of listeners in similar musical situations, even out

side a film context
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2. Tensities in simultaneous musical parameters cooperate

and counteract. In Aritoni'D in sequence 14 there is cooper

ation·of tensions between the narrow range, the five-measure

phrases, and the high dynamics; in sequence 38 there is

counteraction between a relaxing drop in pitch level and a

tensing abnormal tonal region

3. Cooperation and counteraction exists not only between

parameters regarded as operative on the same level, but also

between overall tensity at one hierarchic level and the

tensity at another level. In Antonio multilevel cooperation

exists in sequence 38: at the higher level there is a relaxing

return of the religion theme, last heard in sequences 11 and

22-23; while at the lower level there is a relaxing drop in

pitch to G minor from the initial A minor. A modest counter

action operates in the concluding sonorities of the film:

the presentation is tonally closed with a relaxing V-I pro

gression; but at the lower level ongoing features are sugges

ted by the final tensing melodic third scale degree

4. Whereas the dramatic ingredients produce emotion from

tension from abnormalities in their portrayal of reality,

music produces emotion from tensions from moving forms in the

music itself. In Antonio the music produces happiness at the

only appearance of a familiar ternary form in the tarantella

in sequence 37

5. The three musical allusions identified is a consider

able number; but it is important that the music is functional

through its formal relationships even if the allusions should
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be missed, as indeed they might well be

'Cooperation and Counteraction between Tensities
In the MUSlC and In the Other Fllmic

Elements in Antonlo

The relationships between musical tensities and

dramatic tensities in Antonio indicated in table 7.37 are data

for a summary of cooperation and counteraction between tensi-

ties in the music and the other filmic elements.

1. Music in Antonio has been seen as a medium presenting

each dramatic ingredient, revealing an It.alian conn ec t i.on

with the apartment setting, happiness with the preparedness

·for death in Antonio's characterization, solemni�J with the

religion and Dante thematic topic, and filmmakers' attitude

toward a Wagner aria on television

2. That music as a medium modifies the message it conveys

has been illustrated. In the opening sequences the Pagliacci

allusion conveys the message that Antonio suffers from internal

turmoil, but it also substitutes a lovers' triangle for family

problems, wrongly suggests a tragic ending, and tells the

filmwatcher that the film experience is not rea�ity but an

artistic experience

3. Procedures are form�lated for resolving multiple

relationships between tensities so that a final tension or

relaxation (rarely) results. For instance, in sequence 25

the music has tensing solo, textural, melodic, and tonal

features, but relaxing key and thematic features: it is tensing

overall when the mixed tensities are resolved. In sequence 18
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Antonio's multitensities when living in the country are

simplified to a general tension. In sequence 29, until the

final" cadence, the mixed bi tensi ties' in both drama and music

make for strong overall tension. The penultimate sequence,

no. 46, is interpreted as a resolution of relaxations into an

overall relaxation, before the finai sequence 47 suggests a

continuation of Antonio's tense life style

4. Cooperation between drama and music is commonly f�und,

in twenty�nine (81 percent) of the sequences (table 7.39).

Specific 'examp.L es involving tensions are (a) the tens e flash ...

back to Italy in sequence 6, supported by tensing musical

range, mode, rhythm, and tempo features; (b) the tensing

shopping street in sequence 14 with the tensing musical range,

phrase-struc�re, and dynamic features, both drama and music

specifically conveying pleasure, and (c) the pleasurable, t ens e

professional-standard winemaking in sequence 37 with the happy

tarantella-style music. The cooperations of tensities

existing between drama and music are simplifications, resul

ting in more noticeable overall tensions or relaxations', as the

case may be

5. Abnormal.and therefore tensing synchronization of

musical and dramatic events is a special kind of functionality

by cooperation, existing in sequences 17-20 when there are

quickly changing scenes at Antonio's country home, and in

sequences 22-25 when Antonio reminisces in the cemetery. There

is no suggestion of the synchronization degenerating into

mickeymousing
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6. Another special case of cooperation is the absence of

music, a tensing departure from the cinematic convention of

background mus Lc-o-f'unc td.onaj.L ty by self -ban.i shment--in the

tensing numinous sequences 16 and 21 in the church and 32 in

the park

7. A special case of functionality occurs with the realis

tic ("actuality") music from Wagner's Tristan in sequence 12.

Unless it be considered as a gratuitous musical solo unre

lated to Antonio's drama, which is unlikely, it must be

considered a cooperation with the filmmakers' derogatory tone

in criticizing the television medium

8. Counteraction between drama and music is found in the

remaining seven sequences with music. An example of dramatic

tension 'with musical relaxation occurs in sequence 37 when

Antonio is tensely gratified with his winemaking, to the

accompaniment of a relaxing return of the tarantella wine and

food theme. The tensities are still mixed but reversed in

the next sequence 38 when Antonio is relaxed with his Dante,

but the music, itself of .mixed bitensity, must be considered

tensing. The counteractions of tensities existing between

drama and music are complications, resulting in stronger

overall tensions

9. Counteraction at one level with cooperation at a

higher level is found in the relationships within Antonio's

different temperaments, within the musical themes, and between

these two sets of attributes. The lower level dualities in

the characterization and the themes respectively are each
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resolved, as counteractions, to a tension; but, at the higher

level, the two tensions--dramatic and musical--cooperate,

producing a higher level tension

10. The existence of an optimum number of simultaneous

tensities in a cooperation or a counteraction of tensities

has been mentioned in the section presenting conclusions on

tensi ties in the film Antonio, but no a.'t:tempt was made to

quantify the optimum number or the upper and lower limits for

effectiveness. Indeed, an examination of a number of films

would be required to establish interfilmic norms for such

quantification, against which Antonio's quantities could be

measured for abnormality. According to tables 7.1 and 7.4,

sequence 17 presented five thematic topics, and sequences 17

and 20 each presented four. The reviews of· sequences 17 and

20 mentioned four and two musical tensities respectively

(sequence 41 has no music), and thus in one, sequence, no. 17,

nine tensities were identified. At the other extreme, table

7.4 showed that 49 percent of the sequences presented only one

thematic topic. The author's evaluation of this intrafilmic

data is that one tensity per sequence is adequate for film

watchers' interest; and that, occasionally, as many as nine

tensities in one sequence is not confusing. This opinion is

tenable in spite of commonly held views that th� human span of

attention is more limited, provided that the concept that

multi tensi ties resolve into a single derived tensi ty is

invoked. The question of optimum relative strengths of mul

tiple tensities is even more difficult and is not pursued
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11. The statements made in the preceding sections con

cerning film (particularly its dramatic ingredients) and music

respectively are similar in many ways, but there is an out-

standing difference. The messages in the dramatic ingredients,

in their portrayals of reality, are highly specific, even when

complex, and there is near unanimity in the things understood

by the filmwatchers--the meanings of dramatic ingredients are

certain. However, the messages in music,. considered as an

autonomous medium, are quite indefinite, in spite of. the

differentiation and specification of emotions claimed by

Meyer--the meanings of music are uncertain, even though the

tensions are plainly perceived. Pursuing this point as it

concerns the relationships between dramatic ingredients and

music, music's uncertainty of symbolism is its strength in a

film context, since it can be non-conflicting and even suppor

tive in a wide vari ety of si tuations, whereas s1' ecific musical

meanings would frequently produce either redundant cooperations

or destructive counteractions. In Antonio Fleming is careful

not to use music with specific bird associations when Antonio

is with the budgerigars in sequence 33

Conclusion

The examination of Antonio yields a forceful illus

tration that the hypothesis is firmly founded, in that its

three concepts of tensity, musical functionality, and cooper-

ation and counteraction a�e special cases of more general con-

I

cepts. The justification :for regarding tensity as a funda-

mental aesthetic variable ;springs from analogies between
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tensity and the philosophical ultimate: tension connotes

existence, life itself; relaxation connotes non-existence,

d ea th . In Antonio, Arrtorri,o is a living character. only because

he tenses and relaxes. Music in film necessarily exercises a

faculty possessed by its independent counterpart, absolute

music: According to Meyer and Berry music projects its own

message resulting from inherent relationships. The recapitu

lation of the main themes in Antonio, as in sonata form, is

relaxing, and would be so even were the music to be heard on

its o wn . The j"ustifica tion for regarding cooperation .arid

counteraction of tensities as fundamental aesthetic relation

ships springs from the analogies between these relationships

and the concepts of unity and variety respectively in an art

work. An optimum mix or range of mixes of unity and variety

is a well-acc:epted criterion of value in an art work, such tha'

too much unity, equivalent to too lit�le variety (tantamoUnt

to excessive cooperation or insufficient counteraction) amount�

to or approaches undesirable homogeneity--criticizable as

wasted effort, overkill, or, in film, mickeymousing. Deviatior

in the opposite direction, too much variety , equivalent to too

little unity (tantamount to excessive counteraction or insuf

ficient cooperation) amounts to undesirable heterogeneity,

leading to irrelevance, unwanted conflict, or diSintegration.

An objective evaluation of the respective levels of coo�er

ation and counteraction in Antonio cannot be made until inter

filmic norms are established following analyses of additional

films; but the author's evaluation of variety-in-uni ty in the
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film, So far as the balance of musical cooperation and counter

action is concerned, is positive.

It is now asserted that, despite the subjectivity

inherent in the experiencing of tensities, the hypothesis is

applicable in the case of the film Antonio, ·about which it can

truthfully be said that the music is aesthetically functional

because, as demonstrated, its tensities--perceived by the

filmwatcher--cooperate with or counteract the tensities in

the other filmic elements.



CHAPTER 9

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The study yields certain implications for further

research into the aesthetic functionality of film music and

into Robert Fleming as a composer.

Bibliography

A bibliography of material pertinent to the aesthetic

functionali ty of film music would save researchers a great

deal of time in locating and consulting ,sources, and would be

invaluable to theorists, composers, and other filmmakers.

Annotation of individual items or of class headings, indi

cating the source author's concept of the basis of the music's

functionality would be essential. Other topics to be covered

in the annotations in the published bibliography should be

determined according to accepted bibliographical practice

following perusal of the sources. Evaluation of sources

should be considered. A select filmography and � select disco

graphy would be a valuable natural adjunct to the biblio

graphy.

Terminology

There is scope for the devising of a more discrimin

ative terminology for the hypothesis here propounded and for

the concepts and propOSitions leading v� to it. The 'relatively

329
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simple language used in this study often leaves it to the.

context or the reader's favourable assumptions to convey with

certainty, for instance, whether an event or a process or

both is under discussion; .whether a quantified abnormality is

greater or less than the norm; or whether a relaxing is a

"de-subnormalizing" or a "de-supranormalizing." There is,

apparently, an inevitable conflict between precision and

conciseness,to be minimized if it cannot be resolved.

Mathematical Symbolism

There is scope for the development of a mathematical

symbolism to define the hypothesis and its related concepts.

Mathematical terminology.c�uld avoid the clumsiness attendant

on a precise verbal language, and would permit the use of

computers in analysis

Additional Film Analyses

Analysis of additional films in the light of the hypo

thesis of this study would not only submit it to further proof

and perhaps suggest refinements, but would also--as already

indicated--yield interfilmic norms which could serve as yard

sticks for such features as filmic macrostructures and optimum

numbers of simultaneous tensities.

Robert Fleming

In the opening rationale of the study it was stated

that Robert Fleming's compositions are a neglected field

awaiting research: the examination of Antonio confirms their

worthiness for further study.
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TABLE A.l

CONCORDANCE OF FILM SEQUEl'WE NUMBERS AN'D FLEMING'S
SECTION NUMBERS IN ANTONIO

Film Sequences Fleming's Score Sections

Without
Music by

Fleming

With
Music by

Fleming

Used
in Filml

Not Used
in �ilm

No. No.

3

5

9

123
13

16

21

25(part)

32

34

39

41-42

No.

1

4

.6
7-- 8

10
11

14
15

17 - 20

22 - 24

25(part)
26

27 - 29
30 - 31

33(part)
33(part)

35 - 36
37
38

40

2

331

No.

1

2A(part)

(2 2B
( 3

4
4A

( 5A4
( 5B

6 - 6A

7

( 8A
(8B - 8e
( 9A
( 9B

( 10A(part)
( lOB (part)

( l1A
( l1B
( llC

12A - l2D

12 alternate
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TABLE A: l--CONTINUED
. -_ .. � .

.
.. �� - -- ...

Film Sequences Fleming's Score Sections

Without
,

With
Used Not Used

Music by Music by in Film! in Film
Fleming Fleming

No. No. No. No.

43 ( 13
44 ( 14A

45 - 46 ( 14B
47 ( 14c

.
1Minor parts of score sections may be inaudi

ble as a result of a cut in rehearsing, recording, or

editing; or through fade-out in soundtrack mixing.

�racketed sections follow on without a break.

�ncludes music from Wagner's Tristan and

Isolde, presumably selected by Fleming.

4The letters in sections 5, 6, 8, 12, and
14 were added to the score during rehearsal and

recording.



APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF FILMIC TERMS

Concerning Filmic Elements

Sound

SOUNDTRACK, (FINAL): The single composite. of all the audio

components when mixed. A continuous strip, sensed

optically or magnetically, alongside the discrete frames
of visuals on the film.

ACTUAL SOUND [ACTUALITY]: "Sound whose source is an object or

person in the scene," 1 [including dialogue "and a filmed
musical performance].

COMMENTATIVE SOUND� "Sound whose source is outside the reality
of the scene," [including spoken commentary and "back

'ground" music].

DUBBING: Adding sound separately produced, perhaps replacing
other sound.

MUTE: Before acquiring its sountrack, a film is mute.

WILD: Separate(ly). Sound effects may be recorded separately
from the images; a particular sonority may be recorded
separately from the continuous musical performance and
added later.

Visuals

VISUALS: The images, things seen on the screen, of a film.

CUTAWAY: A shot, usually brief, inserted into a scene, show
ing action at a different location.

FLASHBACK: An episode inserted into a scene dealing with a

time before that of the scene.

1Jame� Monaco, How to Read a Film (N ew York: Oxford
Uni versi ty Press, 1977), p. 395.

2Ibid., p . 402.
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Generally

MISE EN SCENE: What is put into a film. shot by virtue of
direction .and .camera technique, including actors and

s·etting.

Concerning Articulation

FRAME: The visual unit of a film. Frames are projected at
the rate of twenty-four per second.

SHOT: "A single piece of film, however long or short, without
cuts, exposed continuously."l [Depending on the camera

subject distance (or the lens specification) a shot is,
for instance, LONG, MEDIUM, CLOSE-UP, a ZOOM. If the
camera rotates about its vertical axis, it PANS.]

SCENE: "A complete unit of film narration. A series of shots
.that take place in a single location and that deal with a

single action. A relatively vague term." 2

SEQUENCE: "A basic unit of film construction of one or more

scenes that form a natural unit. An ambiguous term .
.,J

[A sequence as defined for the examination of the film
Antonio is a differently conceived unit.]

MONTAGE: Generally, editing; specifically, the juxtaposition
of shots producing secondary meaning not actually recorded
in the film shots.

CUT: An instantaneous switch from one shot to another. CROSS
CUTTING is intermingling shots of two or more scenes to
suggest parallel action.

MICKEYMOUSE, TO: . To add prominent sound or music to an action
in synchronized rhythm, often (intentionally or uninten
tionally) producing a humourous effect.

SHOT-LIST: "A chronologically ordered list of all tne scenes

in the film with the exact lengths of duration." [On it,
the composer writes his general compositional intentions.]

lIbid., p. 428. 2rbid., p. 427. J1 b i.d ;
, p . 428.

4Robert Fleming, "Music for Films," J oM.e. Musical
Chronicle 7 (January 1961):J. (Explicit publication details
are: Montreal: Jeunesses Musicales du Canada.)
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Concerning Film Genres

DOCUMENTARY: "A term with a wide latitude of meaning,
basically used to refer to any. film or program not wholly
fictional in nature."l

FEATURE LENGTH: Screening time--75 minutes or more.2 [Some
authorities state the minimum screening time as

60 minutes. ]
. .

ANIMATION: (1) Methods by which inanimate objects are made to
move on the screen, giving the appearance of life; (2) The
device of producing moving images from other images rather
than real actors and settings; (3) A class of film based
on animation procedures.

1
Monaco, p. 405.

2Ib i.d .., p. 407.



APPENDIX C

LIST OF RESOURCE PERSONS CONSULTED

Cited in the Text

National Film Board of Canada Personnel

Robert Anderson, producer (1)1 and director (4)
Louis Applebaum, composer
Normand.Bigras, music editor
Tom Daly, producer (175) and director (0)
Guy Glover, producer (29) and director (1)
Stanley Jackson, producer (3) and director (12)
Eldon Rathburn, composer

Others

Margaret Fleming, widow of Robert Fleming
Lyell Gustin, piano teacher of Rcbert Fleming

Not Cited in the Text

National Film Board of Canada Personnel

Malca Gillson, producer (1) and director (4)
Eileen Morash, reference librarian

National Library of Canada

Helmut Kallmann, Chief, Music Division

Stephen Willis, Head, Manuscript Collection, Music
Division

Other

Gerald Pratley, Ontario Film Council

1The figures in parentheses are the numbers of films
in the National Film Board of Canada 1981 Catalogue, English
Edition, produced or directed; the.numbers of uncatalogued
films are not included.
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF SELECTED SOURCES NOT
REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT

Concerning Film

Books

Baddeley, W. Hugh. The Technique of Documentary Film Produc
tion. London: Focal Press, 1969.

Eisenstein, Sergei M. The Film Scene. Translated and edited by
Jay Leyda. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1942.

Hardy, Forsyth, ed. and compiler.
1st American ed., (1946), rev.

1966.

Grierson on Documentary.
London: Faber & Faber,

Mitry, Jean. Esth�tique et psychologie du cinema. 2 vols.
Paris: Editions universitaires, 1963.

Rehrauer, George. The Short Film: An Evaluative Selection
of 500 Recommended Films. New York: Macmillan Infor-

.

mation, 1975.

Theatre Arts Library; University of California, Los Angeles.
Motion Pictures: A Catalogue of Books, Periodicals,
Screenplays, Telev�s�on Scr�pts, and Product�on Stills.
Boston, Mass.: G. K. Hall & Co., 1976,.

Articles

"Directors on Sound." Take One: 6(;2.).. (January 1978):23-26.
,

.
'

Rosenbaum, Jonathan. "Sound Thinking." Film Comment 14
(September-October 1978):38-41.

Concerning'Music

Books

Hiller, Lejarren A., Jr. and Isaacson, Leonard M. Experimental
Music: Composition with an Electronic Computer. New·York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959.
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Meyer,·· Leonard B. Music",." the· Arts; and Ideas. Chicago:
Unversity of Chicago Press, 1967.

Roberts, Jo·hn. "Carrununicatian Media."
Canada. Edited by Arnold Walter.
Toronto. Press, 1969.

Aspects of Music in
Toronto: Un�versity of

Schenker, Heinrich. Five Graphic Music Analys es. N.ew in tr-o
duction and glo.ssary by Fel�x Salzer. New Yark:· Daver
Publications, 1969.

Stravinsky, Igor. Po etics of Music in the Farm of· Six Lessons.
Translated by Arthur Knodel and Ingolf Dahl. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1942.

Zuckerkandl, Victor. Sound and Symbal: Music and the External
Warld. Translated by Willard R. Trask. Princetan, N.J.:
Pr�ncetan University Press, 1956; Bollingen Series XLIV,
1969·

Article

Johnson, Peter·. "Symmetrical Sets in Webern's Ope 10, No . 4."
Perspectives of New Music 17 (Fall-Winter 1978):219-29.

Cancerning Film Music

Boaks

Bazelon, Irwin. Knowing the Score: Nates on Film Music. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhald Co., 1975.

Calpi, Henri. Defense et illustration de la musique dans Ie
film. Lyons: Sac�§te d'Editions de recherches et de
documentation cinematagraphiques, n.d.

Evans, Mark. Saundtrack: The music of the Movies. New York:
Hopkinsan & Blake, 1975.

Hacquard, Georges. La Musique et Ie Cinema. Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1959.

Huntley, Jahn. British Film Music. Landon: $,. Robinson,
1947.

Limbacher, James L., camp. and ed. Film Music: From Violins
to Video. Metuchen, N. J ..: Scarecrow Press, 1974.

Manvell, Roger, and Huntley, John. The· Technique of Film"
Music. New York: Hastings Hause, 1957.
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McCarty, Clifford, ed •. Film Compo·sers in America: A Checklist
of their Work. Glendale, Calif.: By the Author, 1953;
repr�nt ed., New York: Da Capo Press, 1972.

Porcille, F. Pr�sence de la Musique a_'I'Ecran.' Paris: Cerf,
1969.

Sabaneev, Leonid Leonidovich. Music, for the Films: A Handbook
for Composers and Conductors. Translated by S. w. Pring.
London: P�tman, 1933.

Taylor, Deems.
Stokowsky .

Wal t Disney's "Fantasia." Foreword by Leopold
New York: S�mon & Schuster, 1940.

Thomas, Tony, edt and introducer. Film Score: The View from
the Podium. South Brunswick and New York: A. S. Barnes
& ce., 1979.

Contains a section "Motion Picture Music: A S,elect
Bibliography, by Win Sharples, Jr." listing, items:
Reference and Bibliographic (7); Books (50); Articles (42);
Society Publications, Journals, Columns (14); Documentary
Films on Film Music (2): latest article February 1977,
latest book 1976, pp. 260-66.

Thomas, Tony. Music for the Movies. New York: Barnes & Co.,
1973·

Articles

Eisler, Hanns . "Film Music--Work in Progress." Modern Music,
XVIII, Nov. 1940-June 1941. New York: AMS Press, 1966.

Fleming, Rob ert. "Music, and .th e Cinema." Musique et Cinema,
Document No.1, Montreal: Cinematheque canad�enne, 1963,
n.p.

l'occasion

Rooke, Peggy. "Film Music." Canadian Review of Music and
Art, Feb.-Mar. 1947.

Sternfeld, Frederick W. "Cop�and as a Film Composer." Musical
Quarterly 37 (April 1951):161-75.

Concerning Other Related Topics

Books

Eco, Umb erto . A TheorY: of" Semiotics. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1976; Midland Book', 1979.

.
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Langer, Susanne K. Problems of Art: Ten Philosophical
Lectures. New York: Charles Scr1.bner I

s Sons, 1957.

Langer, Susanne K. Reflections on Art: A Source Book of
Writings by Artists, Crit1.cs, and Ph1.losophers. Balti
more: The Johns Hopk1.ns Press, 1958.

Conc erning Robert Fl eming.'.
Books

Creative Canada: A Biographical Dictionary of Twentieth
century Creat1.ve and Performing Artists, Vol. One,
comp1.Ied by M.cpherson L1.brary, Un 1. ver-sa ty of Victoria,
B.C. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1971,
pp. 112-13·

Kallmann, Helmut, ed. Catalogue of.Canadian CompoSers.
st. Clair Shores, Michigan: Scholarly Press, 1972; for
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, pp. 104-105.

Thirty-Four Biographies of Canadian Composers. Montreal:
Canadian Broadcasting Corporat1.on, 1964, PP' 39-41 ..

Vinton, John, ed. Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Music.
London: Thames and Hudson, 1974, P' 239·

.

Articles

"The Composer who Commutes between his Church and the National
Film Board." Canadian Composer 39 (April 1939) :4.

Lauretta Thistle. "Robert Fleming: A Tribute to One of Canada's

Best-Loved Composers." Canadian Composer 118 (February
1977):10.
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Books

Lotman, Jurij. Semiotics of Cinema. Translated from Russian,
with foreword by Mark E. SUlno. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan, 1976.

Monaco, James. How to Read a Film. New York: Oxford Univer

sity Press, 1977.
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Articles
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Film
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Other Material
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Film Board of Canada's development and operations. In
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